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Preface

Over the decades, the entire world has faced critical crises, primarily due to the 
expanding human population resulting in environmental pollution, food shortages, 
and the potential exacerbation of these issues under the scenario of global climate 
change. Scientists are expected to address these problems by exploring knowledge in 
plant physiology, with a specific focus on stress-tolerant mechanisms. This exploration 
can significantly advance agricultural biotechnology and breeding, specifically con-
centrating on improving crop resilience to climate change. The goal is to enhance both 
the yield and quality of crops, contributing to global food security. Therefore, there is a 
growing demand to expand our understanding of developing climate-resilient crops.

This volume offers updated methods and current applications of genome editing 
technology, outlining strategies to enhance drought tolerance in crops. The underly-
ing mechanism centralizes modified cell signaling through precision mutagenesis 
introduced by CRISPR/Cas-mediated genome editing. CRISPR-edited plants exhibit 
a re-programmed balance and interconnections of plant hormones, including abscisic 
acid and cytokinins, attributed to edited versions of transcription factors and cytokinin 
oxidase/dehydrogenases.

An alternative solution to address climate-related abiotic stresses is explored through 
eco-friendly organic farming approaches. This volume provides a comprehensive 
summary of organic farming systems to alleviate abiotic stress responses in crops. It 
covers the application of bio-fertilizers, bio-priming with plant growth-promoting 
microorganisms, bio-stimulants, and organic manures. Additionally, smart agronomic 
practices under stress conditions, such as crop rotation, grafting, intercropping, selec-
tion of resistant/tolerant varieties, sowing methods and timing, tillage, and the use 
of organic formulations, are discussed.

In the face of the modern world’s energy shortage, this book explores promising 
solutions, with a focus on exploiting alternative energy sources. It summarizes 
current achievements in green-energy technology, specifically artificial photosyn-
thesis systems. These systems have the potential to increase clean energy sources 
like carbon monoxide, formic acid, methane, and pure hydrogen by designing an 
advanced photosynthetic system. The book not only illustrates mechanistic insights 
into photosynthetic chemistry but also comprehensively discusses the limitations 
and future directions of applied photosynthesis approaches. Despite these limita-
tions, scientists are actively working to improve artificial photosynthesis systems, 
aiming for future technology that is more cost-effective, robust, and scalable.

In this volume, various interesting subtopics of plant physiology and cross-field 
observations are proposed. For instance, a biochemistry perspective on the dis-
sociation of water to produce oxygen in plants is presented, with the intention of 



IV

inspiring readers to design future experiments for further clarification. Additionally, 
a discussion on the potential role of a ‘robber tree’ and insights into plant reproduc-
tive strategies is put forth, suggesting their potential applications in agriculture 
in the future.

This book is an ideal reference for students, teachers, and scientists in the field of 
plant science. Specifically, researchers focusing on subtopics of plant stress physiol-
ogy, plant biochemistry, photosynthesis, and crop breeding are highly recommended.

Jen-Tsung Chen
Department of Life Sciences,

National University of Kaohsiung,
Kaohsiung, Taiwan
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Chapter 1

The Modification of Abscisic Acid 
and Cytokinin Signaling with 
Genome Editing to Increase Plant 
Drought Tolerance
Ilya Zlobin, Marina Efimova, Natalia Permykova, 
Irina Sokolova, Vladimir Kuznetsov and Elena Deineko

Abstract

Due to climate aridization, the need to increase the resilience of plant productivity 
lo water stress becomes urgent. Abscisic acid and cytokinins have opposing biologi-
cal roles during water deficit and post-drought recovery, but both these regulators 
can be utilized to maintain plant productivity under water stress. Downregulation 
of abscisic acid biosynthesis and signaling can aid in the maintenance of photosyn-
thesis, growth, and productivity in plants, although increasing the susceptibility to 
severe stress. Cytokinin upregulation can maintain photosynthesis and productivity 
during water stress and aid recovery processes, whereas downregulation can lead to 
increased root growth, thus improving plant water balance, nutrient absorption, and 
hence productivity in water-limited conditions. The use of modern genome editing 
methods makes it possible to specifically modify genes involved in the implementa-
tion of complex traits in plants, such as resistance to stress factors. This review will 
examine the main areas of work on genome editing of gene families involved in plant 
responses to water deficiency using CRISPR/Cas technologies. Our current work on 
editing the ABF gene family, encoding transcription factors for ABA (AREB1/ABF2, 
AREB2/ABF4, and ABF3), as well as the CKX gene family (CKX1 and CKX4), encod-
ing cytokinin oxidase/dehydrogenases, will be presented.

Keywords: stress factors, plant drought resistance, molecular methods, plant genome 
modification, genome editing, abscisic acid, cytokinin signaling

1. Introduction

Drought is the most important abiotic factor challenging plant survival, per-
formance, and productivity on the planet. The rapidly increasing risk of coupled 
negative effects of water deficit and heat stress implies that we need to adapt the 
physiology of major crop plants to a hotter and drier future. Generally, the adaptation 
of annual crop plant to water stress can be confined to two capabilities:
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• to survive water stress without major irreversible effects on plant performance

• to quickly and fully recover after restoration of water supply, thus decreasing the 
cumulative drought impact on plant performance

It is clear that these capabilities depend on different or even conflicting plant 
traits. Survival during water deficiency depends mainly on the ability to prevent 
the irreversible desiccation of plant tissues and maintain the hydraulic integrity of a 
plant [1]. Plants need to minimize water losses, whereas photosynthesis and growth 
can be drastically diminished during this period without the major threat for plant 
survival during drought. In contrast, recovery occurs when water is plenty again and 
depends on the ability to recover photosynthesis, growth, and resource allocation to 
productive organs. Therefore, it is likely that opposing regulatory mechanisms would 
be required to make plants more tolerant to water stress per se and to make them abler 
to recover form water stress [2]. A clear example of such opposing pair of regulatory 
mechanisms are abscisic acid (ABA) and cytokinins (CKs). This chapter is devoted 
to the effects of these regulatory molecules on plant performance during water 
stress and recovery, on their regulatory modes, and on the usage of genome editing 
technologies to change plant ABA and CK balance to increase drought tolerance and 
post-drought recovery.

2. Abscisic acid

The response to water deficit is the major biological function of abscisic acid, and 
ABA can be considered as a versatile hormone that regulates plant water status in an 
integrated fashion. Abscisic acid increases water acquisition by affecting root growth 
and plant osmotic balance, affects water transport from the root surface to leaf tissues 
through regulation of aquaporin genes, and regulates water spending through the 
regulation of stomatal conductance, possibly influencing cuticular conductance. In 
case of stress severe enough to exert a substantial degree of dehydration in plant cells, 
ABA regulates the biosynthesis of stress-protective compounds such as dehydrins [3], 
but such intensive stress is likely of minor importance for agricultural plants [4]. The 
major biological functions of ABA during water stress are considered below.

2.1 Abscisic acid and plant water spending

The most-studied biological effect of ABA is stomatal closure, which enables 
plants to greatly diminish water losses, thus making a major contribution to the 
maintenance of plant water status during drought [5]. The paramount importance of 
ABA for stomatal regulation is clearly illustrated by ABA-deficient mutants, which are 
extremely sensitive to increasing vapor pressure deficit even under well-watered con-
ditions [6]. In more ancient plant lineages, ABA biosynthesis is rather slow, likely due 
to a reliance on non-specific enzymes during ABA biosynthesis, and therefore, ABA 
accumulation can occur only if water stress is rather prolonged [7–9]. For example, 
in [10], ABA increment in drying leaf tissues in several coniferous species occurred 
only after 2-h of dehydration. In contrast, angiosperms can induce ABA biosynthesis 
rapidly within few tens of minutes through the activation of NCED gene expression 
in ABA-producing tissues [7]. ABA catabolism genes are often upregulated simultane-
ously with ABA biosynthesis genes, but the expression of the former is lower than 
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the latter, resulting in net ABA accumulation under inductive conditions [11]. ABA 
accumulation in dehydrating cells occurs due to the decreasing of cell volume, rather 
than of turgor or water potential [12]. After water stress relief, the activity of ABA 
biosynthesis genes stayed elevated in guard cells, thus achieving drought memory 
effects favorable in case of subsequent droughts [13]. ABA controls memory processes 
through signaling pathway SnRK2/ABF/ABRE [14]. ABA biosynthesis in roots also 
occurs under water stress, but leaf is likely a major site of ABA biosynthesis [15, 
16]. There are conflicting evidences whether leaf ABA biosynthesis occurs mainly 
in vascular buds and guard cells or in mesophyll tissues, with solid evidences in 
favor of mesophyll as the main site of ABA biosynthesis [7, 10, 15]. Additionally, in 
angiosperms, rapid ABA-induced stomatal closure occurs within seconds to minutes, 
thus indicating the presence of ABA-dependent non-transcriptional mechanisms 
in stomatal closure [17]. Abscisic acid is among the key mechanisms underlying the 
difference between isohydric (R-type) and anisohydric (P-type) strategies under 
drought stress, as isohydric plants achieve high leaf ABA levels during stress, whereas 
anisohydric plants respond to stress with an initial peak and subsequent decline of 
ABA content [5, 18, 19]. In ferns or lycophytes, the stomatal closure is independent of 
ABA [5], thus indicating that stomatal regulation by ABA is a relatively late evolution-
ary achievement.

Besides regulation of stomatal conductance, ABA probably plays a role in the 
regulation of residual cuticular conductance. This type of conductance, although 
quantitatively minor in well-watered plants, becomes the major determinant of plant 
survival during prolonged water deficiency, when water absorption by the plant root 
system reaches zero, and the ability to preserve the water already present in tissues 
becomes crucial [1]. Cuticle is often viewed as a rather stable structure hard to be 
modified, but in fact, recent assimilates can be incorporated rapidly in the cuticle 
[20], indicating that cuticle can be probably abler to modifications than it is thought 
currently. Plant minimum leaf conductance can decrease under drought stress from 
−4 to −70%, with a decrease of 30–40% being typical [21]. It is known that ABA can 
change the chemical composition of cuticle, but whether it aids in decreasing minimal 
conductance is unknown and requires further clarification [21].

2.2 Abscisic acid and regulation of water acquisition and transport

ABA effect on root growth is biphasic, with mild ABA increase stimulating root 
growth through ethylene-dependent mechanisms, whereas higher ABA concentra-
tions inhibit growth through auxin signaling pathway [22, 23]. The ABA-dependent 
increase in main root elongation concomitantly with the inhibition of lateral root 
formation aids plants in reaching deep water-containing soil horizons with minimal 
carbon expenditure on root growth, and the biological effects of ABA and drought 
on root growth are similar [24]. However, in [25], ABA increased lateral root number 
and length at mild water deficit, likely also suppressing primary root growth to a 
certain extent. Not only the biological effects of ABA but also the source of ABA in 
root remain somewhat controversial. Mild drought leads to local ABA accumulation 
in roots [26]. Earlier, root tip was thought to be the main source of ABA biosynthesis 
during water stress, but now, it is clear that leaf-derived ABA plays a major role in 
shaping root growth [27], whereas ABA biosynthesis in roots can be limited by carot-
enoid substrate limitation under water stress [10]. ABA effects on root growth take 
place via interacting network with cytokinins, ethylene, and auxin [23]. Synthesis of 
ABA in roots of transgenic poplar increased root growth and drought tolerance [28]. 
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ABA is involved in the stimulation of reversible suberization of root endodermis, 
which is required to regulate the apoplastic movement of water [17]. The decrease in 
root hydraulic conductance, in turn, leads to stomatal closure and water economy, 
aiding in adaptation to water deficiency [29]. The decrease in ABA accumulation in 
root tissues during water stress can be also observed, probably due to increased ABA 
translocation to the above-ground plant part [30]. In addition to root growth, ABA 
can also positively affect osmotic adjustment, thus increasing plant water absorbing 
capacity [31].

Abscisic acid participates in regulation of the plant aquaporin system [32]. ABA 
positively affects root hydraulics [25] and is involved in jasmonate-mediated increase 
of root hydraulic conductivity [33]. However, not only promoting but also inhibiting 
effects of ABA on root hydraulic conductivity are observed [26]. Also, ABA can play 
a role in increasing the water-transporting ability of mycorrhizal fungi [26]. ABA is 
among the key regulators of expression of aquaporin genes [26]. In Zea mays, ABA 
increases both gene expression and protein content of different PIP aquaporins, 
although the results can vary between studies [34]. Also, ABA participates in the 
regulation of aquaporin activity through phosphorylation [32]. Although ABA is 
generally viewed as hormone inhibiting the above-ground growth, the positive ABA 
influence on plant hydraulic conductance through the regulation of aquaporin system 
can translate into positive effect on leaf extension growth, thus making the total ABA 
effect on growth less straightforward [34]. ABA-induced decrease of leaf hydraulic 
conductivity can participate in the regulation of stomatal closure [35].

The role of ABA in the regulation of axial water transport through xylem is less 
well studied, compared to cell-to-cell transport through aquaporins. ABA is well-
known to regulate the blockage of plasmodesmata in dormant cambium, making it 
unresponsive to activating environmental signals, and is involved in the termination 
of wood differentiation [36]. Exogenous ABA treatment often leads to reduced stem 
growth through inhibition of cambial activity, whereas occasional reports of second-
ary growth stimulation by ABA treatment likely stem from specific experimental 
approach rather than from ABA effects per se [37]. In cambial and xylem tissues of 
Eucommia ulmoides trees, the seasonal dynamics of ABA and IAA was the opposite, 
and ABA negatively influenced cambium reactivation by IAA [38]. ABA treatment 
decreases the hydraulic diameter of vessels, which negatively affects xylem hydraulic 
conductance [39]. Therefore, ABA likely plays a negative role in the formation of 
water-transporting tissues during plant secondary growth.

2.3 Trade-offs of ABA effects on plant performance

The above-described integrative positive effects of ABA on plant drought toler-
ance are linked with several important trade-offs. Although ABA biosynthesis is 
down-regulated quite rapidly during post-stress period, the major increment of 
ABA in leaves can sustain for prolonged period after drought release [5]. This limits 
a plant’s ability to rapidly restore gas exchange and photosynthesis and underlies, at 
least partially, the hysteresis between stomatal conductance and other leaf hydraulic 
characteristics post-drought [40], although these limitations can be also unrelated 
to ABA accumulation. However, it should be noted that sustained ABA accumula-
tion may aid the recovery processes by facilitation of embolism repair by decreasing 
stomatal conductance and water loss, which favors embolism refilling processes 
[41, 42]. Also, memory effects due to ABA increase during the first stress encoun-
ter can increase the tolerance to subsequent stresses and yield [43]. The negative 
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influence of ABA on leaf growth can be mainly due to the inhibition of assimilation 
resulting in source limitation of growth [10]. However, direct negative ABA effects 
on growth processes through ABF transcription factors is also well-known [44]. 
The ABA-induced increase of biosynthesis of osmolytes and protective compounds 
would distract these resources from growth and reproduction. Also, allocation of 
belowground growth to the deeper root system would probably lead to deterioration 
of mineral nutrition, since the deeper soil layers are deprived with mineral nutrients 
compared to upper layers [45].

Given these trade-offs, it is not surprising that constitutively increased ABA 
biosynthesis and ABA signaling results in depressed growth and productivity in 
non-stressed conditions, whereas the suppression of ABA signaling increases growth 
in the absence of abiotic stressors [46]. Crop plants are usually grown in more favor-
able conditions compared to native plants, and severe water stress is less prevalent for 
agricultural ecosystems compared to native ones [4]. Also, the maintenance of pro-
ductivity during mild water stress is obviously more important from the economical 
point of view compared to the ability to survive severe water deficiency, since in the 
latter case, the productivity would be anyway lost. Therefore, for annual crops, the 
downregulation rather than upregulation of ABA biosynthesis and/or signaling can 
be a more promising strategy to maintain productivity during mild stress, although 
making plants more susceptible to severe stresses, which are devastating for plant 
productivity no matter whether plants survive the stress period or are desiccated. 
However, it is known that the logarithmic character of dependence of carbon fixa-
tion on stomatal conductance means that plants can decrease stomatal conductance 
to a certain extent without trade-off with CO2 uptake and assimilation activity [5]. 
It can be therefore proposed that mild increase in ABA biosynthesis/signaling with 
the associated moderate decrease of stomatal conductance can result in substantially 
improved water use efficiency without compromising plant productivity, making 
such plants more effective from the economical point of view.

3.  Cytokinins and their effects on plant performance during drought  
and recovery

Generally, biosynthesis and signaling of cytokinins are negatively affected by 
drought, consistent with the view on CKs as negative regulators of drought tolerance 
[11]. However, the regulation of CK metabolism under water-stress conditions can be 
rather specific, with different IPT genes demonstrating differently directed regula-
tion under drought, whereas for CK OXIDASES/DEHYDROGENASES (CKX), more 
uniform upregulation is observed [47]. The directional changes in CK biosynthesis 
and signaling can have rather contrasting effects on plant ability to tolerate drought 
and to recover from its impact. Both CK signaling mutants and transgenic plants with 
enhanced CK signaling often demonstrate increased drought tolerance (Hai 2020). 
CKs generally exacerbate water loss by plants, thus making them more prominent 
to severe drought, whereas decreased CK levels contribute to more parsimonious 
water spending and better maintenance of plant water status during stress [48]. Also, 
CKs are positive regulators of shoot meristem activity and hence shoot growth [11, 
49], and the increased above-ground growth can be maladaptive under severe water 
deficiency. The decreased CK accumulation can be associated with higher tolerance 
of photosynthetic processes during drought [48]. CKs and ABA reciprocally down-
regulate the biosynthesis and signaling of each other, thus exerting contrasting 
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effects in plants under non-stressed conditions and under drought stress [50]. ABA 
decreases CK contents, which increase plant sensitivity to ABA, thus making plants 
abler to respond to water deficiency [50]. Cytokinins repress SnRKs as major com-
ponents of ABA signaling, thus inhibiting ABA effects on plant under non-stressed 
 conditions [50].

On the other hand, when water stress is not severe and plants are not at risk of 
desiccation, CKs can have numerous positive effects on plant drought and post-
drought performance. Both exogenous CK treatment and modulation of endogenous 
CK levels were reported to positively affect plant drought tolerance [48]. Increased 
CK biosynthesis delayed drought-induced leaf senescence in tobacco and maintained 
photosynthesis, thus decreasing yield loss [4]. Under water deficiency, CKs promote 
stomatal conductance and chlorophyll biosynthesis [47], which can be detrimental 
under severe stress but is advantageous for productivity under relatively mild water 
stress conditions. CK-mediated inhibition of stomatal closure is the conserved 
response in diverse plant species [5]. CKs promote plant antioxidant defense by 
increasing the activity of antioxidant enzymes and decreasing the activity of ROS-
generating systems such as xanthine oxidase [47]. CKs may positively affect plant 
osmotic adjustment under water deficiency [51]; in contrary, in [4], much lower 
proline accumulation in tobacco plants with increased CK biosynthesis was observed, 
likely due to their higher drought tolerance and lower degree of stress compared to 
wild-type plants. Also, CKs positively influence cambial activity and radial growth, 
thus increasing stem hydraulic conductance [37]. Generally, many of the positive CK 
effects during mild stress can be due to a delay in activation of drought response, thus 
decreasing stress impact [48]; CKs are known to suppress SnRK2 functioning and 
thus stress response [50]. It can be very promising for agricultural plants, since plant 
productivity and not plant survival is of the most interest for agriculture, thus mak-
ing CK-induced desensitization of plants to environmental stress a promising strategy 
to maintain crop productivity under relatively mild stresses, typical for agricultural 
conditions [4].

CKs have numerous positive effects on plant post-drought recovery processes, 
making plants with upregulated CK content superior in recovery compared to 
wild-type plants. CKs in plants decreases under drought [11] while increasing promi-
nently during the recovery period, together with compensatory growth acceleration 
compared to non-stressed plants [48]. Higher CK content during the post-drought 
recovery period can elevate auxin content in leaves [48] and also in cambium [52], 
which is necessary for active post-drought growth. CKs positively affect stomatal 
opening in post-drought period [53], helping to restore photosynthesis and to mini-
mize cumulative negative drought impact on assimilation. Therefore, despite negative 
effects of CKs on tolerance to severe stress, their upregulation can be a promising way 
to increase the performance and productivity of crop plants.

However, downregulation of CKs can also have positive effects on crop perfor-
mance under water shortage. Cytokinins are negative regulators of root meristem 
activity [11, 54], suppressing both primary root elongation and root branching 
[50, 55]. Negative CK effect on primary root growth is exerted through increase in 
ethylene biosynthesis [54]. As a result, CKs decrease both drought tolerance and 
absorption of mineral nutrients [56], whereas reduction of endogenous CKs can have 
prominent positive effects on root growth, increasing the number and length of lat-
eral roots and root biomass accumulation [47]. For example, root-specific expression 
of CKX gene in Zea mays improved both root growth and mineral nutrition of plants, 
which was surprisingly achieved without trade-offs with above-ground growth [57]. 
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The fact that such prominent changes in whole-plant architecture were made possible 
by expressing a single gene is quite promising for plant improvement. Therefore, both 
decrease and increase in CK biosynthesis and signaling can be viewed as a potential 
way to increase the resilience of crop productivity to water shortage.

4. Methods for modifying plant genomes

Plant genetic traits are inherited from parents from generation to generation and 
are encoded by genetic information contained in DNA. At the same time, genetic 
information is subject to constant changes due to the presence of spontaneous or 
induced mutations, errors arising during transcription, the activity of transpos-
able elements, the processes of meiotic crossing over, and cross-fertilization. Some 
pathogenic and symbiotic bacteria, such as Agrobacterium spp. [58], can transfer 
part of their DNA into the genome of the host cell, thereby changing the functioning 
of the host cell to suit their needs. Thus, genome modification occurs constantly in a 
plant cell.

Plant breeding is the process of obtaining new varieties of plants that contain in 
their genome a set of genes that make it possible to grow plants that are suitable for 
agricultural production, processing, and consumption and at the same time have 
properties beneficial to humans and animals. Thus, plant breeding involves system-
atic selection among the entire population of plants of samples bearing target proper-
ties. It is estimated that humans have been successfully breeding plants for over ten 
thousand years [59] when seeds of plants with favorable features were saved for the 
next plantation, a practice known as domestication. The most significant advances 
in plant breeding techniques have been achieved as knowledge and understanding 
of plants and their genetic structures have accumulated. In the second half of the 
twentieth century, with an increase in the quantity and quality of food consumption, 
a revolution in plant breeding occurred, the key achievements of which were achieved 
in the creation of hybrids and transgenesis. The most important stage in plant breed-
ing was the Green Revolution, which made it possible to dramatically increase the 
productivity of agricultural crops through the development of high-yielding varieties 
of cereals, particularly dwarf wheat and rice. Norman Borlaug, Nobel Prize laureate 
and father of the Green Revolution, emphasized that the key to the success of these 
semi-dwarf varieties was their wide adaptability, short plant height, high sensitivity 
to fertilizers, and resistance to disease, which ultimately made it possible to obtain 
more yield at a lower cost [59]. Later, these requests were addressed to the emerging 
technology of transgenesis, which led to its rapid development. Transgenic crops are 
now widespread globally and are increasingly accepted as food and feed. Transgenesis 
changes the genetic information of a plant cell, resulting in a so-called genetically 
modified organism (GMO) that carries in its genome a fragment of foreign DNA that 
gives the plant new useful traits that cannot be obtained by conventional breeding 
methods. However, GMO organisms were perceived ambiguously by society, which 
led to the fact that obtaining state registration for a GMO variety in some countries is 
significantly difficult or completely impossible.

4.1 Development of the genome editing tools

With the development of genetic engineering methods and the accumulation 
of data on plant genomes, gene editing technologies began to develop—making 
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it possible to make site-specific changes in the target site of the genome. The first 
methods that appeared were zinc-finger nuclease (ZFN) and later transcription 
activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN). Both TALEN and ZFN are composed of 
repeated tandem sequences of DNA-binding domains and an attached Fok1 nuclease 
protein, such that the recombinant protein can be targeted to recognize a target DNA 
sequence and therefore create double-strand breaks (DSBs) at the target site. For each 
target site, a new TALEN or ZFN protein must be prepared to recognize the target 
DNA sequence, which required labor-intensive genetic engineering and significantly 
limited the widespread use of these gene editing technologies [60, 61]. However, there 
are examples of successful use of ZFN to manipulate genes in tobacco, Arabidopsis,  
and maize [62–64]. TALENs, which are easier to target to a specific DNA region 
because each TALEN domain recognizes one target nucleotide, as opposed to ZFN, 
where each domain recognizes a triplet of nucleotides, have been successfully used 
in horticultural crops such as soybeans, wheat, rice, tomatoes, and potatoes [65, 66]. 
However, the major drawback related to ZFNs and TALENs are their off-targeting 
effects, prolonged screening process, toxicity to the host cell, and complex genetic 
engineering procedures, limiting their applicability. The most modern method of 
genome editing is CRISPR technology; the first article on the successful application of 
this technology on plant cells was published in 2013, and the first edited plants were 
Arabidopsis thaliana and Nicotiana benthamiana [67].

Typically, CRISPR/Cas9 is a complex consisting of two components: the Cas9 endo-
nuclease protein and a single guide RNA (sgRNA) with 20-nucleotide homology to the 
target DNA region [68–70]. The Cas9 endonuclease binds to the protospacer adjacent 
motif (PAM) DNA sequence (for Cas9 the PAM site is NGG), the sgRNA complementa-
rily binds to the DNA sequence adjacent to the PAM site, and if the binding is successful, 
Cas9 carries out a DSB in the target site [68, 71]. DSBs caused by the Cas9 endonuclease 
lead to the activation of DNA repair systems, which can take two pathways, the error-
prone non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or homology-directed repair (HDR). 
Errors of DNA repair system result in deletions, insertions, or substitutions of DNA at 
DSB sites, which in turn disrupt gene function or cause a reading frameshift, known as 
a gene mutation or knockout [68–70]. As a result of DSB repair via the NHEJ pathway, 
insertions/deletions (indels) of several bases are usually observed during plant genome 
editing based on CRISPR/Cas9. The use of the mechanism of HDR, in turn, makes it 
possible, using editing systems, to replace individual nucleotides in the DNA sequence 
and even obtain a site-specific insertion of a gene or group of genes.

At the moment, editing technologies have become so widely developed that they 
make it possible to influence any stage of the implementation of genetic information 
in a cell—at the level of transcription, translation, post-translation, epigenetic and 
so on [72]. Over the past 10 years, a number of different CRISPR-based tools have 
been developed, allowing editing at almost any desired location in the genome. Some 
examples include DNA base editors [73], epigenetic modifiers [74, 75], prime editors 
[76, 77], and transcription regulators [78, 79]. Fusion of various additional molecules 
with partially disrupted (nickase Cas9, nCas9) or nuclease-deficient (dead Cas9, 
dCas9) Cas9 has been used as a vehicle to deliver the CRISPR fusion protein to the tar-
get genomic site. RNA-targeting Cas proteins also enable a variety of RNA manipula-
tions beyond simple RNA editing, such as RNA degradation, detection of ribonucleic 
acids and pathogens, single RNA base editing, and live imaging of RNA, which can 
be read in more detail in recently published reviews [72, 75]. Plants cope with stress 
through a range of finely tuned mechanisms, which involve both protein-coding 
genes and non-coding regions of the plant genome, along with various epigenetic 
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mechanisms realized through the control of DNA packaging. The CRISPR-based tools 
described in this section can exploit the full range of molecular mechanisms mediated 
by these genomic elements.

4.2 Editing genes associated with transport and signaling of ABA and CKs

Major thriving areas of research include gene discovery (allele mining, investigation 
of cryptic genes) and introgression of new traits to achieve the desired goal—biotic/
abiotic stress-resilient crops. Today, there is already a fairly large pool of works devoted 
to editing genes associated with the transport and signaling of ABA and CKs [75, 80]. 
Editing and transgenesis have helped to establish the functions of a number of genes 
associated with the ABA signaling pathway and their participation in the response to 
stress [81, 82]. For example, the enzymes SAPK1 and SAPK2 belonging to the SnRK2 
family are members of the ABA signaling pathway in rice. Loss-of-function mutants 
of SAPK2 generated by CRISPR/Cas9 were insensitive to ABA [81]. The SAPK2 
mutants displayed high sensitivity to dehydration and ROS, highlighting the role 
of SAPK2 in drought stress, the same as how CRISPR-edited OsERA1 mutant lines 
displayed enhanced tolerance to drought stress [83]. Another example is the work with 
histone acetyltransferase (HAT) enzyme that relaxes chromatin folding and promotes 
enhanced gene expression fused with dCas9 protein. Tools for gene activation and 
epigenetic modification combined with the CRISPR system made it possible to cre-
ate the dCas9-HAT system, which increased the expression of AREB1 and as a result 
increased the resistance of Arabidopsis plants to drought [84]. CRISPR/Cas9 was 
successfully used to create new alleles of the OST2 gene in Arabidopsis, and as a result, 
edited plant lines carrying the new alleles exhibited an enhanced response to stress 
due to changes in stomatal closure under drought stress [85]. A number of genes have 
been shown to be involved in the negative regulation of plant responses to salinity and 
other abiotic stresses. Reducing the expression level of the RR22 gene, which encodes 
a type B response regulator (ARR B) involved in CK signaling, using the CRISPR/
Cas9 system, made it possible to increase the tolerance of rice plants to soil salinity 
[86]. Additional examples of negative regulators research using editing tools include 
work in Arabidopsis and rice. Editing of the C/VIF1 gene encoding the fructosidase 
inhibitor protein 1 showed that it is a regulator of the response to ABA and is involved 
in the development of salt tolerance [87]. Editing of the RR9 and RR10 genes in rice, 
encoding proteins involved in the CK signaling pathway and associated with response 
regulators type A (ARR A), allowed to establish their function as negative regulators 
in response to salinity [88]. As recent work on AITR family genes has shown, targeting 
mutations in genes with redundant or unclear functions using CRISPR editing systems 
can help elucidate their role in plant stress biology [89, 90].

As it can be seen, various genome editing tools have been successfully used to 
study genes associated with plant stress resistance and to create stress-tolerant plants 
belonging not only to model plant species but also to plant species important for 
agriculture. The ever-expanding set of CRISPR tools allows you to make changes to 
any process occurring in a plant cell and thereby regulate the growth, development, 
and all life processes of plants, through precise and effective genetic engineering. 
Consistent changes and grouping of genes responsible for resistance to various types 
of stress, both biotic and abiotic, can help in the development of new lines for plant 
breeding. Accelerated identification of new genes, as well as the creation of gene-
edited crops that do not fall under the regulatory requirements developed for trans-
genic plants, could be a step toward the next Green Transformation.
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4.3 AREB/ABF and CKX gene families as potential targets for editing

CKX genes, which are key regulators of the level of CKs in plant cells and, 
accordingly, can influence the homeostasis of CKs in the cell, have long attracted the 
attention of researchers as providing ample opportunities for improving crops. Most 
studies investigating the function of CKX genes have been carried out using RNAi-
based silencing or overexpression of CKX genes. Overexpression of AtCKX7 in the 
model plant results in shorter primary roots [91]. Overexpressing the AtCKS2 gene 
in oilseed Brassica napus increased the root-to-shoot ratio [92]. A number of studies 
have shown that reducing the expression level of CKX genes in some cases can lead to 
increased crop yields. For example, in barley, cotton, rice, and Arabidopsis, downreg-
ulation of CKX family genes through RNAi-based silencing or various genome editing 
systems, or with the help of mutations, has resulted in increased seed number and/
or seed weight [93–96]. Also, in a number of works on editing genes of the OsCKX 
family in rice, it was shown that OsCKX genes serve as a link between CK and other 
plant hormones, in particular ABA [97, 98]. The perspectives of utilization of genome 
editing technologies to improve crop performance were discussed recently [80, 99]. 
The findings support the critical role of CKs in a variety of model plants.

There are significantly fewer studies on the AREB/ABF family. There is work to 
increase ABF2 expression using dCas9-HAT [84], but most of the research has been 
done on T-DNA-induced mutations in Arabidopsis obtained in the early 2000s [100–
102]. In Arabidopsis, three members of the AREB/ABF family that respond to water 
stress and participate in the ABA signaling pathway, ABF2, ABF4 and ABF3, are the 
master transcription factors that co-regulate ABF-dependent ABA signaling and require 
ABA for full activation [100]. At the same time, the incomplete functional redundancy 
of ABF transcription factors gives reason to expect that differential manipulations of 
ABF can be used to create plants with the desired mode of ABA signaling, for example, 
to reduce trade-offs between ABA-induced stress tolerance and productivity.

Over the past few years, experimental evidence has been obtained on changes in 
DNA regions located at some distance from the site of T-DNA integration [103, 104]. 
This prompted a reconsideration of the relevance of using such mutations to identify 
the functions of genes of interest, since the manifestation of a mutation caused by the 
insertion of foreign DNA into the region of the gene under study and causing the loss 
of its function (knockout) can be masked by other insertions in regions remote from 
the region of the target gene. The development of new genome editing tools using 
CRISPR/Cas9 makes it possible to specifically make changes only in the target gene 
and obtain new series of knockouts for genes of interest. This work firstly examines 
the possibility of editing genes of the ABF family encoding the AREB1/ABF2, AREB2/
ABF4, and ABF3 transcription factors using Arabidopsis thaliana as an example, tak-
ing into account the possible participation of other genes included in the network of 
regulation of abscisic acid biosynthesis. Secondly, the possibility of multiplex editing 
of CKX1 and CKX4 genes of Arabidopsis thaliana to establish their role in the response 
of plants to abiotic stress. Crossing the resulting mutants will make it possible to 
establish the details of the interaction between ABA and CKs.

5. Conclusion

The development and improvement of molecular biology methods by the begin-
ning of the twenty first century stimulated the creation of modern tools that make it 
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possible to modify plant genomes by targeted changes in the functioning of genes of 
interest. This opens up great opportunities for researchers to modify genes involved in 
the control of complex traits in plants, such as resistance to water deficiency. The use 
of genome editing to knockout individual genes that control plant response to various 
stress conditions, including water deficiency, will reveal the role of both regulatory 
genes encoding transcription factors for ABA biosynthesis and genes that provide 
interconnections between the signaling pathways of various phytohormones, in 
particular, the relationship between ABA and CKs.
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Chapter 2

Organic Farming to Mitigate
Abiotic Stresses under Climate
Change Scenario
Saikat Biswas, Rupa Das and Lay Lay Nwe

Abstract

Climate change is resultant from modern-day chemical agriculture, which is cre-
ating negative impacts on crop production. Global agriculture is now facing various
problems arising due to abiotic stresses such as flood, drought, temperature extremes,
light extremes, salinity, heavy metal stress, nutrient toxicity/deficiency. These stresses
not only hamper the growth and production but also reduce the quality of crops
through morphological, physiological, biochemical changes and synthesis of ROS.
Further, they negatively impact on entire environment specially soil health. Deterio-
ration of yield and quality often occurs due to lack of essential inputs to plants under
abiotic stresses. Although plants adopt defensive mechanisms, such abiotic stresses
need to be addressed properly with various eco-friendly organic farming approaches.
Different organic inputs like organic manures, biofertilizers, bio-priming with micro-
organisms, bio-stimulants (seaweed extracts, humic acid, micro-organisms, etc.),
mulches, biochar are known to alleviate abiotic stresses under climate change sce-
nario. Further, various organic agronomic practices viz. crop rotation, intercropping,
tillage, sowing methods and time, nutrient, water and intercultural operations, use of
PGPB, organic formulations, grafting, selection of resistant/tolerant varieties and
other scientific/wise uses of organic inputs can mitigate/escape the negative impacts
of abiotic stresses resulting in upliftment in crop production as well as the quality of
produce.

Keywords: abiotic stresses, agronomic management, climate change, crop growth,
organic farming practices, production

1. Introduction

Food scarcity is a major challenge in today’s agriculture. In order to meet the food
demand of ever-increasing population, worldwide, farmers are aiming to improve
agricultural productivity at the expanse of environment through application of chem-
ical fertilizers and pesticides. Unscientific and over use of chemicals and other man-
agement practices degrades soil, water and other valuable natural resources leading to
climate change scenario which is a great concern for sustainable agriculture. Further,
shrinkage of agricultural land due to population growth, aim/migration for alternative
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job, urbanization, deforestation, anti-environmental anthropogenic activities, etc. are
creating major issues of agriculture and urging for improvement of agricultural pro-
ductivity and fulfillment of this urge is questionable under climate change scenario as
plant has sessile growth habit. Crop growth mostly depends on interaction between
genetic trait of variety with growing environment. Climate change, therefore, exerts
various stresses on crops and affects crop negatively. The stresses can be biotic
(living) and abiotic (non-living) stresses which often put both sole and combined
impact on crop.

Abiotic stresses such as drought, flood, salinity, temperature extremes (hot/cold),
heavy metals, light, wind, nutrients/chemicals, etc. due to climate change decide
distribution of plants in various environmental conditions [1] and thereafter, affect
crop growth especially at reproductive stage resulting in poor crop productivity
throughout the world [2]. Abiotic stresses also trigger various biotic stresses leading to
poor crop productivity through disruption of seed germination, vegetative growth,
dry matter production and its translocation to reproductive parts [3]. World experi-
ences around 70% yield loss due to abiotic stresses [4]. Severity in abiotic stresses
causes imbalance between demand and supply of nutrients, inactivation of enzymatic
activities, suppression of various genes responsible for the quality expression, etc. [5]
resulting loss of yield and quality of crop through hampering crop from morphological
to molecular levels [6].

These abiotic stresses indeed are serious barriers in front of food security of global
population and therefore, suitable strategies are highly needed to cope with these and
to achieve good crop growth, yield and quality under climate change scenario.
Although few mechanisms like escaping stress, stress avoidance and stress tolerance
are done by plants through making various molecular, cellular and physiological
changes, there is need to explore and adopt various strategies like traditional and
modern breeding approaches, agronomic management practices, exogenous applica-
tions of stress tolerating compounds, etc. to mitigate harmful impacts of abiotic
stresses on crop to a high extent. Agronomic management strategies cover various
technologies including organic farming approaches to alleviate abiotic stresses.
Organic farming consists of chemical excluded farming practices which mostly rely
on natural and organic inputs/products to improve crop growth and yield as well as
other allied sectors. Various organic farming inputs (manures, biofertilizers, crop
residues, bio-stimulants, etc.) and practices (selection of varieties, tillage, sowing,
nutrient, weed, water management practices, etc.) play a key role in addressing
various abiotic stresses and allows the crop to grow well by coping up the climate
change situation. Although the published information is less in this regard, an
insight knowledge on organic farming activates against abiotic stresses is highly
needed. Therefore, an attempt was made in this chapter to highlight negative
impacts of abiotic stresses on crop and their mitigation strategies through various
organic farming approaches.

2. Various abiotic stresses

Abiotic stress is resulted due to the negative influence of physical or chemical
environment on biological organisms either alone or in various forms of interaction. In
agriculture, crop production is highly hampered due to abiotic stresses. They individ-
ually or as combination impair the normal metabolisms and other physiological func-
tions in plants and thereby, affect crop growth and development. Combined influence
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of various stresses is more pronounced on crop production than their individual
adverse effect. There are different types of stresses viz. drought, flood, heat and cold
stresses, heavy metals, toxicity due to nutrients and pesticides, high light, low light,
UV exposure, photo-inhibition, shade, wind velocity, air pollution, etc. which nega-
tively impact on crop plants (Figure 1). In the following section, these stresses are
briefly highlighted.

2.1 Drought stress

Among the different natural resources, water is now highly precious and scarce for
living organisms including crop. Water regulates various physiological and biochem-
ical activities of plant like photosynthesis, transpiration, nutrient uptakes, transloca-
tion of assimilates, etc. Plant growth, internal activities are seriously hampered if
water availability deviates from normal which is now a common phenomenon
throughout the globe as an effect of climate change due to unscientific, non-eco-
friendly anthropogenic activities. Water stress mostly occurs in the form drought and
flood. Drought or water scarcity may arise due to various reasons such as long period
of no occurrence or less intensity of rainfall from usual, low river and stream flows,
reduced ground water table, etc. in a region. In agriculture, during crop growth stages,
drought may arise due to late onset and early cessation of rainfall, break of monsoon
for long period, less availability of irrigation water, faulty or no water conservation
practices/structures resulting in serious damage to crop growth and yield. Moreover,
Under the situation of soil moisture availability, if salt concentration is high in soil,
plant can’t uptake water from soil properly and even, exosmosis occurs. This situa-
tion, thus creates apparent drought. High temperature triggers evapotranspiration as a
part of internal cooling process, resulting in drought or water deficiency. Further,
drought can also be resulted from low temperature, under which water freezes in the
intercellular spaces creating protoplasmic dehydration and death of cell and
eventually, the plant. Altogether, drought affects plant’s germination and normal
functioning.

2.2 Flood stress

When water availability becomes unnecessarily high as compared to normal for a
particular period in an area, flood occurs. It may be resulted from sudden outburst of
cloud coupled with excessive rainfall for a short time period (flash flood) or due to

Figure 1.
Classification of various biotic and abiotic stresses [7].
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continuous rainfall for few days or high water-table or overflow of river, ponds and
dams associated with less drainage facility. Flash flood lasts for a very less time period
from a day to only few weeks. However, deep water flood lasts for a longer period of
time.

2.3 Salinity stress

Throughout the globe specially during arid and semi-arid areas, salinity is a major
issue. It arises in areas where potential evapotranspiration is greater than the rainfall
as well as insufficient leaching of salts beyond rhizospheric zone owing from poor
rainfall. Presence of excess salts in soil drastically hampers the crop growth [8]. Soil
salinity can be developed by both natural phenomena (Weathering of rocks, flooding
and intrusion of sea water to agricultural land, seepage of saline water, wind blow,
etc.) and human induced activities (poor water quality of irrigation, deforestation,
overgrazing, intensive cropping, etc.). Salinity is indicated by electrical conductivity
(EC). Usually, soil having EC > 4 dS/m, exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP)
< 15.0 and pH <8.5 is called as saline soil [9]. Saline soil contains chloride, sulfate salts
of sodium, magnesium and calcium ions. Presence of these salts in excessive quantities
deteriorates soil health through changing cation exchange capacity, negatively
impacting soil micro-organisms’ survival, multiplication and activities, disrupting
soil physical properties through deflocculation and reduction of hydraulic
conductivity, etc.

2.4 Temperature stress

Temperature stress indicates both rise and fall of temperature from normal. Sud-
den change in temperature occurs due to climate change. Specifically, heat stress or
high temperature situation arise due to due to global warming and anthropogenic
activities resulting in change biodiversity, crop ecosystem, impairment of crop growth
and production especially in areas of tropics and sub-tropics. Heat stress results in
respiration greater than photosynthesis causing starvation injury through deficit of
food reserves in plants. According to different degree of high temperature tolerance,
plants are categorized as psychrophiles (up to 15–20°C), mesophiles (up to 35–45°C)
and thermophiles (up to 45–100°C) [10].

In contrast to heat stress, an opposite phenomenon known as cold stress or low
temperature occurs mostly in temperate areas. There are two types of cold stress viz.
chilling stress and freezing stress both affecting the crop’s physiological, biochemical
activities and eventually, hampering crop’s growth, yield and quality. Similar to heat
stress, plants are also grouped into three based on cold stress tolerance: Chilling
sensitive (Plants are extremely sensitive above 0°C and below 15°C), chilling resistant
(plants can tolerate low temperature but highly suffer under formation of ice crystals
in intra and inter cellular spaces) and frost resistant (plants are tolerant to extremely
low temperature).

2.5 Heavy metal toxicity

Heavy metals impart mutagenic effects on plants by contaminating irrigation
water, food chain and environment [11]. These are inorganic, non-biodegradable
compounds with atomic mass >20 and density >5 g/cm3. The source of heavy metals
in the soil is use of irrigation water from contaminated area, excessive application of
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chemical fertilizer and pesticides. Plants absorb heavy metals from soil through roots.
Ag, Cr, Cd, As, Sb, Pb, Se, and Hg are some major heavy metals which at high
concentrations are non-essential and thereby, hamper soil quality and plant’s normal
functioning. Other than these, there are some essential elements viz. Zn, Cu, Ni, Fe,
Co, etc. which at high concentrations create heavy metal toxicity in soil and plant.

2.6 Light stress

Light is essential resource not only for plant growth but also for all life. In fact,
harnessing of high amount of solar energy is the prime aim of crop production.
However, excessive or low light can cause negative impact on crop such as poor crop
growth, wilting, dwarfing, less photosynthesis, cell damage, low productivity and
quality and even death of the plant.

2.7 Wind velocity

Wind plays a major role in maintenance of aeration, pollination, etc. in crop’s
microclimate. However, high wind velocity over the cropped area can exert stress on
crop. Wind velocity occurs due to movement of wind from one direction to other at a
particular speed. It can create high evapo-transpiration, sand injury, crop lodging,
pollen shedding, loss of pollen through desiccation, etc.

2.8 Chemical toxicity

Continuous dependence on chemical based inorganic fertilizers and pesticides
specially after green revolution is a great concern now in present day intensive agri-
culture condition. Further, rapid industrialization and excessive use of untreated
sewage water hampers crop’s growth and productivity through exerting detrimental
impacts of the chemical toxicity on the soil- plant-atmospheric continuum.

2.9 Nutrient toxicity/deficiency

Nutrient toxicity or deficiency resulted from excessive or scarce application of
fertilizers and manures as well as soil own nutritional status impairs plant growth,
productivity and quality of the crop. This situation is very common in today’s inten-
sive agriculture due to non-judicious, unscientific nutrient management practices by
the farmers.

3. Negative impacts of abiotic stresses on crop

Plants are negatively impacted by abiotic stress. In most cases, abiotic stresses
exert combined impact on crop plants and it causes more harm over individual impact
of stress. Hydrogen peroxide, hydroxyl radicals, superoxide radicals, singlet oxygen
and other reactive oxygen species (ROS) are synthesized under various abiotic
stresses, specially under drought stress. In combinations, these cause lipid peroxida-
tion, protein oxidation etc. and affect nucleic acids and enzyme activity resulting in
death of cell. Accordingly, plants adopt defensive mechanisms against stresses. For
instance, under drought stress, partial or complete closure of stomata is the one such
adoptive approach by plants, which further restricts entry of sunlight, CO2 and
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impairs electron flow through electron transport chain, resulting in decline in photo-
synthesis. Various negative impacts of abiotic stress on plants are shown in Figure 2
and Table 1 and highlighted hereunder.

3.1 Drought stress

Drought stress arises under water scarcity. It hampers seed germination as well as
early stand establishment of a crop arising through depletion of seed reserves and
mechanical obstruction by the hard soil under drought, resulting in poor vegetative
growth and yield of crop. The various impacts of drought on physiological and bio-
chemical activities of plants are shown in Figure 3. When drought arises, cell solutes
concentrations increase due to less water uptake and it not only causes high intra- and
inter-competitions for water among crop plants and between crop and weeds, but also
exerts toxicity on plants. Further, under drought condition, nutrients show variations
in their availability for plant’s uptake. Few nutrients become more available (viz.
nitrogen) and few become unavailable or less available (viz. phosphorus), while no
distinct impact of drought occurs on some nutrients (viz. potassium). This creates
alterations in nutrient uptake by plants resulting in impairment of nutrient metabo-
lisms in cell [36]. Under drought stress, as the activities of enzymes such as nitrate
reductase, glutamine synthetase, etc. decrease, ammonia assimilation to organic form
is restricted. Among the different categories of plants, C4 ones suffer more than C3

plants due to closure of stomata resulting in less photosynthesis [37].

3.2 Flood stress

When flood occurs, anaerobic situation arises due to water logging or submer-
gence, which further causes depletion in oxygen as well as restriction of movement of
oxygen and other gases in root zone of plant. As a consequence, chlorosis of plant
leaves and decay/death of cell occur. Less root respiration, poor root proliferation and

Figure 2.
Influence of abiotic stress on plant [7].
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other physiological disorders are some common phenomena visible under flood
condition. Various negative impacts of flood are shown in Figure 3.

3.3 Salinity stress

Salinity creates two prime impacts on plants viz. osmotic stress and ion toxicity.
Under the situation of salinity, drought stress is aggravated due to limited water
uptake by plants from the soil resulting from greater osmotic pressure to root cell
(osmotic pressure of soil solution > osmotic pressure in plant’s cell sap). Oxidative
damage due to soil salinity include detrimental impact on protein, nucleic acid and
certain enzymes of plant as there is synthesis of ROS [38]. Under soil salinity, even if

Crop Abiotic
stress

References Crop Abiotic
stress

References

Lentil Drought
stress

[12] Lentil Heat
stress

[13]

Chick pea [14] Wheat [15–18]

Soybean [19] Rice [20]

Common bean [21] Ground nut [13]

Mung bean [22] Chick pea [13]

Faba bean [23] Pea [24]

Barley [5] Pigeon pea [13]

Wheat [25] Cow pea [13]

Cotton [26] Soybean [13]

Maize [27] Mung bean [24]

Spotted bean [12] Common bean [28]

Black gram [29] Broad bean [24]

Cow pea [30] Lupin [24]

Pigeon pea [23] Groundnut, chickpea, green gram,
soybean, pigeon pea

Cd stress [31]

Lupin [23] Grass pea, chick pea Pb stress [31]

Soybean Salinity
stress

[31] Chick pea, green gram Cr stress [31]

Chick pea [31] Pea, lentil, soybean, black gram Hg stress [31]

Lentil [31] Pea, chick pea, cowpea, green gram Cu stress [31]

Mung bean [32] Chick pea, cowpea, pigeon pea Ni stress [31]

Faba bean [33] Cowpea, chick pea Zn stress [31]

Wheat [34] Pea, chick pea As stress [31]

Soybean Cold
stress

[28]

Rice [35]

Broad bean, Pea [28]

Chick pea [28]

Table 1.
Negative impacts of abiotic stresses on production of various crops.
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uptake of water takes place, there is also intrusion of various salts (Na+, Cl�, etc.)
inside the plant along with water, which exert negative impact on plant’s cell through
by impairing activities of various essential enzymes. Plants show burnt like visual
symptoms on leaves under excessive salt uptake. Salt stress not only increases the Na+,
Cl�, etc., but also causes deficiency of various essential elements like calcium (Ca2+),
potassium (K+), magnesium (Mg2+), nitrate (NO3

�), etc. in rhizospheric zone of soil.
Calcium (Ca2+), potassium (K+), magnesium (Mg2+), nitrate (NO3

�) are known to
influence photosynthesis and therefore, their limited uptake by plants under soil
salinity results in less photosynthesis and translocation of assimilates from source to
sink. Some major impacts of soil salinity include less leaf expansion, stunted growth,
less dry weight of plant, sterility of florets, loss of pollen viability, high epidermal
thickness, mesophyll thickness, palisade cell length and diameter, spongy cell diame-
ter, reduction of intercellular space in leaves of plant [7]. Partial or complete of
stomata under high salt situation causes less transpiration and cell division resulting in
reduction in plant’s growth, defoliation and senescence of aerial parts and eventually,
plant dies [39]. Under salinity stress, Na+/K+ ratio of the cell is excessively increased,
resulting in reduction in cell turgidity, enzyme activity and membrane potential of
plant. Further, due to abundance of Na+ in cell, various essential enzymatic activities
get downregulated resulting in impairments of cell expansion as well as division,
membrane stability and cytosolic metabolism.

3.4 Temperature stress

High temperature or heat stress increases evapotranspiration loss of water
resulting in drought like situation. This is further triggered under increase of soil
temperature coupled with drought. Due to high temperature, respiration exceeds
photosynthesis resulting in depletion of food reserve or loss of carbon (respiration rate
doubles with each 10°C rise in tissue temperature). It is also observed that sudden
temperature rise causes relatively more harm than gradual increase in temperature
due to higher reductions of biochemical, physiological and molecular activities of the
plant by sudden temperature rise. Among the categories of plant, C3 plants suffer
comparatively more than C4 plants due to fluctuations in energy supply and carbon
metabolisms under high temperature (Figure 4) [40].

Figure 3.
Negative impacts of water stress (drought and flood) on plants.
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On the other hand, cold stress or low temperature causes chilling and freezing
injuries to the plant. Chilling injury results in disfunctioning of physiological proper-
ties, while freezing injury results in cell dehydration. Some major impacts of cold
stress on plant include Wilting, bleaching through pigment photo-oxidation, leaf
necrosis, browning, cell death, etc.

3.5 Heavy metal toxicity

When there is abundance of heavy metals in soil, plant’s physiological, morpho-
logical, biochemical, molecular activities are highly affected. After being taken up by
the plant’s roots, these metals (Pb, Cu, Hg, etc.) move inside the plant through xylem
due to transpiration pool and negatively impact nutrient distribution, photosynthesis,
enzyme activities, Cu/Zn-SOD, ethylene receptors, etc. resulting in reduction of
molecular oxygen content and increment of ROS [41]. Synthesis of ROS thereafter,
damages the plant at cellular level.

3.6 Other abiotic stresses

Chemical toxicity/persistence in environment is a great concern today, which
results from excessive and unscientific application of chemicals. Environmental haz-
ard or pollution under chemical toxicity leads to poor ecosystem health and diversity.
These chemicals not only include pesticides but also cover inorganic fertilizer.
Unnecessary use of pesticides and fertilizers are creating climate change resulting in
reductions of crop growth, yield and quality. Specifically, complete dependence on
chemicals for crop production results in damage of soil health and eventually, soil
productivity declines. Contamination of underground fresh water as well as surface
water, air pollution, land pollution, etc. is commonly associated with chemical toxic-
ity. Plants known to be grown in an area earlier, are facing trouble in adaptation to

Figure 4.
Negative impacts of temperature stress (heat and cold) on plants.
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changing climate in the same area. Changing climate is linked with various biotic and
abiotic stresses which exert detrimental impacts on crop’s germination, photosynthe-
sis, translocation of assimilates, etc. and thereby, reduces crop yield. On a contrary,
nutrient deficiency arises due to scarcity of nutrients in soil, resulting in their less
uptake by plant roots and translocation inside the plants. As a consequence, plants
show various deficiency symptoms and its growth diminishes, leading to poor yield
and quality of crop.

When wind blows at high velocity over the crop field, plants specially the tall
growing or weaker one lodges down, resulting in poor growth, shedding of flower,
pollen, grains and thereby, reduction in yield. High wind velocity also causes soil
erosion and washes the essential nutrients away from plants. Further, there is an
increase in evapotranspiration loss of water under high wind velocity, which demands
for frequent water application leading to high cost of cultivation and failure of supply
of water leads to poor growth and yield of crop.

Light is one of the prime requisites for photosynthesis and therefore excessive light
can disrupts photosynthetic apparatus (photoinactivation and photodamage), while
scarcity of light reduces photosynthesis and dry matter production. Plant’s growth
reduces when light is less or shading by taller plants/trees or other structures occurs.
Due to hot sunlight intensity, heat stress or drought stress occurs which alone or
together, affects the crop growth. UV ray impairs DNA and causes leaf bleaching,
oxidative stress through synthesizing ROS. Under excessive light, breakdown of D1
protein of PS II and decrement of PS I polypeptides like PsaA, PsaB, and PsaC occurs
in plants [42].

4. Organic farming and its components

Sustainable agriculture greatly relies on non-chemical, eco-friendly organic farm-
ing approaches. Organic farming is defined as holistic production management system
which promotes and improves agro-ecosystem health covering bio-diversity, biologi-
cal cycle and soil biological properties. It completely or largely excludes the use of
synthetic off-farm inputs like fertilizers, pesticides, growth regulators, livestock feed
additives, etc. and mostly relies on on-farm agronomic, biological and mechanical
inputs such as crop rotations, crop residues, organic manures, biofertilizers, green
manuring, organic wastes, mineral grade rock additives, biological means of nutrient
mobilization and plant protection (botanical pesticides), etc. leading to improvement
of soil health, crop growth and yield as well as safety of environment. The major
components of organic farming are briefly highlighted below.

4.1 Organic manures and biochar

Organic manures are the sources of nutrients produced by decomposition of
organic waste materials (crop residues, plant-based wastes from house/farm/market,
etc., animal-based wastes like urine, dung, litter, excreta, etc.) through microbial
actions. These are known as bulky organic manures (FYM, vermicompost, poultry
manures, common compost, night soil, sewage and sludge, kitchen compost, etc.) as
their requirements are high. Besides, there are concentrated organic manures like
oilcakes, bone meal, blood meal, horn and hoof meals, fish meal, meat meal, etc. in
which more nutrients are present and they, therefore, supply different nutrients
relatively in large quantities from unit quantity applied than bulky ones. Apart from
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solid organic manures, there are various organic liquid manures/ITK formulations
such as Jiwamrit, Beejamrit, Amrit pani, Kunapajala, Panchagavya, Sanjeevani, etc. are
also used to improve soil health and thereby, crop growth.

Biochar is an excellent soil ameliorant produced under high temperature through
controlled pyrolysis of organic substances. Quality of biochar depends on feedstock,
temperature and pyrolysis conditions and time. Application of biochar improves plant
growth and yield by reviving soil health.

4.2 Crop rotation and other agronomic practices

Crop rotation involves diversification of crops, that is, growing of different crops
in succession on same field to avoid pest, disease and weed infestation, improve soil
fertility, recycle nutrient reserves, utilize different resources properly, enhance crop
productivity, profitability, etc. Besides, there are various other agronomic practices
such as variety selection, land preparation, mulching, crop residue retention on soil
surface, manure application, time and method sowing, seed rate, spacing and depth,
physical, cultural or biological methods of weed, pest and disease control, timely and
adequate irrigation, timely harvest and post-harvest operations, followed in organic
farming to enhance crop productivity, quality and profitability in production.

4.3 Crop residue

Crop residue is the remaining left after harvesting and separating the economic
part from the entire plants. These residues are often burnt leading to environmental
pollution. There can be multiple uses of these crop residues like mulching materials,
livestock feed, raw materials for manure preparation, substrates for mushroom culti-
vation, roof thatching, etc. Crop residues can conserve soil moisture, reduce weed
infestation and promote crop protection.

4.4 Bio-fertilizers

These are the substances containing living organisms, that is, micro-organisms
which are helpful for crop growth and productivity by improving soil health and
fertility as well as uptake of nutrients and water by the plants. Seed inoculation or soil
application of biofertilizer containing various bacteria (rhizobium, azotobacter,
azospirillum, etc.), fungi (VAM, AMF, Penicillium sp., Aspergillus awamori, etc.),
azolla, blue green algae, etc. can help the crop growth either by drawing nutrients and
water near rhizospheric zone from distant area or by fixing atmospheric nitrogen in
soil leading to enhancement of soil fertility.

4.5 Bio-pesticides and other protection measures

Bio-pesticides such as nicotine, pyrethrum, rotenone, subabilla, ryanin, margosa,
neem, etc. are natural plant-based products containing secondary metabolites like
alkaloids, terpenoids, phenolics and minor secondary chemicals. Besides, resistant
variety selection, myco-pesticides, release of natural enemies or growing trap crop or
plants which act as host for biocontrol agents can protect crops from disease and pest
damages. Further, various agronomic approaches like mulching, soil solarization, stale
seed bed technique, timely and line sowing, crop rotation, intercropping, smother
crops, use of botanical extracts, etc. can suppress weed problem.
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5. Different organic farming approaches to mitigate abiotic stresses

Over the years, organic farming has served as an eco-friendly approach to improve
agricultural productivity in a sustainable manner. Further, it acts as buffer against
various biotic and abiotic stresses which are often less highlighted. In the following
section, different organic farming practices having the potential to mitigate various
abiotic stresses are mentioned.

Mulching: In organic farming, mulching with straw, compost and other crop resi-
dues plays a key role in mitigating drought stress along with associated salt accumu-
lation on soil surface. Further, it reduces the chances of loss of surface soil nutrients by
restricting the soil erosion arising due to direct impact of rainfall or high runoff
velocity. Mulch materials also act as insulators which keep the soil cool during warm
weather and hot during winter months and thereby, solving the issues of heat and cold
injuries to a high extent. Decrease of soil temperature by 1–2°C has been reported by
Král et al. [43]. Apart from their role in soil and moisture conservation and checking
different abiotic stresses, mulch materials like crop residues, compost, etc. can
improve soil microbial activities and add essential nutrients through decomposition
over the time [43]. In reality, abiotic stresses are most often associated with biotic
stresses. Mulching, beside alleviation of various abiotic stresses, also suppresses vari-
ous weed infestations in crop field. All these benefits are directly reflected to high crop
growth, yield and quality under climate change scenario.

Sea weed extracts: Sea weed extracts are now emerging as one of potential sources
of nutrients in organic farming for crop production. They contain nutrients, plant
growth promoting substances, enzymes as well as antioxidants which help the crop
cope up with salinity, heat and drought stresses. Besides, the use of sea weed extracts
for cold tolerance as well as associated nutrient deficiency is now emerging. Algal
extracts trigger a number of pathways to enhance stress tolerance through scavenging
ROS. These extracts improve soil properties to conserve water well and thus, allow
crop to survive under drought. Earlier, the use of these extracts was successful on
Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L. cv. Plush) to mitigate salinity stress also [44].

Organic manures and biochar: Organic manures as well as green manure plants
contain various nutrients, growth regulators, micro-organisms, etc. which not only
improve soil fertility by solving nutrient scarcity stress but also improve overall soil
health to a high extent. Increasing soil porosity, aggregate stability, reduction of
compactness, etc. increase water holding capacity of the soil and thereby, address the
issues of drought stress. Further, moderation of soil temperature, greater aeration in
root zone, beneficial micro-organisms’ activities in soil improves crop growth and
yield. It has been widely noted that organic matter through decomposition releases
humic and fulvic acids which alleviate abiotic stresses.

Apart from the organic manures, biochar application can alleviate various abiotic
stresses specially drought stress. Shashi et al. [45] observed positive result on maize
from rice husk @ 20 t/ha biochar under drought condition by enhancing bacterial and
fungal communities in soil. Biochar specially from poultry manure shows excellent
properties to mitigate salinity stress by reducing Na and increasing CEC and SOC
contents in soil. Further, biochar can protect plants from high and low temperatures
as well as alleviates metal toxicity by immobilizing heavy metals, followed by reduc-
ing their mobility. Positive impact of biochar in mitigating different abiotic stresses in
rice is summarized in Table 2.

Biofertilizers and bio-stimulants: Biofertilizer is known to improve soil fertility and
overall soil health through accelerating beneficial micro-organisms’ activities. Besides,
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biofertilizer is one of the key components of organic farming to alleviate various
abiotic stresses. Various types of biofertilizer helps the crop to tolerate or overcome
stresses resulting in good growth and productivity under stress situation. It has been
also found that seed bio priming with micro-organisms alleviates various abiotic
stresses through improving germination and early plant stand establishment [60]. Bio
priming increases the osmolyte concentrations leading to high cell wall elasticity and
turgid weight to dry weight ratio. Further, endophytic synthesis of alkaloids protects
macromolecules through ROS scavenging activities. Plant growth promoting
rhizobacteria (PGPR) improves drought responsive genes’ expression through high
ROS scavenging activities. It also synthesizes phytohormones like IAA, GA3, etc.
resulting in high plant growth under stress. PGPR also synthesizes exopolysaccharides
resulting in good soil structure and uptakes of nutrients and water. Various endo-
phytic micro-organisms also confer abiotic stress tolerance in plants through activat-
ing host stress response as well as through synthesizing biochemicals against stresses.
A specific category of microorganisms known as arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF)
is well known to mitigate negative impacts of various abiotic stresses on crop by
improving soil health and plant’s defense mechanism. It makes symbiotic relationship
with roots of around 90% of the plant types. Use of AMF as biofertilizer/bio-inoculant
is an emerging strategy specially under climate change scenario. The fungal network
extends as secondary root system and helps the crop to draw nutrients and water from
distant areas. Further, it plays a key role in regulating anti-oxidant activities (CAT,
POX, SOD, GST, etc.) of plants under specific or combined stress situation resulting in
scavenging of ROS and improvement crop growth, yield and quality. Various stress
alleviating properties of micro-organisms in the form of biofertilizers/priming are
shown in Table 3.

Bio-stimulants are organic or inorganic substances rich in bioactive compounds
and/or micro-organisms, which improve crop growth through developing root for

Abiotic stresses Biochar type References

Acidity Sewage sludge [46]

Salinity Bamboo [47]

Salinity Rice husk [48]

Nutrient deficiency Rice straw [49]

Saline-sodic stress Wheat straw [50]

Saline-sodic stress Groundnut shell [51]

Cold stress Bamboo [52]

Nutrient deficiency Rice residue [53]

Cold stress Bamboo [54]

Nutrient deficiency Rice husk [55]

Heat stress Rice husk [56]

Heat stress Rice husk [57]

Cd stress Rice and maize residues [58]

Cd and Pb stresses Wheat straw [59]

Table 2.
Positive impact of biochar in mitigating different abiotic stresses in rice.
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Microorganisms Crop Abiotic
stress

Impacts References

Sinorhizobium
meliloti

Rice Temperature
stress

High endogenous hormone and
photosynthesis

[61]

Rhizobium trifolii Berseem Salinity stress High dry matter and nodulation [62, 63]

Pseudomonas putida Cotton Salinity and
alkalinity
stress

High seed germination, plant height,
fresh and dry weights through
increased uptake of K+, Mg2+ and Ca2+

and decreased uptake of Na+

[64]

Pseudomonas
alcaligenes, Bacillus
polymyxa,
Mycobacterium phlei

Maize High
temperature
and salinity
stresses

Calcisol produced by bacteria [65]

Achromobacter
piechaudii

Tomato,
pepper

Salinity and
water
stresses

High biomass production [66]

Pseudomonas
mendocina

Lettuce Salinity stress High shoot production [67]

Azospirillium spp.,
Phosphobacteria spp.,
Glucanacetobacter
spp.

Rice,
mangroves

Heavy metal
(Fe) toxicity

Improvement in crop growth [68, 69]

P. putida,
Pseudomonas
fluorescens

Canola,
barley

Cd toxicity Enhancement in IAA, siderophore and
1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate
deaminase

[70]

Pseudomonas sp. Basil Water stress High antioxidant and photosynthetic
pigments

[71]

Arbuscular
mycorrhiza

Rice Drought
stress

High antioxidant and photosynthetic
efficiency

[72]

Inoculation with
AMF and PGPR

Date palm Drought
stress

High proline content and relative water
content; low SOD, CAT, GST and POX
activities in leaf

[73]

Glomus intraradices,
P. mendocina

Different
plants

Drought
stress

Low SOD activity [74]

Kluyvera ascorbata Tomato Ni, Pb, Zn
toxicity

Reduction in accumulation of heavy
metals in plants

[75]

Methylobacterium
oryzae, Burkholderia
sp.

Tomato Ni, Cd
toxicity

Less uptake and translocation of heavy
metals

[76]

Pseudomonas
brassicacearum,
Pseudomonas
marginalis,
Rhodococcus sp.

Pea Nutrient
deficiency

Stimulation of root and high nutrient
uptake

[77]

Rhizobium sp. Pea Zn and Ni
toxicity

Enhancement of plant growth
parameters

[78]

Arbuscular
mycorrhizal fungi

Olive Drought
stress

High turgor potential and mineral
nutrient uptake

[79]

Arbuscular
mycorrhizal fungi

Soybean Drought
stress

High leaf area index, photosynthesis,
growth and yield

[80]
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Microorganisms Crop Abiotic
stress

Impacts References

Rhizophagus
irregularis

Pangola
grass

Drought
stress

High stomatal conductivity, low lipid
peroxidation

[81]

Glomus mosseae Wheat Drought
stress

High chlorophyll, osmotic potential,
antioxidant activities

[82]

Glomus etunicatus Onion Drought
stress

High fresh and dry matter, phosphorus
content

[83]

G. intraradices Tomato Salinity stress High ion uptake, chlorophyll, growth
and dry matter

[84]

R. irregularis Tomato Salinity stress High root, shoot, leaf number, growth
hormone synthesis

[85]

Claroideoglomus
etunicatum

Aeluropus
littoralis

Salinity stress Stomatal conductance, root and shoot
dry matter, sugar content

[86]

Glomus fasciculate Acacia
nilotica

Salinity stress High root and shoot dry matter, Zn,
Cu, P uptakes

[87]

G. mosseae Cucumber Salinity stress High biomass, synthesis of
antioxidant enzymes and
photosynthesis pigments

[88]

R. irregularis, Glomus
versiforme

Barley Temperature
stress

High survival rate [89]

Funneliformis sp. Maize Temperature
stress

Maintenance of PS II heterogeneity [90]

R. irregularis Cucumber Temperature
stress

High photosynthetic rate [91]

Funneliformis mosseae Elymus
nutans

Temperature
stress

High plant growth, chlorophyll
and antioxidants, low oxidative
damage

[92]

Glomus isolates Maize Heavy metal
stress

High Mg, P and K contents in plants,
dry matter

[93]

F. mosseae Trigonella
foenum-
graceum

Heavy metal
stress

High crop growth and yield [94]

G. versiforme Lonicera
japonica

Heavy metal
stress

Low Cd content in root and shoots [95]

R. irregularis Populus
alba

Heavy metal
stress

Low Zn and Cu toxicity [96]

G. mosseae Trifolium
pratense

Heavy metal
stress

Low root and shoot concentrations, Zn
uptake

[97]

Acaulospora
trappei, Glomus
leptotichum

Panicum
hemitomon

Flood stress High P content in plant [98]

G. intraradices Pterocarpus
officinalis

Flood stress High growth and P content in leaves [99]

Glomus geosporum Aster
tripolium

Flood stress High sugar and proline content [100]

Table 3.
Micro-organisms in the form of biofertilizers/priming against abiotic stresses.
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high absorption and assimilation efficiency of nutrients, regulating proper water
balance in plants as well as tolerating various abiotic stresses by synthesizing proline,
simple sugars, alcohols, abscisic acid, osmotic compounds and antioxidants (to scav-
enge ROS) [101]. Role of bio-stimulants in plants is shown in Figure 5. It increases the
contents of carotenoids, phenolic compounds and other secondary metabolites in
plants as defense against stresses. It is applied as soil drench (directly/through irriga-
tion) or foliar spray or treatment of seeds. Mitigation of various abiotic stresses by bio-
stimulants is listed in Table 4.

Crop rotation and various agronomic interventions: Crop rotation is one of the key
principles of conservation agriculture. It is always suggested to add leguminous crop
in rotation to revive soil fertility after cultivation of a soil exhaustive crop through
fixing atmospheric nitrogen. Further, biomass incorporation in soil results in addition
of SOC content and thereby, causes improvement of soil porosity, water holding
capacity, soil fertility, etc. leading to protection of plants against drought, salinity,
high temperature stress as well as nutrient deficiency. Growing a shallow rooted crop
after deep rooted crop helps in utilization of nutrients and water from various depths
of soil profile so that plant can’t experience nutrient and water scarcity.

Various other agronomic practices also can protect the crop from being affected by
abiotic stresses under climate change scenario (Figure 6, Table 5). For instance,
proper selection of resistant/tolerant crop and varieties under a prevalent abiotic
stress is one useful strategy. To achieve this, breeding activities should include identi-
fication of responsive genes. Grafting is another one, which is widely used in horti-
culture to counter various abiotic stresses specially, salinity, nutrient or water
deficiency, heavy metal toxicity, etc. Here, scion susceptible to stress is grafted to
stress tolerant root stock. Exogenous application of plant components such as amino
acid, sugars, etc. and phytohormones such as ABA, GA3, jasmonic acid, salicylic acid,
brassinosteriods, etc. protects crop from abiotic stresses. Application of citric acid and
vitamin C exhibit antioxidant properties which inactivates heavy metals such as Cu,
Pb, Al, etc. as well as helps crop to overcome salinity and drought stresses through
ROS scavenging activities. Soil and foliar applications of humic substances, beneficial
fungi, bacteria, chitosan, sea weed extracts, etc. can combat abiotic stresses. Tillage
also plays key role in conserving moisture and nutrients as well as breaking hard pan
and high percolation of water and thereby, mitigates drought, flood and salinity.
Keeping the land fallow for a season or year can rejuvenate the soil fertility and

Figure 5.
Role of bio-stimulants in plants.
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Abiotic
stress

Crop Bio-stimulants Impacts References

Cold
stress

Coriander Asahi SL @0.1% High chlorophyll a and carotenoids [102]

Tomato Flavobacterium glaciei,
Pseudomonas
frederiksbergensis,
Pseudomonas vancouverensis

High shoot and root length and
biomass, low electrolyte leakage,
lipid peroxidation, proline
accumulation, SOD, CAT, APX ,
POD and GR activities

[102]

Strawberry Pepton 85/16 @ 2 L/ha or
4 L/ha

New root initiation, more flowering
and fruiting

[103]

Lettuce Pepton 85/16 @ 04, 0.8,
1.6 g/L

High fresh and dry weights, relative
growth rate

[104]

Lettuce Terra-Sorb Foliar High root fresh weight, green cover
%

[105]

Chilli 5-Aminolevulinic acid High chlorophyll, relative water
content, shoot and root biomass,
SOD activity, low membrane
permeability

[106]

Pepper Serratia nematodiphila High plant growth and regulation of
endogenous GA4, abscisic acid,
jasmonic acid and salicylic acid

[107]

Drought
stress

Tomato Megafol @ 2 ml/L Increased leaf area [108]

Spinach Ascophyllum nodosum
@0.50%

Increased leaf area, fresh and dry
weights

[109]

Pea P. putida, P. fluorescens High root and shoot lengths, pods/
plant, chlorophyll content and grain
yield

[109]

Tomato,
chilli

A. piechaudii Low ethylene synthesis, high fresh
and dry weights of seedling

[110]

Tomato A. nodosum @0.33% High relative water content, plant
growth, foliar density, proline and
sugar contents, chlorophyll content,
low lipid peroxidation

[111]

Mustard A. nodosum + amino acids Increase in chlorophyll activity [112]

Tomato VIVA High shoot and root biomass [113]

Basil Pseudomonades, Bacillus
lentus, Azospirillum
brasilens

High CAT, GPX and chlorophyll
activities

[114]

Pumpkin Moringa leaf extract High growth, harvest index, water
use efficiency, low electrolyte
leakage

[115]

Soybean Sphingomonas sp. High growth, chlorophyll content,
amino acid, sugar, low ABA and JA

[116]

Wheat Bacillus subtilis Enhancement in IAA, decrease in
ABA

[117]

Lucerne Enterobacter ludwigii and
Bacillus megaterium

Low electrolyte leakage, ABA level,
high growth, chlorophyll content,
relative water content, nutrient
concentrations

[118]
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Abiotic
stress

Crop Bio-stimulants Impacts References

Foxtail
millet

P. fluorescens ACC deaminase production, high
seedling growth

[119]

Potato B. subtilis High tuber weight, soluble sugar and
CAT, POD, SOD activities

[120]

Tobacco Arbuscular mychorrhizal
fungi and PGPR

High growth, chlorophyll content,
phenol and flavonoid levels

[121]

Finger
millet

P. fluorescens, P.
palleroniana

High plant growth, nutrient
contents, leaf pigment and proline
contents, SOD, CAT, GPX activities,
low lipid peroxidation

[122]

Maize (Bacillus pumilus, Bacillus
cereus, Pseudomonas sp., and
Proteus sp. and protein
hydrolysates

High ABA, IAA, GA, relative water
content, protein content,
photosynthetic pigments

[123]

Rice Commercial seaweed
extract (A. nodosum)

High plant biomass, yield, leaf area
index, chlorophyll content

[124]

Tomato Protein hydrolysate High plant growth, pollen viability,
leaf water potential, lycopene
content

[125]

Flood
stress

Sesame Pseudomonas veronii High fresh and dry biomass, root and
shoot length, chlorophyll content

[126]

Wheat Trichoderma asperellum Low ethylene synthesis, high
seedling growth

[127]

Heat
stress

Common
bean

Brassinosteroids @ 25, 50
and 100 ppm

High plant growth, leaves, branches
and shoots/plant, fresh and dry
weights, nutrient contents

[128]

Green
gram

Glutathione @ 0.5 Μm High chlorophyll, proline contents,
low ROS

[129]

Chick pea Proline @ 5, 10, 15 Μm High germination, shoot and root
lengths, proline content, chlorophyll
synthesis, low electrolyte leakage,
lipid peroxidation

[130]

Chick pea Abscisic acid @ 2.5 Μm High shoot length, chlorophyll
content

[131]

Tomato B. cereus High growth, APX, SOD, GSH
activities, ion uptake (Fe, P, K),
chlorophyll content.

[132]

Chinese
cabbage

Bacillus tequilensis High shoot, leaf developments, JA
and salicylic acid production, low
ABA

[133]

Rice Brassinosteroids, amino
acids, nitophenolatres, or
botanical extracts

High photosynthesis, stomatal
conductance, low lipid peroxidation
and proline content

[134]

Tomato Commercial seaweed
extracts

Improved root system, chlorophyll
content, high growth

[135]

Fe
deficiency

Strawberry Actiwave (A. nodosum) @
10 ml/20 ml water

High vegetative growth, chlorophyll
content, stomatal density,

[136]
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Abiotic
stress

Crop Bio-stimulants Impacts References

photosynthesis, fruit production,
berry weight

NPK
deficiency

Tomato Amino acids @ 0.1, 0.2 ml/
L water

High plant growth, root and leaf [137]

Okra Kelpak (Ecklonia maxima)
@ 0.40%

More number of leaves, roots, stem
thickness, shoot weight, root weight,
leaf area

[138]

Garlic Bio-Cozyme @ 2 kg/ha High bulb yield, plant height,
nutrient in leaves

[139]

Salinity Lettuce A. brasilense High germination, seedling growth,
chlorophyll, dry mass

[140]

Chilli A. brasilense/Pantoea
dispersa

High plant dry weight, carbon di
oxide assimilation, nitrate
concentration

[141]

Pea Rhizobium leguminosarum High plant growth [142]

Pumpkin Bacillus pumilis,
Trichoderma harzannum,
Paenibacillus azotoformans

High fresh weight, potassium
uptake, low sodium uptake

[143]

Common
bean

Humic acid@ 0.05%, 0.1% High nitrogen and phosphorus, plant
root and shoot growth, low electrical
conductivity, electrolyte leakage

[144]

Strawberry Acadian (A. nodosum) High growth and yield [145]

Lettuce Super Fifty (A. nodosum) @
0.4, 1, 2.5, 10 ml/L

High root, stem and total plant
biomass

[146]

Lettuce Protein hydrolysates @
2.5 ml/L

High plant shoot and root growths,
fresh yield, low oxidative stress

[147]

Tomato A. piechaudii High fresh and dry weights, uptakes
of phosphorus and potassium, water
use efficiency, low ethylene
production

[148]

Cucumber A. nodosum @ 1, 2 g/kg High fruit yield [149]

Common
bean

Licorice root extract @
0.50%

Plant growth, yield, relative water
content, total soluble sugars, low
electrolyte leakage

[150]

Common
bean

Propolis and maize grain
extract @ 1%, 2%

High germination, seedling growth,
proline, total soluble sugars, low
electrolyte leakage, ABA, lipid
peroxidation

[151]

Common
bean

Moringa oleifera High shoot and root growths, total
soluble sugars, proline, SOD, APX,
GR activities

[152]

Chick pea Sargassum muticum and
Jania rubens @ 1%

High chlorophyll, carotenoids, plant
growth, soluble sugars, CAT, SOD,
POD, APX activities, low MDA

[153]

Tomato Dunaliella salina
exopolysaccharides @
0.1 g/L

High protein, chlorophyll, low
proline

[154]
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Crop Bio-stimulants Impacts References

Onion Bee-honey based bio-
stimulant @ 25–50 g/L

High water use efficiency, bulb yield,
antioxidants, photosynthetic
pigments

[155]

Chilli Humic acid @ 50, 100,
150 mg/kg

High fresh and dry weights, nutrient
uptakes, low membrane damage

[156]

Pea Acinetobacter bereziniae, E.
ludwigii, Alcaligenes faecalis

Low electrolyte leakage, high
proline, chlorophyll, total soluble
sugar, plant growth

[157]

Tomato Pseudomonas oryzihabitans Increase plant growth and
photosynthetic characters

[158]

Ground
nut

Stenotrophomonas
maltophilia

High growth, auxin and total amino
acids, low proline, electrolyte
leakage, lipid peroxidation

[159]

Common
bean

Aneurinibacillus
aneurinilyticus

High root and shoot length and
weight, chlorophyll content

[160]

Soybean Arthrobacter woluwensis,
Microbacterium oxydans,
Arthobacter aurescens, B.
megaterium, B. aryabhattai

High antioxidant (SOD, GSH)
activities, chlorophyll content

[161]

Wheat Trichoderma reesei High plant biomass, chlorophyll,
carotenoids, uptake of nutrients, low
Na, ABA contents

[162]

Wheat Trichoderma
longibrachiatum

High root and shoot length and
weight, relative water content,
chlorophyll content, antioxidant
(SOD, POD, CAT) activities

[163]

Soybean Porostereum spadiceum High seedling growth [164]

Cucumber C. etunicatum, Rhizophagus
intraradices, and F. mosseae

High biomass, SOD, CAT, APX and
GR activities, JA, SA contents, low
lipid peroxidation, electrolyte
leakage

[88]

Maize Humic acid High photosynthesis rate, plasma
membrane proton pumps activity

[165]

Rice Panchagavya High plant growth, chlorophyll,
carotenoid, anthocyanin contents,
low CAT, SOD, POX activities

[166]

Tomato Seaweed extract (Ulva
lactuca)

High plant growth, soluble sugar,
total protein, chlorophyll content,
carotenoids, low hydrogen peroxide,
APX activity

[167]

Wheat Exiguobacterium
aurantiacum

High plant growth, nutrient content,
proline contents, CAT and POD
activities

[168]

Heavy
metal
stress

Rice E. ludwigii and
Exiguobacterium indicum

High growth, chlorophyll content,
SA, low ABA, Ni and Cd

[169]

Cucumber Pseudomonas psychrotolerans High growth, chlorophyll content,
IAA and GA

[170]
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moisture content for next crop. Timely and properly sowing, adequate seed rate,
spacing and depth, seed treatment also allows the crop to grow and utilize resources
properly resulting in surviving and withstanding of climate change scenario. For
instance, wheat, if sown on time, can escape terminal heat stress. Further, adequate
and timely water, nutrient and interculture (weeding) managements accelerate crop
growth by conservating water, nutrients, light, etc. which otherwise could be utilized
by weeds and thereby, mitigate drought, salinity, nutrient deficiency, etc. Tall variety
is susceptible to lodge by high wind velocity, while dwarf, robust variety can with-
stand the wind stress. Shelterbelt also protects the crop from high wind. Sometimes,
crop suffers from hot sunlight and requires shading from tall growing crop and thus,
intercropping or agroforestry is beneficial. On a contrary, shading of tall weeds on
crop affects crop growth and therefore, timely weed management is needed. Under
saline condition, frequent flooding with irrigation water or irrigation to root by drip
method, scraping of surface salts, application of plant growth promoting bacteria, etc.
are the key mitigation practices. PGPB alleviates salinity through hydraulic conduct,
osmotic accumulation, toxic sodium removal, higher osmotic activity. Further, use of
organic product such as brewer’s spent grain as soil amendment not only improves soil

Abiotic
stress

Crop Bio-stimulants Impacts References

Soybean B. cereus High shoot and root growth, SA,
chlorophyll content, low ABA, POD
activities, low Cd accumulation

[171]

Sunflower Arbuscular mycorrhizal
fungi

High growth, antioxidant activities,
fatty acid contents

[172]

Table 4.
Mitigation of abiotic stresses through various bio-stimulants.

Figure 6.
Abiotic stress mitigation through various organic farming practices.
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fertility but also alleviates heavy metal, nutrient deficiency, salinity, drought stresses,
etc. Intercropping/Mixed cropping also conserves soil and water, suppresses weeds,
reduces salt accumulation on surface through evaporation and thereby, alleviates
various stresses. Sometimes, allelopathic potential of many crops on weeds are utilized
to suppress weeds resulting in conservation of resources and good crop growth. Under
the scarcity of water, precise and wise use of water, clipping of leaves (to reduce
transpiration water loss), organic anti-transpirants (like wax, panchagavya)

Abiotic
stresses

Agronomic management practices in
organic farming

Abiotic
stresses

Agronomic management
practices in organic farming

Drought • Use of resistant/tolerant variety
• Mulching or cover cropping or inter/

mixed cropping to reduce
evaporation loss of water (moisture
conservation)

• Sowing in ridge and furrow bed
• Alternate/skip furrow irrigation or

partial root drying
• Skip row planting
• Use of sprinkler/drip or any other

micro irrigation/water saving
options

• Less application of manures
• Use of bio-fertilizers and seed

priming
• Nipping or pinching apical portion

to arrest shoot growth and
consequently, transpiration rate

Flood • Use of resistant variety
• Drainage of excess water
• Growing of water loving crops
• Double transplanting in rice
• Growing tall plants to avoid

complete submergence

Salinity • Use of resistant/tolerant variety
• Incorporation of green manure

crop in soil before sowing
• Exogenous applications of non-

synthetic ABA and/or jasmonic
acid

• Seed treatment with non-
synthetic polyamines viz.,
putrescine, spermidine,
spermine, etc.

High
temperature

• Use of resistant/tolerant variety
• Shading on the plant canopy
• Use of mulch or residue retention to

avoid heat stress at early growth
stages

• Application of non-synthetic
salicylic acid or glycine betaine or
ethylene or gibberellic acid

• Irrigation on the canopy to restrict
sun scorching

• Drip irrigation to reduce soil
temperature at root zone depth

• Timely sowing of winter crops to
avoid heat stress during anthesis and
seed formation phases

Low
temperature

• Use of resistant/tolerant variety
• Seed treatment with non-

synthetic gibberellic acid or
proline

• Use of non-synthetic
cryoprotectants, ABA,
paclobutrazol, uniconzole, etc.

• Timely sowing of monsoon crops
to avoid terminal cold stress

Heavy
metal
toxicity

• Construction of wetlands
• Reduction of chemical based

intensive farming approach
• Substitution of chemicals with

biofertilizer, compost and bio-
pesticides

Wind
velocity

• Use of windbreaks/shelterbelts
• Use of dwarf crop varieties

Low light • Use of sun loving or tall varieties Excess
chemicals
and
nutrients

• Promotion of organic farming
practices

• Growth of nutrient exhaustive
crops

High light • Use of shade loving or dwarf
varieties

Nutrient
scarcity

• Application of nutrients through
manures to correct the deficiency

Table 5.
Agronomic management practices in organic farming to mitigate specific abiotic stress.
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application, broadcasting of seeds, closer spacing, more plant population/hill, double
transplanting, etc. are useful. Apart from drainage, double transplanting is also bene-
ficial for flood condition where main field is too flooded to transplant seedlings on
time. It is well known fact that various biotic stresses like pest, disease and weeds
trigger abiotic stresses. Addressing these biotic stresses by botanical extracts, bio-
pesticides, release of natural enemies or living organisms, trap cropping, etc. can help
the crop to avoid various abiotic stresses.

6. Conclusion

Abiotic stress is creating detrimental effect on living organisms specially on plants
since long. Its negative impact on crop is becoming prominent in recent days in the
context of climate change scenario. In most of the cases, an abiotic stress combines
with other abiotic or biotic stresses to exert combined impact on crop growth, yield
and quality and the extent of impact on crop varies from mild to severe resulting in
hampering crop growth accordingly. Although plants adopt some internal defensive
mechanisms to counter these stresses, in most of the times, they require external
stimuli/practices/inputs to mitigate abiotic stresses. Due to population rise, crop yield
loss through abiotic stresses cannot be accepted at this moment or future and there-
fore, suitable agronomic and breeding interventions are highly needed. Since
chemical-based farming is a barrier against sustainable agricultural production as it
deteriorates soil health and is hazardous to the environment due to toxic chemical
footprint, organic farming is emerging as its potential alternative. Various organic
farming inputs such as organic manures, biofertilizers, bio-priming with micro-
organisms, bio-stimulants (seaweed extracts, humic acid, micro-organisms etc.),
mulches, biochar etc. have the potential to mitigate abiotic stresses under climate
change scenario. Further, organic farming practices like crop rotation, inter cropping,
tillage, time and method of sowing, nutrient, water and intercultural operations, use
of PGPB, organic formulations, grafting, selection of resistant/tolerant varieties and
other scientific/wise uses of organic inputs can help the crop to mitigate/escape the
detrimental effects of various abiotic stresses to a great extent. Still, there is need on
proper research or study on the abiotic stress potential of organic farming further.
Available organic farming technologies as well as information/awareness about them
are very also scanty at this moment. Therefore, proper multi-locational research
experiments, transfusion of modern practices/awareness through strong extension
services, policy interventions and advanced breeding approaches are highly required
to address harmful abiotic stresses as well as to get high crop growth, yield and
quality. Various strategies should be jointly implemented rather than using individu-
ally to get the best result from organic farming in making crop to cope up successfully
with climate change scenario.
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Chapter 3

Artificial Photosynthesis as an
Alternative Source of Renewable
Energy: Potential and Limitations
Renu Kathpalia and Anita Kamra Verma

Abstract

Artificial photosynthesis system (APS) uses biomimetic systems to duplicate the
process of natural photosynthesis that utilizes copious resources of water, carbon
dioxide and sunlight to produce oxygen and energy-rich compounds and has potential
to be an alternative source of renewable energy. APS like natural photosynthesis
includes the splitting of water into oxygen and hydrogen, and the reduction of carbon
dioxide into various hydrocarbons such as formic acid (HCOOH), methane (CH4) and
carbon monoxide (CO), or even pure hydrogen fuel. These processes are accom-
plished by a handful of device designs, including photoelectrochemical cells or
photovoltaic-coupled electrolyzers which are driven by energy extracted from sun-
light photons as well as suitable catalysts. Researchers are trying to combine advanta-
geous components from both natural photosynthesis and artificial photosynthesis to
create a semi-artificial photosynthesis system, involving the incorporation of enzymes
or even whole-cell into synthetic devices. However, there are several limitations to the
advancement of this field which are mainly centered on the inability to establish a
system that is cost-effective, long-term durable and has the highest efficiency. Artifi-
cial photosynthesis devices can also function as atmospheric cleansers by extracting
the excess amount of carbon dioxide and releasing back oxygen into the environment.
Although there is still a long way to go to empower society with energy supplied
through artificial photosynthesis, at the same time it is both desirable and necessary.
To date, the efforts to commercialize APS have been fruitful, and it will soon be a
viable alternative fuel source.

Keywords: artificial photosynthesis system (APS), biomimicry, photocatalyst,
photosynthesis, photons, water oxidation

1. Introduction

In this technological era, it has become mandatory to safeguard our natural
resources and search for renewable sources of energy that can reduce the use of
conventional fossil fuels. The usage of fossil fuel emits large quantities of carbon
dioxide, sulfur dioxide and oxide particles as well as depletes natural resources. The
International Panel on climate change recommended the urgent need to decrease
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carbon dioxide emissions to zero on a global scale. To combat this grieving situation
the development of sustainable and carbon-neutral energy technologies is the most
compelling challenge faced by the entire humanity. Over the years, scientists have
explored numerous alternatives that could possibly reduce our dependence on fossil
fuels. Recently, efforts are centered toward the development of high-tech energy-
generating systems inspired by nature itself. Nearly all natural resources are either
depleting or getting contaminated except the solar energy which on conversion or
utilization is a promising solution for energy-related problems.

One such phenomenon or reaction that takes place in plants, algae and photosyn-
thetic bacteria to produce energy for themselves and provide energy to other organ-
isms is photosynthesis. To mimic photosynthesis, the concept of artificial
photosynthesis was introduced by Giacomo Ciamician way back in the year 1912 in a
science paper entitled “The photochemistry of the future” [1]. He visualized and
insisted on the use of technologies that can eliminate complete dependence on fossil
fuels. Solar power stations could meet the challenges of sustainable energy more over
the cost is lower than that of nuclear and thermal plants but the main bottleneck is the
lack of efficient storage solution [2]. Different studies established systems to carry out
photosynthesis similar to that of solar panels and convert it into electricity for direct
application, as it was not possible to store energy for later use. So far, researchers have
not been able to devise solar-driven catalysts for water oxidation and fuel production
that are vigorous and use this abundant earth element.

Artificial photosynthesis system (APS) imitates the fundamental process of pho-
tosynthesis taking place in organisms for our societal needs. APS captures as well as
stores solar energy in the form of fuel rather than glucose and is able to meet both the
challenges of being carbon-negative and a source of solar fuel (Figure 1). Artificial
photosynthesis devices involving semiconductors can absorb solar energy and store it
by converting in the form of chemical energy which can be used later. Many

Figure 1.
An outline diagram to compare natural and artificial photosynthesis.
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advancements have been achieved where artificial reaction center involving the
movement of electrons (injected from a dye) into the conduction band of
nanoparticles (such as titanium dioxide) on to electrode coupled with catalyst (such as
platinum) or hydrogenase enzymes producing hydrogen gas. This system involves
solar energy to split the water molecule into oxygen and hydrogen fuel; however, the
efficiency is quite low and requires external electrical potential. The energy stored in
this way is cheap and dense as compared to expensive battery storage [3]. Besides
these APS is more environmentally attractive than solar panels as it absorbs excess
carbon dioxide from the environment and releases oxygen back into the environment
and can revolutionize the world of solar power [4]. This chapter includes a compre-
hensive view of the artificial photosynthesis system, its limitation, challenges and the
future scope of APS as an alternate source of energy.

2. Photosynthesis: nature’s marvel

Green plants, algae and photosynthetic bacteria are photosynthesizing for more
than a billion years without any significant change. Photosynthesis is an integral part
of simulation models to safeguard the future of our planet. The electron transport
system of photosynthesis transports electrons faster than the photons of solar energy
reaching light-harvesting complex present in the chloroplast membrane. The light
reaction takes place in three distinct protein complexes which are an integral part of
the chloroplast membrane of higher plants viz., two light-harvesting complexes or
photosystem (LHC I/PS I and LHCII/PSII) or antennae and cytochrome b6f connected
by different electron carriers. Both the photosystems or light-harvesting complexes
transfer photons to the reaction centers (RCs) in the form of resonance energy and
create charge differences across the membrane. A strong oxidant complex commonly
referred to as oxygen-evolving complex (OEC), is present on the donor side of PSII
which does photolysis of water into molecular oxygen, protons and electrons. This
electron moves to the plastoquinone pool to cyt b6f followed by plastocyanin to PSI
and finally via ferrodoxin reduces NADP+ to NADPH. The electron movement is
coupled with proton pumping from one side of the membrane to the other side of the
membrane creating a potential and pH difference across the membrane ultimately
leading to the formation of ATP [5]. This assimilatory power trapped in the light
reaction is utilized for the unique process of fixation of atmospheric carbon dioxide by
the enzyme Rubisco, the most abundant protein on this earth. The enzyme Rubisco
has a very slow catalytic rate (1–3 cycles per second) creating a major bottleneck in
increasing photosynthetic efficiency. The unique feature of this fundamental process
of life is the structural features of RCs complexes constituting a network of molecular
cofactors held by the membrane at an appropriate distance and orientation to capture
maximum light and perform the movement of electrons (Figure 2). This mosaic
structure is such a unique nanoscale complex working perfectly for billions of years
and providing energy to all the heterotrophs residing on this planet. To exactly mimic
the complete process of photosynthesis is definitely an undaunted task.

3. Artificial photosynthesis

The concept of artificial photosynthesis was given by an Italian chemist in 1912 but
no remarkable research has been done till 1972 when Kenichi Honda and his student
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Akira Fujishima for the first time reported the successful designing of water splitting
device powered by light [6], which was named as “Honda-Fujishima effect”. The
device includes a photoelectrochemical cell comprised of a photoanode made of TiO2

and a black cathode made up of platinum (Pt) black cathode. Both anode and cathode
were completely submerged during exposure to light, an electron was released from
TiO2 leading to the formation of an “electron hole”, or positive charge on the Ti atom
which was filled by an electron released from a water molecule, oxidizing the water to
produce oxygen. The released electron was donated to a proton derived from water,
thus reducing the proton to form hydrogen. The light of wavelength more than

Figure 2.
The diagrammatic representation of different complexes involved in electron transfer in the Z scheme present on the
membrane of thylakoid in the chloroplast. The photosystems PSI and PS II and intermediate carrier of the electron,
cytochrome b6f, sand witched between them is the key structural organization of RCs. The complete structure is
present in the membrane protein scaffold at an appropriate distance to facilitate electron transfer and convert solar
energy to chemical energy.

Figure 3.
The diagram representing the fundamental process of artificial photosynthesis systems having an efficient light
absorber to trap sunlight and efficient water oxidation and proton reduction catalysts.
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400nm was given to the photoanode and the device was able to generate oxygen at the
anode while hydrogen was generated at the cathode by photolysis of water and
ultimately releasing oxygen and hydrogen [7] as summarized in Figure 3. The major
bottleneck of using the molecule TiO2 was that it only absorbed ultraviolet wave-
lengths and is inactive in visible light wavelength [8].

In 1978, M. Halmann used a p-type phosphide semiconductor made of gallium
phosphide as the photocathode suspended in an aqueous solution and achieved the
reduction of carbon dioxide into hydrocarbons such as formic acid (HCOOH), form-
aldehyde (CH2O) and methanol (CH3OH) [9]. In 1983, William Ayers designed and
patented the first visible light water-splitting device named as “artificial leaf”made up
of silicon with a nafion membrane for ion transport above the cell. The entire struc-
ture is immersed in water and when illuminated results in the release of oxygen from
the back of the metal surface, while hydrogen evolved on the silicon surface [10].

4. Artificial photosynthesis: principle

As mentioned above the three principle steps involved in artificial photosynthesis,
similar to natural photosynthesis, are the absorption of light causing excitation, charge
generation followed by charge separation and finally chemical conversion leading to
the production of fuel.

4.1 Light absorption

In natural photosynthesis, chlorophylls and carotenoids are arranged in antennae
to capture the maximum red and blue wavelength of light and bring about the excita-
tion of electrons. These pigment molecules can absorb only a limited range of wave-
lengths ranging from about 400 to 700 nm which makes less than 50% of the sunlight
that reaches earth [11]. The first major task is to design photosensitizers that can
optimally use photons on exposure and are capable of aggregating light energy. In
addition, the materials used should be capable of absorbing a wider wavelength of the
solar spectrum so as to extract maximum energy falling on the earth.

Inspired by the “Honda-Fujishima effect”, many materials such as TiO2

photoanode semiconductors like silicon, metal oxides such as ZnO, Fe2O3 and BiVO4,
metal nitrides such as Ta3N5, metal phosphides such as GaP, metal oxynitrides such as
TaON etc., have been tried by a different group of researchers [12]. Silicon, an
abundant and cheap source, can absorb a wider spectrum of light. Another semicon-
ductor Gallium Nitride has been used to produce formic acid and ethanol using thin
film technology [13].

4.2 Lysis of water

Water oxidation is a thermodynamically uphill process and requires free energy of
ΔG ≈ 237 kJ mol�1 and potential E0 ≈ 1.23 V to transfer 4H+ and 4e�. In natural
photosynthesis, water splitting is achieved through the involvement of an oxygen-
evolving complex (OEC) which has manganese (Mn), a tetrameric high valent oxo
species, that catalyzes oxygen-oxygen bond formation. Semiconductor nanowires are
used to absorb light resulting in the oxidation of water producing oxygen, proton and
electrons. The electrons move toward other ends while protons move through a
proton-conducting membrane made up of Nafion, ultimately reduced to hydrogen.
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Thus, photolysis of water in APS is achieved through the combination of two different
customized systems for their respective purpose [12].

The redox equations involved in water splitting are as follows:

Oxidation reaction : 2H2O ! 4e� þ 4Hþ þ O2 (1)

Reduction reaction : 4Hþ þ 4e� ! 2H2 (2)

Redox reaction : 2H2O ! 2H2 þO2 (3)

The splitting of water needs an energy of approximately 2.5 V, hence a catalyst is
essential to absorb photons of sunlight and set off the reactions [14]. The bioinspired
approach of using manganese as a catalyst resulted in instability due to short-term and
inefficient function [15]. In comparison, cobalt oxide (CoO) found to be stable,
efficient and is easily available [16].

Different materials tested show efficiency in some steps and inefficiency in other
steps leading to the use of coupled materials, which are customized for their respec-
tive reactivity. Recently, molecular water-oxidation catalysts are designed for splitting
water and evolution of oxygen. These catalysts generally comprise a metal complex
with wide open coordination sites as well as an electronic structure to stabilize a
metal-hydride intermediate. The most common materials used are noble metals such
as rhodium and platinum-based complexes. To develop catalysts from earth-abundant
metals such as cobalt, iron, molybdenum, and nickel have also been tried by various
scientists. The most stable and efficient catalyst out of many tried and tested is Nickel
complexes. Ruthenium and iridium-based catalysts showed good reactivity and sta-
bility but are scarce and expensive [17]. The transition metal family such as copper,
nickel and iron-based were tested in order to improve the catalytic function. Cobalt
and Zirconium heterobimetallic on porous silica separated by nanotube separation
membranes was also used by researchers [18]. However, the search and optimization
of materials to be used in APS are still under investigation.

4.3 Reduction of carbon dioxide

Carbon dioxide is a linear, highly stable molecule having very low electron affinity.
Conversion of carbon dioxide is an uphill reaction and requires a nucleophilic attack
on the carbon atom, the dissociation bond energy of C]O is �750 kJ/mol. The carbon
atom has the highest valence due to which different fuels can be created in addition to
the production of oxygen and hydrogen derived from water. The different fuel com-
pounds that can be generated are formic acid (HCOOH), methanol (CH3OH), carbon
monoxide (CO) and methane (CH4) as given in these equations:

CO2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� ! HCOOH (4)

CO2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� ! COþH2O (5)

CO2 þ 6Hþ þ 6e� ! CH3OHþH2O (6)

CO2 þ 8Hþ þ 8e� ! CH4 þ 2H2O (7)

The generation of these liquid hydrocarbons has added advantage of being easily
integrated into energy infrastructure. Nevertheless, the greatest scientific challenge
due to carbon's multi-electron nature imposes additional complexity [19]. The exact
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mechanism is not clearly established but it is predicted that the reduction of carbon
dioxide is similar to water splitting during the process of photosynthesis. In APS,
carbon dioxide interacts with catalyst along with the transfer of electrons resulting in
a reduction reaction followed by proton coupling creating an electron hole in the
photosensitizer which is filled by an electron leading to the end of the process [20].
A co-catalysts and photoelectrode material break carbon and oxygen bonds and form
carbon and hydrogen bond i.e., CdH bond. The choice of catalyst is very critical in
APS which includes low cost and durability. Researchers have tried various combina-
tions of complexes viz., rhenium-based, cobalt-based, nickel-based, iron-based and
zinc-based complexes [21]. With the use of innovative porous materials adsorption of
intermediates at the surface of the electrode is significantly enhanced. In another trial,
co-catalyst such as copper, silver and gold were found to be very effective in enhanc-
ing conserving efficiency. However, an ideal catalyst is yet to design which can
improve the performance of chemical conversion (Figure 4).

5. Natural photosynthesis vs artificial photosynthesis

Photosynthesis involves two reactions viz, light-dependent (light reaction)
harnessing light photons and converting it in assimilatory powers in the form NADPH
(nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate) and ATP (adenosine triphosphate)
which are utilized to fix carbon in light-independent reaction (dark reaction). The
light reaction involves two photosystems, viz., PSI and PSII (photosystem I and II)
consisting of light-absorbing pigments in the form of antennae system involving
chlorophylls and carotenoids and have a reaction center having chlorophyll a mole-
cule. The two photosystems are present in the thylakoid membrane along with other
electron carriers, absorb light photons and transfer the energy to the reaction center
through resonance energy transfer and release an electron from chlorophyll molecule

Figure 4.
The formation of different end products due to the reduction of carbon dioxide catalyzed by different catalysts in
artificial photosynthesis.
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from the reaction center. This electron moves through a series of electron carriers and
finally reduces NADP into NADPH and the formation of ATP. The removal of elec-
trons from chlorophyll results in the formation of “electron hole” in the chlorophyll
pigment which is filled by photolysis of water by oxygen-evolving complex present
next to PSII releasing an electron and oxygen as a waste product for the plants and the
most valuable by-product for the survival of life on this biosphere. This light-
dependent reaction also involves a complex array of enzymes such as the photosys-
tems themselves, as well as hydrogenases which interact with hydrogen derived from
water molecules, is known as photophosphorylation; a unique system of generation of
chemical energy present only in photosynthesizing organisms [4, 5].

The assimilatory powers being generated during light reaction then bring about a
reduction of carbon through the light-independent reaction or dark reaction involving
the Calvin cycle. The dark reaction, discovered by Malvin Calvin, occurs in the stroma
of chloroplast through a series of reactions catalyzed by different enzymes to trans-
form carbon dioxide from the atmosphere into carbohydrates. The carbon dioxide is
absorbed by the stomata present on the leaves and ultimately converted into carbo-
hydrates, the overall reaction of photosynthesis is

6 H2Oþ 6 CO2
Sunlight

Chlorophyll
! C6H12O6 þ 6O2 (8)

Thus, photosynthesis is ingeniously designed through series evolution to provide
autotrophic organisms to produce their own food by converting solar energy into
chemical energy stored in the energy-rich bonds of a carbohydrate.

Three major components of natural photosynthesis that need to be imitated by
artificial photosynthesis are (i) light capture and electron transport (ii) water splitting
(into hydrogen and oxygen) and (iii) reduction of carbon dioxide. Two types of fuel
are being generated through APS viz., hydrocarbons (methanol and formic acid) and
pure hydrogen. Hydrogen is a clean option generated via APS and can be used directly
as liquid fuel, consumed in the fuel cell, thermal processes, electrolysis, biological
processes and other application to substitute fossil fuel [2, 22].

6. Solar harvesting devices vs artificial photosynthesis

Various efforts have been made to design the devices with the aim to convert
solar energy into chemical energy which is stored in chemical bonds. The two most
powerful devices designed by researchers are the photoelectrochemical cell and
photovoltaic-coupled electrolyzer. Both the systems are designed on certain similari-
ties and differences as well as having advantages and limitations which are discussed
here.

6.1 Photoelectrochemical cell

The photoelectrochemical cells (PEC) consist of two electrodes, a photoanode and
a photocathode immersed in an electrolyte and an external wire [19, 22]. One of the
variants designed comprises a single electrode evolving mixture of oxygen and
hydrogen which entails contamination which is an additional step of separating
hydrogen and oxygen. The reduction of carbon dioxide by PEC is the most efficient
method involving the amalgamation of photo and electrocatalysis, an addition of
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biocatalysts enhanced its efficiency further. The photoelectrodes are constructed
using either a molecular electrode or a light-absorbing semiconductor [23]. At the
photoanode, water splits to get oxidized to form oxygen while it is reduced to form
hydrogen at the photocathode. On exposure to solar energy excitation at the
photoanode releases an electron which is donated to water leading to the reduction of
hydrogen molecules at the photocathode. The “electron hole” created at the
photoanode is filled by an electron donated by water molecule oxidation ultimately
leading to the production of oxygen (Figure 5).

The material of the photoanode has a tremendous effect on water-splitting effi-
ciency, stability and absorption of visible light in an aqueous solution (Figure 6). A
membrane composed of Nafion, having proton-conductive and separation properties,
has also been tried in some photoelectrochemical cells. Even semiconductors have also
been tried but found to be having low efficiency, instability and only narrow visible
light can be adsorbed. Therefore, the criteria of selection shifted toward carbon-based,
transition metals, and nanostructured photoanodes e.g., carbon-based materials,
graphene, carbon nanotubes, carbon dots and carbon quantum dots all demonstrated
stability as well as photocurrent generation. In addition, transition metals such as
germanium-doped hematite, cadmium sulfide, zinc oxide, copper sulfide and molyb-
denum exhibited high performance due to their high electrical conduction and elec-
trochemical stability. Nanomaterials such as nanowires, nanotapers and nanorods also
exhibited excellent performance in terms of high hydrogen evolution at photocathode
[24]. A serially coupled PSII and PSI along with an Au electrode has been developed
recently where semi-artificial PECs produced photocurrent and imitated Z scheme of
natural photosynthesis, interfaced by two types of redox osmium complex hydrogel
for the transfer of electrons [23].

Figure 5.
The working principle of a photoelectrochemical cell where the charge separation is induced by light which leads to
water splitting releasing molecular oxygen, proton and electrons. The protons move to the cathode where it is
reduced to molecular hydrogen and electrons.
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6.2 Photovoltaic-coupled electrolyzer

A photovoltaic-coupled electrolyzer working principle is based on the working of
both solar and electrochemical cells [13, 25]. The photovoltaic cell includes absorption of
light as well as charge separation. The energy potential generated by the photovoltaic cell
is transferred to an electrolyzer for redox reaction [26]. Thus, in the first step solar
radiation is converted into electricity, which is further used for the oxidation and reduc-
tion of water or carbon dioxide in the electrolyzer cell. This system has the more efficient
strategy and has remarkable solar-to-hydrogen efficiencies of 10–15%, reaching as high
as 30%. This ultra-efficient photovoltaic-coupled electrolyzer system utilizes a triple-
junction solar cell which is made of three subcells having indium gallium phosphide
(InGaP), gallium arsenide (GaAs) and gallium indium nitrogen arsenic antimoni-
deGaInNAs(Sb), respectively. This solar cell involved two polymer electrolyte mem-
branes consisting of a Nafion membrane coated with Pt black catalyst at the cathode and
an Ir black catalyst at the anode [27]. The power generated at the triple-junction cell
pumped water into the anode of the first electrolyzer and effluent having water and
oxygen is further pumped into the second electrolyzer where hydrogen is transferred
from the first electrolyzer cathode to the second electrolyzer cathode. As a result, hydro-
gen and oxygen are collected from the cathode and anode, respectively, at the second
electrolyzer, the leftover water is recycled back for the next cycle without any disruption
for almost 48 hours with solar to hydrogen conversion efficiency of 30% [27].

7. Semi-artificial photosynthesis

It involves the merging of unique features of both natural and artificial photosyn-
thesis such as high quantum efficiency (100%), selectivity, specificity and self-repair
mechanisms of natural photosynthesis [28]. At the same time, the ability to use
synthetic material with a wider light absorption spectrum as well as modified molec-
ular chemistries thus minimizing the limitations. The photocatalytic properties of two
photosystems PSI and PSII viz., generation of reducing power and photolysis of water,
respectively are used for the creation of semi-artificial devices which convert light
energy into molecular hydrogen and carbon-based fuels [29].

Figure 6.
A modified photoelectrochemical cell having a molecular chromophore and catalyst for water splitting. C* is
excited chromophore C which transfers electrons and leads to water splitting.
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7.1 Enzyme hybrids

Enzymes have high molecular, chiral and substrate specificity along with high
turnover and biodegradability. Enzymes utilization is limited due to their thermal
instability, limited optimum pH range, denaturation by organic solvents and inhibi-
tion by metal ions. To fully utilize their potentiality as biocatalyst researchers have
used porous matrices to elevate their stability in vivo (Figure 7). Different network
materials such as metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) and metal-phenolic networks
(MPNs) have been utilized to hold biocatalysts for enhancing their stability. A
hundred percent efficiency has been achieved using artificial light absorbers and
biological catalysts where photocurrents through electrode-wired enzymes generate
kinetically and thermodynamically efficient products at very fast rates. Photosystem
II enzymes along with semiconductors and mesoporous opal indium tin oxide (ITO)
electrodes are well-studied examples of an inorganic collector with a biological
catalyst creating efficient systems [30].

7.2 Cell hybrids

Biological unicellular systems are more efficient in terms of specificity as com-
pared to isolated enzymes from living organisms. The use of microorganisms along
with inorganic semiconductors or metal nanoparticles has been investigated by
researchers (Figure 8) [31]. In one of the studies, the anaerobe Methanosarcina
barkeri, bacteria, was used along with a materials catalyst, nickel sulfide electrode, a
material inspired by naturally occurring nickel-dependent hydrogenases. The bacte-
rial culture was added to the cathode and was exposed to visible light which resulted
in the reduction of carbon dioxide to methane with no net loss in performance
efficiency [32]. In another study, an acetogenic bacterium Moorella thermoacetica was
treated with water-soluble gold nanoclusters AuNCs (mainly Au22(SG)18) and illu-
minated with light of 532 nm wavelength. The cytoplasm mediators in bacteria selec-
tively pick up photo-generated electrons (bypassing cell membrane) and produce
acetic acid from carbon dioxide for six days [20]. Another hybrid system was reported
where light harvesting indium phosphide (InP) nanoparticles were introduced in
genetically engineered yeast cells where photoexcited electrons produced from InP
activate nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate regeneration [33].

Figure 7.
An outline diagram of a hybrid of photoelectrochemical and biological approach where the biological catalyst is
utilized to catalyze the reaction for the production of high-value products.
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7.3 Artificial leaf

The imitation of the Z-scheme and designing of the artificial leaf is another
important benchmark in the quest for foolproof operational systems using a biohybrid
approach. American chemist Daniel G. Nocera and colleagues (2011) developed a

Figure 8.
A biohybrid made by PS-I photosystem I from a red microalga Cyanidioschyzon merolae nanostructured present
on multilayer hematite/FTO electrode.

Figure 9.
The artificial leaf designed with a silicon chip coated with a chemical catalyst to speed up the water-splitting
reaction on exposure to sunlight. The separated electrons and protons are captured to form hydrogen gas which can
be used for the generation of electricity.
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silicon-based device that can produce hydrogen and oxygen using solar energy with-
out adding any pollutants was named as artificial leaf [34]. The artificial leaf has a
silicon chip coated with a chemical catalyst which on exposure to sunlight speed up
the water-splitting reaction and captures separated electrons and protons to form
hydrogen gas which can be used for the generation of electricity (Figure 9). Artificial
leaf still faces significant challenges and focused research is needed to increase hydro-
gen fuel efficiencies which is very low at about 5% of the total possible fuel availability
in solar energy. The technology is highly expensive and the safety of hydrogen fuel
generated is negligible limiting the use of artificial leaves for commercial purposes. An
artificial leaf was designed using cuprous oxide to produce methanol and oxygen from
carbon dioxide and sunlight [35].

8. Improvement strategies

The advancement in nanotechnology (in the area of imaging and modification of
nanomaterial) and molecular manipulation such as adding impurities to semiconduc-
tors resulted in an increase in light absorption capability, efficient catalyst perfor-
mance and selectivity [36]. Researchers have created highly efficient antennae
complex mimicking light-harvesting complex involved in natural photosynthesis. The
antennae reaction center has a hexad nanoparticle having four zinc tetraarylporphyrin
molecules, (PZP)3-PZC coupled to a free-base porphyrin-fullerene molecule, P-C60
to form a hexad structured nanoparticle (PZP)3�PZC�P�C60 [37]. The nanoscale
materials and devices have been developed by “bottom-up” nanofabrication creating
“molecular-lego” which are then used in manufacturing new devices. The creation of
supramolecular and their usage in the construction of devices based on molecular
components have enhanced the efficiency of catalysts by creating supramolecular
cages and hence preventing degradation [17]. The development of single
photoelectrode, photovoltaic-coupled electrolyzer, use of nanostructure materials can
influence the functioning and efficiency of the device to a greater extent [13, 30]. The
physical factors such as temperature, pressure and ion concentration of the environ-
ment hold significant leeway.

Wastewater treatment (WWT) leads to the emission of a huge amount of carbon
dioxide which is harvested as a source of renewable energy. To tackle the waste-
energy-carbon challenge, an integrated approach has been adopted which involves
hybrid microbial photoelectrochemical (MPEC) integrated with microbial electro-
chemical system WWT with artificial photosynthesis. The energy released during
WWT aids in achieving carbon neutrality goal side by side assist in solar harvesting,
conversion and storage [38].

9. Limitations and challenges

Natural photosynthesis has high quantum efficiency leading to efficient charge
separation but the overall conversion of solar energy to chemical energy is quite low
nearly about 1%. Using APS, efficiency up to 10% or even higher is demonstrated [12].
One of the most significant bottlenecks in APS is attaining a cost-effective, efficient
and stable catalyst material. The organic-based catalyst has the tendency to lose its
stability on multiple uses and shows corroding or obstructing the working of system
equipment. Many metal-based catalysts have been tried and the search for cost-
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effective and stability for at least ten years is still under process. To mimic a complex
process like photosynthesis is very challenging.

Another notable challenge within the area of mimicking a natural process is the
complex molecular geometry found in photosynthesizing organisms. Researchers
are having a great deal of trouble replicating the level of intricacy that it entails
(Figure 10). Many catalysts have been synthesized in the past few decades; however,
these catalysts are unstable. Nevertheless, with the help of supramolecular strategies
and nanotechnology, scientists are able to easily manipulate the workings of their
devices through structural and molecular composition. Studies related to molecular
catalyst heterogeneity are limited as it is difficult to match the details present in
natural photosynthesis. The development of efficient molecular catalysts will allow
the field of APS to advance toward a viable system [15].

10. Future impact and concluding remarks

The top priority of researchers is to search sources of renewable energy that can be
used to get some relief from the current state of crisis all over the world [28]. The
airplane was created inspired by the flight of the bird, in a similar manner natural
photosynthesis serves as a model to mimic the functions of self-sustaining photo-
autotroph organisms which hopefully one day create a self-sustaining world. APS
already working efficiently and outperforms natural catalytic systems with respect to
simplicity, charge transport and light absorption spectral range. Moreover, just as
solar panels can be installed onto roofs, providing a secondary source of electricity,

Figure 10.
The comparison of the processes in the natural and artificial photosynthetic system at the leaf, chloroplast and
molecular levels.
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future artificial photosynthesis devices can also be applied to power homes as it offers
a way to store energy for later use. More than 60% of oil depletion globally is because
of its usage in transportation. Electric cars are an excellent alternative but recently
new models of cars powered by hydrogen, the byproduct of APS claimed to revolu-
tionize the vehicle industry. These hydrogen-powered vehicles require a very short
refueling time and are environmentally friendly.

Natural photosynthesis is solely responsible for all the energy that is required to
survive on this planet. In addition, photosynthesis adds energy stored in fossil fuels. It
took a billions of years for evolution to make protobiont to evolve into multicellular
photosynthesizing systems. To mimic, natural photosynthesis may take more than a
decade of extensive research before APS is fully equipped for industrial utilization
[11]. Therefore, it is imperative to try and extract energy from a biomimetic approach
to this natural process. The endeavor for creating a self-sustained system using APS is
still in its infancy. Many successful versions of APS has been devised but not all
models are infallible and have drawback related to efficiency, instability or financial
expenses. The search for a cost-effective, robust and scalable APS continues in orga-
nizations viz., Liquid Sunlight Alliance (LiSA) and Center for Hybrid Approaches in
Solar Energy to Liquid Fuels (CHASE). The various attempts to practically apply APS
fall short of many efficiencies but still solar fuel production by natural photosynthesis
is achievable in the laboratory. The scientific community is well versed in terms and
working principles of solar fuel, artificial leaf and artificial photosynthesis and work-
ing hard to provide energy using clean, green alternatives globally.
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Chapter 4

Comprehensive Analyses of the
Enhancement of Oxygenesis in
Photosynthesis by Bicarbonate and
Effects of Diverse Additives:
Z-scheme Explanation versus
Murburn Model
Kelath Murali Manoj, Nikolai Bazhin, Abhinav Parashar,
Afsal Manekkathodi and Yanyou Wu

Abstract

The Z-scheme electron transport chain (ETC) explanation for photosynthesis
starts with the serial/sequential transfer of electrons sourced from water molecules
bound at Photosystem II via a deterministic array of redox centers (of various sta-
tionary/mobile proteins), before “sinking” via the reduction of NADP+ bound at
flavin-enzyme reductase. Several research groups’ finding that additives (like bicar-
bonate) enhance the light reaction had divided the research community because it
violated the Z-scheme. The untenable aspects of the Z-scheme perception were dem-
onstrated earlier and a murburn bioenergetics (a stochastic/parallel paradigm of ion-
radical equilibriums) model was proposed to explain photophosphorylation and
Emerson effect. Herein, we further support the murburn model with accurate ther-
modynamic calculations, which show that the cost of one-electron abstraction from
bicarbonate [491 kJ/mol] is lower than water [527 kJ/mol]. Further, copious
thioredoxin enables the capture of photoactivated electrons in milieu, which aid in the
reduction of nicotinamide nucleotides. The diffusible reactive species (DRS) gener-
ated in milieu sponsor phosphorylations and oxygenic reactions. With structural
analysis of Photosystems and interacting molecules, we chart out the equations of
reactions that explain the loss of labeled O-atom traces in delocalized oxygenesis.
Thus, this essay discredits the Z-scheme and explains key outstanding observations in
the field.

Keywords: murburn concept, light reaction, photosynthesis, bicarbonate, photolysis,
oxygenesis
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1. Introduction to the additive (bicarbonate) sponsored effects

From fossil records, scientists estimate that earth has witnessed about three
gigayears of biological photosynthetic activity [1]. Historical documents indicate
that by the mid-nineteenth century, the global scientific community was aware that
green plants could use sunlight to convert carbon dioxide to carbohydrates, using
water and liberating oxygen. By 1930s, Cornelius van Niel had put together a tangible/
generic stoichiometry for photosynthesis in diverse organisms utilizing different pre-
cursors: CO2 þ 2H2Aþ hν ! CH2Oþ 2AþH2O, wherein “A” denotes an oxygen or
sulfur atom [2]. Although in the early phases of photosynthetic research, it was
perceived that O2 formed originated from CO2, the use of radioactive isotopes led to
the conclusion that water was the source of oxygen [3]. Since the latter half of
twentieth century, photosynthesis was traditionally investigated as two separate
components: the light and dark reaction. The first part includes NADPH/ATP synthe-
sis and oxygen evolution, whereas the second part comprises the steps that lead to CO2

fixation. None contend these days that CO2 serves as the direct substrate in the dark
reaction of oxygenic photosynthesis. However, ever since it was reported that bicar-
bonate ions served to enhance oxygen evolution in the light reaction [4], the photo-
synthetic research community has been divided on the role(s) of this seemingly
innocuous species. While some believe that the stimulatory outcome is purely
due to indirect effects on Photosystem II functioning (where bicarbonate has been
reported to bind at different loci) [5, 6], some have advocated a more direct, that is,
substrate role of bicarbonate [7, 8]. In later times, as some researchers emphatically
claimed that there was no evidence for the direct roles of bicarbonate [9–12], the
general opinion shifted against the “PS II-binding based effects” school of thought. In
response, while a few of the original advocates toned down their support for bicar-
bonate being crucial [13], a few others have campaigned steadfastly for bicarbonate
to play more direct roles [14–16]. In the context of the conundrum prevailing on
bicarbonate (as well as several other additive molecules’/ions’ ability to impact the
photosynthetic process), we apply the murburn model of photosynthesis [17–25] to
clarify upon several other associated facts from the literature and reason out the
structure–function correlations of proteins and dynamics of molecular interactions
in milieu.

2. Theoretical approach to a convoluted problem

In this theoretical exploration/analysis, we survey the potential reactions occurring
in milieu with a probabilistic approach. We theorize that if affinity-based interactions
drive electron transfers in physiology, the interaction dynamics between donor-
acceptor pair must be governed by the various known molecular descriptors of affin-
ity. Further, in continuance with our earlier works in the field of bioenergetics, we
aim to understand and predict the feasibility of electron/group transfer processes
based on the reactant’s/reaction’s thermodynamic profiles and known aspects of
kinetics. Details on the various modalities of thermodynamic calculations are reported
elsewhere [26, 27]. These insights are then applied to study the structure–function
correlations of Photosystem II and other biomolecules of the photosynthetic reaction
system in thylakoids. The known structure of cyanobacterial Photosystem II
(pdb:6JLJ) [28] (and other proteins/biomolecules) was analyzed by visualization soft-
ware like Chimera 1.12 [29] and PyMOL [30]. Cavities of proteins were analyzed by
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POCASA [31]. Small molecular/ionic properties were availed from ChemSpider/
PubChem registry and ACDLabs/ChemAxon predictions.

3. Addressing experimental observations with the classical Z-scheme and
murburn models

3.1 Evident flaws in photosynthetic “electron flow”and their explanations

From the earlier perceptions that photo-assisted reactions directly resulted in
complex group transfers, the consensus had set in by the mid-later part of twentieth
century that light reaction led to a deterministic series of transfers of electrons derived
from water bound at Mn-complex of PS II (along intermittent pit-stops at the redox
centers of multiple proteins/biomolecules), leading ultimately to the reduction of
NADP+ bound at flavoenzyme reductase. This gradual outer-sphere electron transfer
[32] process was supposedly synchronous with “pumping of protons,” whose energy
was subsequently harnessed for making ATP. The ability to fix CO2 in the dark
reaction rested on the redox/phosphorylation power of NADPH/ATP formed in the
light reaction.

One crucial oversight made in the earlier times was that the photosynthetic prod-
uct of molecular oxygen (an omnipresent molecule in thylakoids) could also serve as
an electron acceptor in the Hill (or light) reaction [33]! The diradical of oxygen is both
1e and 2e active and it is difficult to imagine any deterministic regulatory mechanism
that could override shunting by oxygen. Further, it was/is common knowledge that
several ions and natural/synthetic redox-active molecules could affect or donate/
accept electrons with respect to the photosynthetic ETC [34–41]. In the context of the
current discussion, this important aspect is investigated further. A compilation (from
the publications referenced above and the citations mentioned therein) of the affinity
descriptors of some of the spectrum of ions/molecules known to shunt/affect the
photosynthetic pathway by serving as electron donors or donors and acceptors (both) to

No. Name
(projection radius)

Molecular
Formula

Mass
(g/mol)

To
PSI/PSII

MV
(cm3)

PSA
(Å2)

Log P H-Bonds Rotating
bonds

1 Tetraphenylboron
(tetraphenylborate)

C24H20B 319 I/II na na na 0.0 4

2 Diphenylcarbazide C13H14N4O 242 II 187 65 2.24 5.4 4

3 Ferrocyanide C6FeN6 212 II na 143 na 6.0 0

4 2-ketogluconate C6H9O7 193 II na 138 �2.82 7.5 5

5 Benzidine C12H12N2 184 II 159 52 1.5 2.4 1

6 Hydrazobenzene C12H12N2 184 II 156 24 2.94 2.2 3

7 Ascorbate (3.9–5.4) C6H7O6 175 I/II 110 �2.41
(�1.26)

6.4 2

8 TMPD, Wurster’s
blue (3.5–5.9)

C10H16N2 164 II 165 6 (6.5) 2.08 2.0 2

9 Iodide I� 127 II na na na na na

10 Cysteine (3.0–4.5) C3H7NO2S 121 II 91 102
(63)

0.23
(�2.79)

3.3 2
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No. Name
(projection radius)

Molecular
Formula

Mass
(g/mol)

To
PSI/PSII

MV
(cm3)

PSA
(Å2)

Log P H-Bonds Rotating
bonds

11 Hydroquinone
(3.4–4.3)

C6H6O2 110 I/II 86 40 0.64
(1.37)

2.2 0

12 Phenylenediamine
(3.4–4.6)

C6H8N2 108 I/II 94 52 0.05
(0.32)

2.4 0

14 Semicarbazide
(2.8–3.7)

CH5N3O 75 II 43 82 �1.61 4.5 1

15 Hydrogen peroxide
(2.0–2.3)

H2O2 34 II 24 40 �0.43 2.2 1

16 Hydroxylamine
(2.0–2.6)

H3NO 33 I/II 30 46 �0.81 2.3 1

17 Hydrazine (2.1–2.6) H4N2 32 I/II 36 52 �1.2 2.4 1

18 Water (1.7–2.0) H2O 18 II 18 (25.3) �1.38
(�0.65)

1.2 0

19 Bicarbonate
(2.6–3.0)

CHO3 61 ?? na 60 �0.81
(0.25)

3.2 0

For smaller molecules, values in braces are from ChemAxon (given when significant differences exist with ACDLabs). H-
bond entries are the number of acceptor atoms and donor atoms, respectively. MV and PSA stand for molar volume and
polar surface area, respectively.

Table 1.
Affinity descriptors of various known electron donors to Photosystem I and/or Photosystem II.

No. Name Molecular
Formula

Mass
(g/mol)

To/From
PSI/PS II

MV
(cm3)

PSA
(Å2)

Log P H-Bonds Rotating
bonds

1 TMPD (3.5–5.9) C10H16N2 164 II 165 6 2.08 2.0 2

2 Menadione C11H8O2 172 I 141 34 2.38 2.0 0

3 Phenazine C12H8N2 180 I 144 26 2.84 2.0 0

4 Diquat C12H12N2 184 I na 8 �4.71 2.0 0

5 Pyocyanine C13H10N2O 210 I na 40 na 3.1 1

6 Diaminobenzidine C12H14N4 214 I/II 164 104 �0.95 4.8 1

7 Paraquat
(methyl viologen)

C12H14Cl2N2 257 I na 7.8 1.7 0.0 1

8 Dichlorophenol
indophenol
(DCPIP)

C12H7NCl2O2 268 I 187 50 1.91 3.1 1

9 Flavin
mononucleotide

(FMN)

C17H22N4NaO10P 496 I/II na 214 �1.7 10.3 6

10 Plastoquinone
(PQ)

C53H80O2 749 I/II 808 34 20.18 2.0 26

Table 2.
Some affinity descriptors of various known electron donors and acceptors (both!) to PS I and/or II.
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the two photosystems is presented in Tables 1 and 2 and Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
(In continuum, Table A1 and Figure A1 of Item 1 of Appendix lists a compilation of
some electron acceptors from PS I and II).

It can be noted and inferred that if such a diverse group of chemical species could
serve as source of electrons to PS I/II, it is quite probable that bicarbonate could also
serve in this role. Clearly, there is little selectivity/specificity in the overall e-transfer
mechanism, as these molecules differ in drastic ways. Also, it is difficult to accept that
such diverse molecules posing discrete descriptors of affinity/reactivity (varying
topographies, geometries/projection radius/surface area/volume, electrostatic signa-
tures, redox potentials, partition coefficients, hydrogen bonds, rotatable bonds, etc.)
could proffer impacting outcomes, if the physiological electron transfer mechanism
were to be based on affinity-based interactions between the so-called donor-acceptor
pairs, at defined loci. Some molecules are seen to donate and accept electrons to the
same photosystem or to both photosystems; this would surely not afford any direc-
tionality. Therefore, the findings clearly suggest that deterministic ETC (such as Z-
scheme) must be discounted; as any such serial electronic circuitry would not work
sustainably in physiology. For this to happen in some miraculous ways, oxygen and
several other reaction components must somehow not behave in their “natural” way!
In this regard, we have pointed out that the same crucial oversight was made in

Figure 1.
Structures of molecules and ions serving as electron donors to PS I/II.
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respiratory physiology. In the mitochondrial and molecular respiratory system of
various cells, several molecules and ions of diverse geometries, dimensions, and redox
potentials could also serve as electron donors/acceptors [26]. We had reasoned this
fact with the spontaneous murburn equilibriums occurring in milieu.

Further, the classical ETC-CRAS explanation for photosynthesis would also man-
date the following insurmountable premises:

i. Several dozens of deterministic e-transfer steps must occur before the release of
an oxygen molecule at theWSC. {For example, a dozen e-transfer steps must
occur in a single Q-cycle of four electrons- QH2 � FeS�Heme�ð½
PC ¼ 3Þ x 2� þ QH2 �Heme�Heme� Q ¼ 3ð Þ x 2½ � ¼ 12. As only four
electrons reach PC for every 8 electrons going through Q cycle, the Q-cycle
component alone would take two dozen e-transfer steps for the release of an
oxygen molecule!}. It is impossible to imagine the orchestration of such a
fastidious outcome, given that several components are distributed at unfavorable
ratios and not arranged in the sequence or locations where mandated.

ii. Non-existent/unavailable protons are needed to build the proton motive
force for serving the endergonic ATP synthesis {For example, a
cyanobacterium of 0.5-micron dimension has a volume of
�0.125�10�15 liters. The usual functioning of these cells occurs at a pH of 8,
wherein protons are at 10�8 M concentration. Since a liter of pH 8 solution
has 6.023�1023�10�8 protons (= �6�1015 protons), the small volume of a
cyanobacterium has only 0.125�10�15�6�1015 = 0.75 protons! This is when
there are tens of thousands of protein complexes (Complexes I�V) in a cell
or bioenergetic organelle.

Figure 2.
Structures of molecules and ions serving as electron donors and acceptors (both!) to PS I/II.
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iii. Even if protons are made available through some miraculous means, how is
the directionality of ATP synthesis by complex V ascertained? As per the
Boyer model, proton moving in or out via the c-ring determines the
hydrolysis or synthesis at the alpha-beta subunits. Since there is little proton
gradient in physiology, how does a proton-based rationale give ATP synthesis
when protons are not used at the active site and when protons are present in
both in- and out- phases [20]?

iv. Perhaps, the arrangements of components/pigments in the photosynthetic
structures in earlier revealed bacterial systems could have indicated an
ordered mechanism [42]. However, the structural distribution of plant
pigments, photosystems, and LHC arrangement in chloroplasts revealed later
show very little order [43]. Therefore, energy transfer between the various
light-absorbing photo-active pigments scattered around in the thylakoid
membranes and the redox-centers of photosynthetic proteins must occur via
stochastic measures [23].

v. The equations prescribed for the overall process must violate the fundamental
laws of thermodynamics for attaining viability. {2NADP+ + 3ADPOH + 3POH!
O2 + 2NADPH + 2H+ + 3ADPOP + H2O; Overall ΔrG0oaq ¼ 1463:8 kJ=mol) is the
prescribed equation. The input for the overall process is 4 einsteins of 680 nm
photons (4�175.9 = 703.6 kJ/mol) and 4 einsteins of 700 nm photons
(4�170.9 kJ/mol = 683.6 kJ/mol), giving a total of only 1387.2 kJ/mol, which
means that there is a significant shortage of 76.6 kJ/mol to even things out
energetically!}

Daniel Arnon, the pioneer who laid the foundation of cyclic/acyclic photosynthesis
and made key contributions that led to the establishment of Z-scheme [44–46]
changed his perception and tried to “wade against the current” by quoting several
arguments and demonstrating NADPH formation in ways other than the Z-scheme
format ([47–49] and several citations from his group mentioned therein, starting from
1980). Z-scheme’s steadfast adherents chose to sidetrack Arnon and the undeniable
evidence which showed that crucial components (such as plastocyanin and cyto-
chrome b6f) of the deterministic e-transfer scheme were in fact, completely optional
in physiology [50–52]. Therefore, such conclusive evidence dictates that the classical
ETC-CRAS model for light reaction of photosynthesis should be jettisoned, and it is in
this context that murburn model presents a viable alternative [19, 22].

3.2 Asking the right question: How do the photosystems work?

Since the electron flow is deterministic in Z-scheme, Photosystem II (PS II) and
Photosystem I (PS I) must have a primary donor and acceptor site each, called D2-A2
and D1-A1, respectively. That is, Z-scheme dictates that the small molecule of water
donates electron at D2 and the biomolecule of quinone accepts at A2, whereas the
protein plastocyanin donates at D1 and the protein ferredoxin accepts at A1 (Figures 3
and 4). In this regard, the information that photosystems can give/accept electrons to/
from a wide variety of redox-active small molecules and ions (as shown in the earlier
section) is very crucial. From a survey carried out in our study of available literature and
seconded by the earlier insightful assertions of Hauska [35], a statistical criterion is
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Figure 3.
A schematic representation of the Z-scheme functionality of Photosystem I, drawn to approximate scale. The left
panel shows the structure of PS I and the right panel shows the essential schematic representation of the same. As
seen, there are several chlorophylls and carotenoids scattered in the membrane-phase of PS I (marked out with the
horizontal straight lines) and the stromal phase apoprotein has Fe-S centers. The white arrows mark grooves/
cavities in the protein, enabling diffusible species dynamics. It is not clear how the small amount of plastocyanin
could provide electrons to the electron-deficient RC, post photo-activation induced e-transfer processes. Also, some
of the FeS centers and the overall structure of stromal part of PS I are not functionally accounted by Z-scheme
perceptions [19, 22]. The question mark in the left and right panels pose queries on the roles of the large extra-
membrane apoprotein and the mechanism of deterministic electron relays, respectively. The circled spot in the left
panel is the reaction center (RC).

Figure 4.
A schematic representation of Z-scheme functionality of PS II, drawn to approximate 2D-scale. (Please refer text for
discussion.) The purported binding site of bicarbonate is the non-heme iron center (located near the pointed arrow of the
lightening sign in the bottom panel image. The big question marks on the left of the top panel ask- why should PS II have
such bulbous extensions? The cavities in the PS II structures are inexplicable in the classical purview.
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evident. Hydrophilic ions or molecules (such as ferricyanide or benzoquinone-2-sulfo-
nate) are served at A1, whereas hydrophobic molecules (such as benzoquinone or p-
phenylenediamine) are served at A2. Although the diversity of acceptors is not agreeable
to the affinity-based binding rationale (deemed necessary for selective electron trans-
fers), the location of the acceptor sites apparently seems to be in alignment with the Z-
scheme. It is crucial to note that while lipophilic quinones could serve at D1 (and D2),
water-soluble compounds (like sulfonate derivatives of phenazine or DCPIP) could not.
This finding directly goes against the Z-scheme layout, because in both these photosys-
tems, electrons are supposed to be availed from the soluble phase (plastocyanin in PS I
and water in PS II). It can be seen from the earlier section that synthetic/natural
molecules like TMPD/plastoquinone are known to give and accept electrons to/from
both photosystems! How is it determined in physiological premises whether a molecule
could serve as a donor or acceptor, and at which port? Particularly, while some
researchers disown that bicarbonate has any binding-based physiological role in PS II
function at one hand [12] (which others quote to argue that the stimulation by bicar-
bonate is an artifact!), yet others claim that bicarbonate is an essential binding-based
cofactor for PS II [53]. How can the feud be settled? The answer is unavailable
in the classical perspective, which perceives only binding-based effects as important
criteria. Therefore, the right question to be asked is- what is the role of the photosystems
in the light reaction? Or, how do the diverse molecules impact the photosystems’
functioning?

3.3 Murburn model for the light reaction of photosynthesis

Today, we know that Z-scheme is unsuitable for explaining the synergy Emerson
observed between Photosystems I and II [54–56]. The fatal logical flaw is that a serial
arrangement of components would surely lower e-flow/reaction rates
(thereby negating the logic of Z-scheme conception!) and only a parallel functioning
of components could explain the synergy of photosystems [19]. Therefore, the imper-
ative mandate for venturing beyond the classical paradigm of “Kok-Joliot cycle (KJC),
Z-scheme ETC, Q-cycle and chemiosmotic rotary ATP synthesis (CRAS)” must be
registered [18]. In this regard, we have conclusively critiqued the classical view
[18, 57], rendering it incapable of redemption. In lieu, we have proposed a murburn
concept based explanation for oxygenic photosynthesis (Figure 5), which is based on
DR(O)S mediated catalytic outcomes.

The new model (which need not depend crucially on binding-based outcomes but is
more an interactive dynamics of molecules, unbound ions, and reactive radicals in
milieu) justifies the structure of proteins, architecture/distribution of components and
organelles, overall thermodynamics, kinetics, probability considerations and affords a
globally valid/tangible mechanistic explanation for the light reaction [17, 19, 21–26, 58].
Under this scheme, the photosystems enable ECS (effective charge separation) and
facile charge replenishment (Figure 6). Further, electron transfers in this scheme need
not be based solely on donor-acceptor affinity binding-based interactions (Figure 7). It
is in this context of murburn model that we address the long-standing debate on the role
(s) of bicarbonate ions (and other non-specific agents) on the dynamics and efficacy of
the light reaction. From the two Figures 6 and 7, it can be seen that the stochastic
murburn model permits electron inputs/withdrawals via the involvement of unbound
ions and oxygen. This is enabled by the generation of transient electron-charged or
electron-deficient species from these agents, which generate a pool of redox relays. The
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formation of stable 2e products and their utilization and/or porting thereafter deter-
mines the reaction dynamics in milieu.

3.4 Thermodynamics and kinetics of physiological bicarbonate reactions

In plant and animal cells, the hydration/dissociation equilibrium of CO2-bicarbon-
ate system is of immense physiological significance and therefore, well-studied. When
gaseous CO2 mixes with water, there are four particles/species formed that co-exist
in a complex interactive equilibrium: CO2aq (a, dissolved/aquated molecule), H2CO3

Figure 5.
Structure–function correlations of chloroplast/thylakoid membrane-embedded redox proteins, under Z-scheme and
murburn models. The redox centers (porphyrins) in protein complexes are designated with ‘┼’ sign. In the Z-scheme
shown on top, LHCs are exciton relay agents, conveying photons of two specific wavelengths to the two Photosystems
II& I, which generate the mobile reducing equivalents of plastoquinol (PQH2) and reduced ferredoxin (Fd) from
water and reduced plastocyanin (PC) respectively. This is when Cytochrome b6f and NADPH-dehydrogenase
(NDH) serve the role of proton pumps, to generate a proton motive force or trans-membrane potential (TMP),
which is harnessed by FoF1ATPase to make ATP by the CRAS mechanism. Only PS II utilizes water and produces
oxygen in this scheme and NADPH is produced by FNR at the end of a multi-dozen step e-transfer process. All
components are mandated to have a definite order of electron donor and acceptor function, arranged in a series
without any role for oxygen or DRS. Stoichiometry is depicted only for the formation of one molecule of oxygen from
two molecules of water, giving rise to two molecules of NADPH. The stroichiometic requirement/involvemnt of
other intermediates and formation of ATP are not shown. In the murburn model shown on the bottom, all photo-
active pigments are involved in redox reactions, whereas only PS II& I can bring about effective charge separation
(ECS). Due to photo-activated liberation of electrons in the form of diffusible reactive species (DRS), soluble
proteins Fd and PC are involved in redox equilibriums with DRS. Similarly, the binding sites for ADP (shown has
six-cornered stars) on the membrane protein complexes enable effective activation of ADP/Pi the
photophosphorylation process. Nicotinamide reduction is via simpler bimolecular processes requiring the buffering
of Fd. Oxygen involvement and evolution in the murburn model is delocalized, although PS II’s Mn-complex can
serve as an effective peroxidase, driving higher oxygen evolution. Since the murburn model is inherently a
stochastic/statistical model (as a result of an aggregate of several parallel competing reactions), stoichiometry is
variable and non-integral. For the facts/arguments which establish conclusively that Z-scheme CRAS is untenable
(besides the ones presented in the paragraph leading to the introduction of this figure) and for a greater clarity on
the murburn model for light reaction, please refer our recent publications [19, 22].
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Figure 6.
A schematic to explain the effective charge separation principle of murburn concept. A futile cycle is shown in the
top panel wherein photoactivation (thunderbolt sign) of a center releases an electron which is retrieved at the same
center, without any other event occurring in the milieu. In the lower panel, the arrangement of suitable redox
centers in proper redox states and the involvement of DRS ensure effective charge separation, wherein the
photoelectric electron does not go back to its original source. The ECS at a photosystem enables NADP reduction
and photophosphorylation thereafter. Here, DRS are shown to replenish the electron-deficient photo-active center.
This outcome could also occur through tunneling, if a suitable redox center is available nearby. M and X stand for
cation and anion species, respectively. Blackened stars or rectangles represent reduced (e-replenished) states
whereas yellow stars represent photoactivated center that has lost an electron.

Figure 7.
The murburn modes of electron transfer: While the classical scheme (top panel) only entails affinity driven ET
between donor-acceptor complementation (allowing receipt of electrons at the redox center close to the binding
site), the murburn model does not negate this possibility but also endorses interactive equilibriums involving
diffusible reactive species (DRS). It can be noted that the involvement of DRS enables the electron transfers between
remote redox centers with photo-active centers and molecules/ions of diverse topography and other features.
Blackened shapes represent reduced states whereas unfilled shapes represent oxidized states.
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(b, uncharged carbonic acid), HCO3
� (c, monovalent bicarbonate anion) and CO3

2�

(d, divalent carbonate anion). The scheme of these species and the equilibrium/kinetic
constants governing their interactions is presented in Figure 8. Although the enzyme
carbonic anhydrase (CA, a zinc cofactor containing enzyme present at high copy
number in chloroplasts) has been extensively studied and reviewed periodically
[59–61], it is not really clear as to how these interactive equilibriums operate in
physiological dynamics. Also, it has been a general understanding that Photosystem II
(PS II) has some CA-type activity [62, 63]. The theoretical investigation bears rele-
vance in light of renewed interest in the roles of bicarbonate and CA [64]. In this
context, we would like to point out that perceptions involving the roles of protons in
overall thermodynamic treatments were misplaced earlier [27]. Therefore, a revisit to
the pertinent treatment is mandated in the new light of awareness.

3.4.1 Well-studied 2e reactions and their equilibriums

The overall interactive process and equilibriums can be understood by considering
formative steps for the three soluble ingredients: carbonic acid, bicarbonate ion, and
carbonate ion. We consider the theoretical and experimental information on individ-
ual reactions from the complex equilibriums. Please consult Item 2, Appendix, for the
details of calculation of the empirical ΔrG° (standard free energy change of reaction)
from the ΔfG° (standard free energy change of formation) values, which are given
within braces in the pertinent equations. The values determined in this study are given
in the first line of the equation and those seen/sourced from literature (as listed in
Item 2, Appendix) are in the next line. The pitfalls of experimentally determined
equilibrium constants are discussed elsewhere [27].

3.4.1.1 Formation of carbonic acid

CO2 �386ð Þ þH2O �237:2ð Þ ! H2CO3 �623:1ð Þ;ΔrG° ¼ 0:1kJ=mol; ≈Keq ¼ 0:96M�1

Exp:Keq ¼ H2CO3½ �= CO2½ � � H2O½ � ¼ 1:3 x 10�3 or 5:4 x 10�5 ≈ 16:5kJ=mol or 24:3kJ=molð Þ

Figure 8.
Simplified representation of the highly complex “carbon dioxide-carbonic acid-bicarbonate-carbonate” interactive
equilibriums and the relevant kinetic/thermodynamic constants. The direct a-c equilibrium is too slow and c-d
equilibrium is relevant only at very high pH. (The constants involved for a-b are secondary derivations. Only the
forward rate constants are depicted with italicized “k” on the upper side of the directional arrow, whereas the
equilibrium constant is depicted with capitalized “K” on the lower side.) The relations between kinetic and
thermodynamic constants are given below the equations. (https://www.aqion.de/site/carbonic-acid-kinetics#fnref:1).
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The rate constants were 0.039 s�1 for the forward reaction and 23 s�1 for the reverse
reaction [65], which gives Keq to be 1.7�10�3. In another study, the rate constants were
0.04 (or 0.025 to 0.04) s�1 for the forward and 18 (or 10 to 20) s�1 for the backward
reaction [66]. The second order forward rate constant is 0.0027 M�1 s�1 (which multi-
plied by 55.5, the molarity of water, gives the first order reaction rate constant as
0.15 s�1) whereas the reverse reaction is 50 s�1. Thereby the equilibrium constant is
0.0027/50 = 5.4�10�5 M�1 [67] or the dimensionless constant would be 3�10�3 (= 0.15/
50). Therefore, the major amount of carbon-dioxide remains as soluble gas and does not
get hydrated to become an acid. In physiological ranges of pH and temperature, the ratio
is�340 CO2: 1 H2CO3. Though there is a considerable spread in the literature regarding
the experimental kinetics and equilibrium values, the consensus understanding is that
this equilibration process is relatively slow, and the hydration/dissociation process
can go both ways, with hydration being less preferred. Very importantly, although
the overall directional trend predicated by empirical/theoretical energetics and experi-
mental considerations are in agreement, the value of ΔrG° does not correspond accu-
rately to experimental Keq (as expected from the equation: ΔG = �RT ln.Keq) in this CA
mediated primary reaction (which is theoretically independent of pH, as evident in the
equation).

3.4.1.2 Formation of bicarbonate ion

As per Figure 8, we can envisage three interconnected ways, 2p, 2q, and 2r.

CO2 �386ð Þ þH2O �237:2ð Þ ! Hþ 412:5ð Þ þHCO3
� �999:8ð Þ;

ΔrG° ¼ 35:9 kJ=mol; ≈Keq ¼ 5:1 x 10�7 2pð Þ
Exp:Keq ¼ Hþ½ � � H2CO3½ �= CO2½ � � H2O½ � ¼ 1:5 x 10�8; log K ¼ �7:82ð Þ

Exp:Keq ¼ Hþ½ � � HCO3
�½ �= CO2½ � ¼ 4:5 x 10�7 log K ¼ �6:35 ¼ �apparent pKa

� �

While the forward reaction is slow, the reverse of this reaction is catalyzed by the
proficient enzyme, carbonic anhydrase (CA), and this reaction is fast and practically
diffusion limited. The empirical and experimental values of energetics and kinetics
seem to agree.

CO2 �386ð Þ þOH� �569:7ð Þ ! HCO3
� �999:8ð Þ;ΔrG° ¼ �44:1kJ=mol; ≈Keq ¼ 5:4 x 107M�1 2qð Þ

Exp:Keq ¼ HCO3
�½ �= CO2½ � � OH�½ � ¼ 4:6 x 107M�1

Rate constants of the forward and reverse reaction are 8.5�103 M�1 s�1 and
2�10�4 s�1, respectively [68]. The forward reaction may be catalyzed by CA, and this is
fast and practically diffusion limited. There is a fair agreement on empirical calculation
and experimental equilibrium constant; energetics and kinetics are also in agreement.

H2CO3 �623:1ð Þ ! Hþ 412:5ð Þ þHCO3
� �999:8ð Þ;

ΔrG° ¼ 35:8kJ=mol; ≈Keq ¼ 5:3 x 10�7M 2rð Þ

Exp:Keq ¼ Hþ½ � � HCO3
�½ �= H2CO3½ � ¼ 2 x 10�4 OR empirical theory 6:0 x 10�7� �

log K ¼ �3:69 ¼ �true pKa

� �
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The forward reaction’s rate constant is 1�107 s�1 whereas the reverse as
5�1010 M�1 s�1 [69]. Ultrafast reactions observed both ways. Emperical energetics
favors the reverse reaction. The direction of experimental Keq and overall kinetics
agrees with energetics.

3.4.1.3 Formation of carbonate ion

We can consider two ways.

HCO3
� �999:8ð Þ ! Hþ 412:5ð Þ þ CO3

2� �1347:7ð Þ;
ΔrG ¼ 65:3kJ=mol; ≈Keq ¼ 3:6 x 10�12M 3mð Þ

Exp:Keq ¼ Hþ½ � � CO3
2�� �

= HCO3
�½ � ¼ 4:7 x 10�11 log K ¼ �pKa ¼ 10:33

� �

CO2 �386ð Þ þH2O �237:2ð Þ ! 2Hþ 412:5ð Þ þ CO3
2� �1347:7ð Þ;

ΔrG° ¼ 100:5kJ=mol; ≈Keq ¼ 2:4 x 10�18M 3nð Þ
Exp:Keq ¼ Hþ½ �2 � H2CO3½ �= CO2½ � � H2O½ �; log K ¼ �17:45ð Þ

Practically, these are the ultraslow reactions that would have little relevance in
physiology. Once again, the energetics and kinetics are in agreement.

In the various steps, it is seen that kinetics aligned with thermodynamic disposition.
If α is the fraction of the species of the three dissolved derivatives of CO2 (H2CO3,
HCO3

� and CO3
2�), the profiles of the three species can be traced with respect to pH.

With simple chemical equilibrium considerations, it can be clearly seen/inferred that
bicarbonate ion is the overwhelming species in the physiological conditions of chloro-
plast (at pH �8), with very little carbonic acid or carbonate formation occurring from
the direct dissolution or equilibration of gaseous CO2. The point to note is that the value
of the theoretical equilibrium constant for the direct hydration of CO2 (reaction 1,
mediated by CA) is close to zero and the reaction would be highly facile in physiological
milieu. The detailed considerations above are presented because they are required to
elucidate the interactive chemistry in dynamic/steady-state conditions (wherein a par-
ticipant of equilibrium like bicarbonate could be actively formed and consumed by
metabolic processes) within a plant physiological milieu.

3.4.2 Murburn 1e/2e equilibriums, with bicarbonate as electron donor

Contrary to the classical purview of affinity-based and deterministic rationales of
serial electron transfers, murburn proposal is based in understanding physiological
reactions in terms of stochastic/statistical events/outcomes resulting from a milieu
that contains diverse molecules and ions of various activity/mobility and redox
potentials. In this purview, any component can react at any juncture of the interactive
electron/moiety transfer equilibrium; provided that they are present in appropriate
concentrations and presented in the precise locus, with a favorable orientation. Con-
tinuing from the earlier section’s discussion, we can see that the classical CA-catalyzed
facile equilibrium favored reactions can be represented as:

CO2 �386ð Þ þ OH� �569:7ð Þ ! HCO3
� �999:8ð Þ;ΔrG° ¼ �44:1kJ=mol (1)

Hþ 412:5ð Þ þHCO3
� �999:8ð Þ ! CO2 �386ð Þ þH2O �237:2ð Þ; ¼ ΔrG° ¼ �35:9kJ=mol (2)

H2CO3 �623:1ð Þ ! CO2 �386ð Þ þH2O �237:2ð Þ;ΔrG° ¼ �0:1kJ=mol (3)
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Therefore, the CA activity would be deemed pH dependent. The first reaction
occurs on the alkaline side and leads to the formation of bicarbonate. The second
reaction occurs on the acidic side and results in the loss of bicarbonate. Since chloro-
plast physiology of pH 8 favors bicarbonate formation by CA, effective utilization of
the same is a definite theoretical option. The reverse of (3) could equate to (2) in
steady-state, and this reaction would be expected to be highly viable kinetically if
accompanied by exergonic reactions (as envisaged during the events resulting post
photo-activations). After the events of photo-activation and electron donation, we
consider the premises wherein an electron can be abstracted from bicarbonate ion or
carbonic acid, via murburn photolytic reactions.

HCO3
� �999:8ð Þ ! CO2 �386ð Þ þ ∗OH 25:8ð Þ þ e� �148:53ð Þ;ΔrG° ¼ 491:1kJ=mol

(4)
H2CO3 �623:1ð Þ ! CO2 �386ð Þ þ ∗OH 25:8ð Þ þ e� �148:53ð Þ þHþ 412:5ð Þ;

ΔrG° ¼ 527kJ=mol
(5)

From the above ΔrG° values of the equations, we had recently proposed for elec-
tron abstractions in transformed scale ΔrG0oaq [19], are given within the parentheses
after equations in bold:

∗O2
� �381:9ð Þ ! O2 16:4ð Þ þ e� �148:53ð Þ;

ΔrG° ¼ 249:8kJ=mol ΔrG0oaq ¼ 250kJ=mol
� � (6)

H2O2 �134:03ð Þ ! ∗O2
� �381:9ð Þ þ 2Hþ 412:5ð Þ þ e� �148:53ð Þ;

ΔrG° ¼ 428:6kJ=mol ΔrG0oaq ¼ 426kJ=mol
� � (7)

OH� �569:7ð Þ ! ∗OH 25:8ð Þ þ e� �148:53ð Þ;
ΔrG° ¼ 447kJ=mol ΔrG0oaq ¼ 446kJ=mol

� � (8)

H2O �237:19ð Þ ! ∗OH 25:8ð Þ þHþ 412:5ð Þ þ e� �148:53ð Þ;
ΔrG° ¼ 527kJ=mol ΔrG0oaq ¼ 525kJ=mol

� � (9)

It can be seen that both values are in good agreement, ratifying our methods. It is
forthright to deduce that if the electron can be abstracted from the water molecule (as
indicated by isotope analysis of [3]), the involvement of diffusible reactive oxygen
species (DROS- like *O2

�, H2O2,
*OH, OH�, 1O2, etc.) in the scheme cannot be

negated due to theoretical considerations and experimental observations. Also,
bicarbonate ion could serve as a direct source of electrons and oxygen atom for the
photosynthetic intermediates, as it is more viable. It can be seen in either case, the
electron or oxygen may be indirectly/ultimately sourced from water/hydroxide ion,
via the following two considerations A & B.

(A). 1 + 2p = 2r, followed by 2r + (4)

1ð Þ CO2 þH2O ! H2CO3;ΔrG° ¼ 0:1kJ=mol

2pð Þ H2CO3 ! Hþ þHCO3
�;ΔrG° ¼ 35:8 kJ=mol

—————————————————————————————.

2rð Þ CO2 þH2O ! Hþ þHCO3
�;ΔrG° ¼ 35:9kJ=mol

4ð Þ HCO3
� ! CO2 þ ∗OHþ e�;ΔrG° ¼ 491:1kJ=mol

—————————————————————————————.

Totaled : H2O ! ∗OHþHþ þ e�;ΔrG° ¼ 527kJ=mol≈Rxn: 9ð Þ
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(B). 2q + (4)

2qð Þ CO2 þOH� ! HCO3
�;ΔrG° ¼ �44:1kJ=mol

4ð Þ HCO3
� ! CO2 þ ∗OHþ e�;ΔrG° ¼ 491:1kJ=mol

—————————————————————————————.

Totaled : OH� ! ∗OHþ e�;ΔrG° ¼ 447kJ=mol≈Rxn: 8ð Þ

Now, any electron-deficient photo/redox system which has the following features
(ECS modalities) can avail electron from various species to regenerate their native
state, and it can be seen that the value for bicarbonate lies in between the ones of
hydroxide ion and water molecule.

PSþ þOH� ! PSþ ∗OH or Δf G° PSð Þ—Δf G° PSþð Þ ¼ �596kJ=mol
� �

(10)

PSþ þHCO3
� ! PSþ CO2 þ ∗OH or Δf G° PSð Þ—Δf G° PSþð Þ ¼� �612kJ=mol

� �

(11)

PSþ þH2O ! PSþ ∗OHþHþ or Δf G° PSð Þ—Δf G° PSþð Þ ¼� �676kJ=mol
� �

(12)

After electron abstraction and formation of hydroxyl radical, oxygen evolution is a
discretized or delocalized process (and not localized at MnComplex alone!). The
overall energetics would be as shown below for single oxygen molecule evolution
process:

4OH� �569:7ð Þ ! O2 16:4ð Þ þ 2H2O �237:19ð Þ þ 4e� �148:53ð Þ;ΔrG° ¼ 1227kJ=mol
(13)

2HCO3
� �999:8ð Þ ! O2 16:4ð Þ þ 2CO2 �386ð Þ þ 2Hþ 412:5ð Þ þ 4e� �148:53ð Þ;

ΔrG° ¼ 1475kJ=mol
(14)

2H2O �237:19ð Þ ! O2 16:4ð Þ þ 4Hþ 412:5ð Þ þ 4e� �148:53ð Þ;ΔrG° ¼ 1547kJ=mol
(15)

It can be seen from reactions (4), (5), (A) & (B) that all reactions occurring via
bicarbonate amount to �527 kJ/mol or lower energy terms (since heterolysis of water
incurs �79 kJ/mol, which is the difference between reactions A & B), making it a
viable option with respect to water (which requires the same energy). Clearly, the
energetics is favorable with bicarbonate and this consideration explains the enhanced
oxygen evolution (or electron transfer processes) in the presence of this ion! There-
fore, reaction (14) is quite viable in physiology. The last two reactions above can be
rewritten for starting from a single moiety, to enable comparison with earlier equa-
tions given in literature:

Hþ 412:5ð Þ þHCO3
� �999:8ð Þ ! ½ O2 16:4ð Þ þ 2e� �148:53ð Þþ

2Hþ 412:5ð Þ þ CO2 �386ð Þ;ΔrG° ¼ 737kJ=mol:
(16)

H2O �237:1ð Þ ! ½ O2 16:4ð Þ þ 2e� �148:53ð Þ þ 2Hþ 412:5ð Þ;ΔrG° ¼ 773kJ=mol
(17)
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We would like to point out that the accurate Gibbs free energy calculations we
report here are much higher than the misplaced earlier values reported in literature
[14, 70], which give 103.8 and 156.1 kJ/mol respectively for reactions (14) and (15),
for the same ½O2 stoichiometry. The difference is also seen in relative terms (for
bicarbonate versus water); our calculations showing a difference of �36 kJ/mol com-
pared to Dismukes’ differential of �52.3 kJ/mol. We have discussed the source of such
errors and disagreements (as also seen in section II, Eq. (1)) in energetics/equilibriums
in recent communications [24, 27].

3.4.3 Bicarbonate could also catalyze generic murburn processes

Beside the core logic described above (where bicarbonate gets consumed in the
reaction), the enhancement proffered by bicarbonate can also result due to catalytic
role of bicarbonate. Bicarbonate is an effective activator of peroxide, giving
peroxymonocarbonate ion [71, 72], a process also facilitated by CA. Research
conducted in the last decade shows that carbonate/bicarbonate ions (erstwhile taken
as innocent buffer participants) can serve as catalytic agents in oxidative reactions
[73], potentially aiding several 1e and 2e murburn equilibriums in milieu. Specifically,
bicarbonate ion has been known to enhance photolysis of water by aluminum por-
phyrins, which are known to proceed via 1e mechanism [74]. This observation is
directly relatable to the chemistry of chloroplast reactions. Such positive effects (quite
similar to how the addition of some ash to common sugar can enhance its burning in
air; another example of a non-deterministic oxidative reaction!) could also explain the
enhancement of oxygenic photosynthesis by bicarbonate. In essence, this results
because of the lowering of activation energy by the catalyst and by virtue of molecule-
unbound ion-radical equilibriums’ interactive dynamics, leading to facile sinking of
electron pairs into products.

3.5 Explaining discretized oxygenesis, NADP reduction, and ADP
phosphorylation

In the Z-scheme, two molecules of water must stay bound to the Mn-complex until
several rounds of electrons are transferred through the Z-scheme; DROS production is
considered futile and physiological aberrations. In the murburn model, the *OH and
other DROS like superoxide formed in the mileu could react/collapse with another
similar molecule (or dismutate or cross-react) to form 2e stabilized products of
hydrogen peroxide, water, and oxygen molecules. A DROS product like peroxide
would also react with the originally formed radicals, further propagating the highly
spontaneous and fast binary reactions. Some examples are shown below:

∗OH 25:8ð Þ þ ∗OH 25:8ð Þ ! H2O2 �134:03ð Þ;ΔrG° ¼ �185:6kJ=mol (18)
∗O2

� �381:9ð Þ þ ∗O2
� �381:9ð Þ þ 2Hþ 412:5ð Þ ! H2O2 �134:03ð Þþ

O2 16:4ð Þ;ΔrG° ¼ �158:8kJ=mol
(19)

∗OH 25:8ð Þ þ ∗O2
� �381:9ð Þ þHþ 412:5ð Þ ! H2O �237:19ð Þ þ O2 16:4ð Þ;

ΔrG° ¼ �277:4kJ=mol
(20)

∗O2
� �381:9ð Þ þH2O2 �134:03ð Þ þHþ 412:5ð Þ ! ∗OHþH2Oþ O2;

ΔrG° ¼ �91:8kJ=mol
(21)
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∗OH 25:8ð Þ þH2O2 �134:03ð Þ ! ∗O2
� �381:9ð Þ þHþ 412:5ð Þþ

H2O �237:19ð Þ;ΔrG° ¼ �98:4kJ=mol
(22)

Thereafter, peroxide could also serve as an electron source to the photo-activated
electron-discharged photocatalysts in thylakoids (including photosystems or LHC
species), thereby giving rise to superoxide radical [eq. (7)]. Such peroxidase/
dismutase reactions could be efficiently carried out by an agent like Mn-Complex of
PS II or any other heme in milieu could also serve this role or even CA like enzymes.
The reactions proposed herein [particularly, such as (7) and (16)] are supported by
the demonstration that Mn-substituted CA works as a peroxidase (in assistance with
bicarbonate) and the inference made therein that the overall process could involve
radical chemistry [75].

After ECS, at the two photosystems (as detailed in Figure 9), electrons can be
taken up Fd, which aids NAD(P)+ reduction and this proposal is supported by Arnon’s
group works through 1980s [49]. It can now be understood that that at high interfacial
area permitted by the stacking of thylakoids and low water activity (practically apro-
tic conditions), the DROS radicals are stable and effectively drive phosphorylations
[76]. Quinols in the memebrane merely aid these processes by serving as 1e/2e pitstops
[25]. This consideration explains how/why quinones/quinols serve as donor/acceptors
of both PS I and II (as discussed in Section 3.1, Figure 2). Besides the Eqs. (17)�(19),
oxygenesis could also accompany photosphorylation steps, which are aided by the
various membrane protein complexes that bind ADP (Figure 9). Therefore,

Figure 9.
The murburn explanation for a photosystem (e.g., PS II) and its justification in known structural details: After
excitation at 680 nm, RC loses an electron by ECS, which is taken up by ferredoxin, which subsequently reduces
NADP, directly or indirectly. The electron-deficient RC can be served by a multitude of species, including DROS
like superoxide or peroxide or hydroxide and other species like bicarbonate or water. Quinones in the membrane
help stabilize the ECS and also serve as transient pit-stops for the electrons, before they are recycled. The DROS
species that could be formed in the meanwhile carries out ADP phosphorylation (as per [19, 22, 26]), aided by the
multitude ADP site on the non-membrane portion (right top image). This reaction may also lead to oxygenesis (two
equations shown in boxes are thermodynamically facile). The structural constituents (panels on the right) and
observed distributions agree well with the murburn model.
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oxygenesis is aided by chloroplast-membrane proteins (like PS II/NDH/cytochromes)
or soluble proteins (CA/peroxidase) or it could also result due to DROS-cross reactions
in milieu. For other evidence, arguments and equations of murburn phosphorylations
and NAD(P) reductions, please refer our earlier works [19, 21, 26] (Figure 9). The
presence of bicarbonate serves as an effective ionic conduit/catalyst/substrate in the 1e
and 2e murburn equilibriums occurring in the vicinity of thylakoid membranes.

It can be seen by the analyses of the known structures of Photosystem II that
neither TMPD nor PQ (synthetic/natural molecules that can give and receive electrons
to/from both photosystems, Tables 1 and 2) can reach purported binding sites of PS II
(like Mn-complex or non-heme Fe). We do not envisage how even much smaller
molecules, such as water or peroxide, could reach the Mn-complex at a steady rate. In
this regard, we have shown that redox proteins like peroxidase could abstract elec-
trons via interactive equilibriums in milieu, without the final donor actually getting
into the heme active site [77]. Just as water formation was mistakenly considered to
happen only at Complex IV (by oxygen staying bound, waiting for 4e and 4H+) of the
respiratory energetic scheme, oxygen formation/liberation is erroneously perceived to
occur only at PS II’s Mn-complex (by binding two water molecules, liberating 4e, 4H+

and one oxygen molecule). While Complex IV and Mn-complex may be major
peroxidase-type murzymes that enable a strong displacement of the equilibrium by
effective consumption of accumulated peroxide (forming water and oxygen, respec-
tively), oxygen formation at multiple loci within milieu would also be facile [as shown
in the equations above and via Eqs. (17)–(19)]. This consideration also explains the
experimental observation of oxygenesis even with 700 nm light, in the Emerson
experiment. We have already demonstrated and explained the enhancement of one-
electron reactions by several agents like chloride ions in simple peroxidase reactions
using murburn concept [77]. The same enhancement effect is also observed in the
light reaction of oxygenic photosynthesis [36, 37], thereby confirming the relevance
of 1e/2e murburn equilibriums in milieu. The effect can be perceived as akin to the
phenomenon wherein distilled water (with miniscule amounts of H+/OH� ions) does
not conduct electricity but when salts of diverse ions are dissolved in water, it shows
better conductivity. Therefore, murburn concept explains the outcomes seen with the
non-specific agents in a simpler way, rather than the assumption that all such diverse
species have multiple binding sites on different proteins and that such binding could
afford allosteric regulatory effects based on conformation changes. Besides being
justified in the structure–function correlations and the distributional/experimental
facts reported, the bimolecular reactions detailed herein add up thermodynamically
(to explain NADP reduction, oxygenesis, thermogenesis and ATP synthesis) [19, 20]
and it is also well known that such radical mediated reactions also have high kinetic
viability [78, 79].

3.6 Reasoning long-standing observations/conundrums with the murburn model

a. In the murburn model, since electrons can be given by multiple agents and
received by diverse species, there is considerable flexibility for probabilistic
fecundity. Since all the protein components work independently and in parallel
in the murburn model, the Emerson enhancement effect (a few mainstream
media perceptions can be seen from the two internet links made by
professionals in the field: https://www.maximumyield.com/photosynthesis-
maximized/2/924; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJZXFP8ynGA) of
oxygenenesis or phosphorylation is explained adequately. Owing to the
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chemical disposition of the participants (oxygen is a “free to roam and react
species”!), the formation of DROS is inevitable and the spontaneous bimolecular
oxygenesis reactions discussed above cannot be ‘prevented’ by preset
deterministic mandates that Z-scheme imposes. There exists adequate scope for
bicarbonate to effectively serve a constructive role in oxygenesis [say, via (4)
and (18) or (14)+(19)].

b. The requirement of the external protons (on the left side of the equations) and
their ability to displace the oxygenesis equilibriums [(17)–(19)], reduction of
nicotinamide nucleotide (via NADPþ þHþ þ 2e� ! NADPH) and
phosphorylations (via ADPþ PiþHþ ! ATPþH2O or through one-electron
murburn equilibriums leading to superoxide generation in situ) also explain the
enhancement of photosynthesis in the Jagendorf experiment [80]. Therefore,
the pmf-based CRAS was erroneously assumed to be a valid proposal.

c. CA is copious in chloroplasts and it is a highly efficient enzyme. It catalyzes the
spontaneous/facile proton-utilizing formation of CO2 (the physiological
substrate of RUBISCO), the hydroxide-utilizing formation of bicarbonate and
the slightly endergonic hydration of CO2. (the latter two reactions giving
murburn substrates for oxidized photosystems/pigments). Therefore, the
presence or the preponderance of CA (and CA-like activity of Photosystem II or
any other agent thereof) in chloroplasts can be deemed relevant. However, the
CO2 production by CA may not be obligatorily required physiologically in C3
plants [64] because the CA-type activity of Photosystem II may substitute in
lieu. Since CA’s absence leads to altered pH and DROS dynamics, it is projected
that CA could serve as a murzyme (with the zinc atom cycling via a transient
one-electron reduced state). Such a mechanism could explain this enzyme’s
practically diffusion-limited turnovers and the requirement of the metal
cofactor. Since CA and Photosystem II are present at high copy numbers in
chloroplasts, they have the ability to influence the in situ bicarbonate-involving
equilibriums discussed in section 2. In this regard, it is essential to consider the
arguments of Warburg [81] and the unexplained data several groups presented
thereafter [10, 11, 82, 83]. For the readers’ convenience, the major experimental
dat profiles of cited above are reproduced from the original sources in Item 3 of
the Appendix. The following are direct explanations of and deductions from
those works:

1.Our re-interpretations above are supported by the sole figure of Stemler &
Radmer’s [83] paper in Science, dealing with the provision of 18O-labeled
bicarbonate to disrupted chloroplasts depleted of bicarbonate/CO2 and
lacking the enzyme CA. (This is shown as panel (A) in Item 3 of
Appendix.) They observed that: (a) the immediate/instantaneous
formation of heavy-atom labeled dissolved CO2 upon the provision of
labeled bicarbonate, (b) the evolution of unlabeled dissolved CO2 in milieu
occurs in parallel to the evolution of unlabeled oxygen, and (c) though
delayed by a few minutes; there is a small amount of label found in oxygen
evolved. The first and second observations show that even in CA/CO2

depleted systems, the HCO3
�- CO2 dynamics is instantaneously facile/

operative in physiology. If bicarbonate is not involved in photosynthesis,
we would not expect any label in evolved CO2 at all, and this consideration
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is violated by observation (c). The low yield of label in evolved oxygen can
be explained considering that the maximal concentration of (the labeled
oxygen containing) bicarbonate in physiological milieu would only be at a
few mM levels, (the unlabeled oxygen containing) water concentration is
at 55.6 M (which is a conservative excess of >104!). Therefore, labeled
bicarbonate could instantly undergo the facile reverse of 2p and 2q.
Thereby, the heavy oxygen atom label in bicarbonate would be reduced to
a minuscule fraction. However, provision of heavy label in water cannot
drive up the label into bicarbonate, owing to equilibrium considerations.
Thus, the vast majority of label in evolved oxygen would always be seen as
sourced from water. On the other hand, the presence of some label in the
evolved oxygen is supportive of bicarbonate’s involvement, and cannot be
reasoned in any other way! Therefore, it is now deemed inappropriate to
argue whether the electrons or oxygen come from water or bicarbonate, as
bicarbonate and water are intricately connected via a network of 1e/2e
equilibriums in physiology (discussed in sections 2-4).

2.Figures 1–3 of Radmer-Ollinger’s [82] FEBS Lett. paper is shown as panel (B)
in Item 3 of Appendix. Figure 1 clearly establishes the controls that
practically, little labeled oxygen is seen when the system is presented with
labeled oxygen-containing bicarbonate. The authors’ data analyses reveal that
the amount of labeled oxygen given is a fraction of the total bicarbonate (3
and 32% of oxygen atoms of CO2 being doubly and singly labeled,
respectively!). If we consider radical-rebound reactions being operative
(leading to the carbonic anhydrase type outcomes), the kinetic isotope effects
would dictate that the heavy atom is not dislodged statistically, making only
the lighter atoms of the bicarbonate involve in the reaction. Therefore, the
initial timeframes O2 evolved might not show any label at all, due to low
availability at one hand, and low reactivity at the other! The authors correctly
reason and correlate with earlier studies that the amplitude of oxygen yields
go up with the provision of bicarbonate, an important aspect which is
conveniently sidelined by Z-scheme advocates (who just focus only on the
negative oxygen-label data!). One crucial finding that everyone misses is that
there is significant labeled oxygen evolution in the 2nd flash also, which is
accentuated by the addition of bicarbonate. Figure 2 of their paper is the
exploration of oxygen evolution with the provision of labeled and unlabeled
oxygen-containing water. The first observation is that the labeled water
signals for labeled oxygen was lower by at least eight folds (in comparison to
unlabeled oxygen productionwith unlabeled water), confirming the inference
of kinetic isotope effects lowering rates (i.e., radical rebound mechanism
being operative). Once again, the larger amplitudes obtained in these traces
confirm that oxygen is evolved even after second light flash (equivalent to the
first flash of Kok-Joliot experiments, as a priming flash is unaccounted in their
protocols!). In the labeled water experiment, this result is inexplicable with
the classical Mn-complex centered Kok-Joliot cycle, which would require
prior-bound 18O intermediates that must undergo a mechanistically
impossible “sequential double-hits” at a non-photo-excitable center [19]. This
earlier reported finding conclusively disclaims the classical Kok-Joliot model
and provides strong support for the murburn oxygenesis mechanism.
Figure 3 of the same paper shows that bicarbonate significantly enhances this
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second flash’s yields whereas a control like sodium chloride does not give
similar outcomes! Surely, this necessitates that the “double-hit” argument
must be jettisoned, as there is no foreseeable way in which bicarbonate could
bring this effect. This finding suggests a rapid equilibrium based effect,
wherein bicarbonate’s presence impacts oxygen evolution, an outcome which
is permitted within the murburn radical interactions purview. Further, in the
murburn model, the oxygen evolved in the first few pulses could also get
consumed internally for competing reactions. The presence of additives, such
as the reducible ferricyanide only affects this internal competition, thereby
influencing the yields in the second light pulse. The stochastic murburnmodel
allows for multiple such discrete equilibriums (which convincingly explain
the outcomes!) whereas the deterministic Z-scheme does not. Also, the
quartet periodicity accentuated at the third flash is not a conserved
observation (which we had pointed out earlier!), thereby disclaiming the Kok-
Joliot cycle.

3.The so-called decisive works in this field by Clausen et al. [10] and Hillier
et al. [11] that downplay the roles of bicarbonate do not take into account
the observations reported earlier and inferences we made above, and
continue to misinterpret the isotope findings, overlooking the major
aspects (like kinetic isotope effects and the factual observation of heavy
atom trace in oxygen from bicarbonate, albeit at later times!). Hilliers et al.
work was done primarily with PS II core-containing membrane fractions,
and that too, incorporating CA inhibitors like ethoxyzolamide and high
concentration of the oxidizer, ferricyanide. Such a single-turnover
experiment has little relevance to physiological steady-state conditions
wherein multiple photosystems, LHCs and ample oxygen (and no
ferricyanide!) + bicarbonate production mechanism would be present.
Showing that oxygen can be produced even in the absence of the
physiological ambiance and without labeled isotope containing oxygen is
not any evidence to elucidate the actual physiological process (involving
bicarbonate)! Even in such reductionist/unrealistic experimental work
(which was designed to show that bicarbonate cannot have physiological
role; and not designed to investigate the physiological role of
bicarbonate!), the authors have themselves admitted that there is
significant (although not accounting for the major process!) label in O2

produced by labeling bicarbonate! Figure 2 of Clausen et al. paper is
presented in Item 3 of Appendix as panel (C). Clearly, it can be seen that
even in this experimental work, oxygen evolution is noted after the second
flash and once again, the “third peak maximal quartet” paradigm is not
reproducible (when compared to a similar experiment in Figure 2 of
Radmer-Ollinger paper). Even in this work, it was seen that labeled
oxygen given in water also equilibrates with CO2 to some extent, and the
decay of such heavy labeled CO2 is attributed to physiological
photosynthetic activity. The fact that label is seen in oxygen in later time
frames (in Stemler-Radmer paper) and lower yield seen in labeled water
(in Radmer-Ollinger paper) shows the kinetic isotope effects involved in
radical rebounds. As per the murburn model, CA type activity and
multiple other components interact (see discussion below) to contribute
the O atom into molecular/gaseous oxygen or electrons in NADPH. Besides
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our theoretical treatments presented herein, our inference of bicarbonate
interacting with DROS is supported by findings of Warburg’s original
observations and several scientists’ data [4, 8, 13–16, 81, 83–87]. To sum
up, bicarbonate could potentially serve as a catalyst or a source of electrons
and/or oxygen in photosynthesis, and the observations noted in
connection could be explained by the equations given in Figure 10.

3.7 Is the light reaction of photosynthetic plants a deterministic or stochastic
process?

The classical sequence or order of the equations/processes occurring via Z-scheme
and Mn-complex based oxygen evolution cannot have bicarbonate binding at the
WSC/OEC and the PS II must bind bicarbonate elsewhere, like the non-heme iron
center of PS II [88]. A study of the Mncomplex containing extra-membrane region
does not show major channels connecting to the exterior bulk phase. It is not clear
how water molecules could channel into the Mn-center (and likewise, the larger
bicarbonate ion would find it even more difficult!). The large bulbous protrusions of
the PS II and porous/cavity-ridden nature of the protein at its various loci are inexpli-
cable in the classical purview (Figures 4 and 9).

The classical perspective sticks to affinity-driven binding-based causatives alone
and since it sees oxygen evolution occurring only at PS II’s Mn-complex, researchers
have stuck to probing the effects of bicarbonate resulting only from its binding to PS
II. Since the non-heme Fe center is not a “route” charted out in the Z-scheme, the
outcome can only attributed to (non-traceable or unaccountable) allosteric effects.
Regardless, assuming that bicarbonate can and does bind anywhere at PS II (as

Figure 10.
Murburn reaction for bicarbonate activation and steps for loss of heavy atom trace in evolved oxygen. As per the first
equation given above, bicarbonate gives the electron-deficient photoactive molecule an electron. (The label O atom is
in bold colored font.) This equation is evidenced by Stemler & Radmer paper [83], which shows that as soon as
labeled bicarbonate HCO3

− was presented, labeled CO2 was produced. This data has to be interpreted in
conjunction with the middle image of Figure 3 of Radmer-Ollinger paper [82], which clearly shows enhanced
oxygen peak with second light pulse (upon presenting non-labeled bicarbonate). Further, the sole image in the
former paper also shows that oxygen evolved does have label when presented with bicarbonate, albeit the label comes
only after some time. This is because of kinetic isotope effects (evident in the labeled water data Figure 2 of Radmer-
Ollinger paper), as 18O is knocked out at approximately an order lesser (~1/8) than the 16O atom. Here, it cannot
be argued that the oxygen label is from labeled water formed from the bicarbonate-evolved hydroxyl radical
reactions. In which case, it must be accepted that bicarbonate does serve as a source of electrons! In turn, this would
lead to the theoretical imperative that it could also be a source of oxygen, albeit to low extents! Therefore, the
hydroxyl O-label derived from bicarbonate label must go into water or peroxide or other species. The rest of the
murburn equations [26] that follow (after the photosystem mediated electron-abstraction step) explain how the
heavy label in *OH goes into non-O2 species.
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perceived above by some researchers who tried to explain the bicarbonate enhance-
ment within an overzealous extension of the discredited Z-scheme), the following set
of equations formed the basis for the interpretations. That is, bicarbonate splitting
gave 4e� and 2 CO2 molecules, which could be recycled via CA type activity. It can be
seen that the sum total energetic yield of this bicarbonate mediated process is equal to
simple water splitting in this classical scheme too (refer earlier equation xv), as given
below.

2HCO3
� þ 2Hþ ! O2 þ 2CO2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e�

2CO2 þ 2H2O ! 2HCO3
� þ 2Hþ

——————————————————————————————————

.
2H2Oþ 4 hv ! O2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e� ΔrG° ¼ 1547 kJ=mol– 4 hv≈ 704 kJ=mol½ � ¼ 843 kJ=molð Þ

(23)

The other half-reaction occurring at a disconnected locus of PS II would be:

2Q þ 4Hþ þ 4e� ! 2QH2 ΔrG° ¼ �1229:34 kJ=molð Þ (24)

While this reaction’s mechanistic approach could perhaps enable the justification
or the formation of labeled oxygen atoms with the provision of labeled bicarbonate or
water, it cannot explain the enhancement of oxygen yields with bicarbonate. Also, it
cannot reason the reduction of NADP+ or phosphorylation of ADP independently by
this complex. The overall requirement at PS II is 1547 kJ/mol and this is apparently
offset by the 704 kJ/mol contribution of four photons and 1229 kJ/mol derived from
two quinone molecules’ reduction (exceeding the required amount by a value of
�386 kJ/mol). Figure 4 shows the spatio-temporal overview of the processes that
transpires at PS II, as per Z-scheme. It can be seen that the yield obtained for the
temporally and spatially disconnected quinone reduction (which completes at
10�2 seconds) occurring nanometers away from both the RC (where the energy or
electron transfer events occur at 10�12 to 10�5 second time-frames) and OEC/WSC
(where the purported water-lysis occurs in 10�3 seconds) cannot be coupled with any
known mechanism. This makes the overall process unviable via all considerations
(thermodynamic, kinetic, mechanistic and probabilistic). That is, since there is noth-
ing called “half a molecule of O2” in reality, Z-cheme dictates that only after two
NADP+ molecules are completely reduced at the end of multiple ETC cycles can a
molecule of oxygen evolve at OEC. Therefore, for one molecule of oxygen to be
released by the WSC, PS II must make two QH2 molecules. The second molecule of Q
cannot bind until the first formed QH2 detaches, and each such quinone must deter-
ministically home its way to QBC. These considerations mean that with 1 hv: 1e
stoichiometry, PS II should orchestrate multiple events at different loci indepen-
dently! It should split one O-H bond (of �460 kJ/mol) releasing one electron (�
proton), using the insufficient energy provided by a photon of 176 kJ/mol (assuming
absolutely efficient energy conservation/coupling between RC and WSC). Further, if
we consider that the proton formation/release is not energetically favored and that
WSC must have deterministic proton relay networks to enable the reduction of
quinone at its binding site (QBC), the ETC-CRAS mechanism appears improbable.
(Then again, the membrane is also supposed to be impermeable to proton fluxes, at
the same time, to build pmf!) Such deterministic perceptions do not limit the stochas-
tic scheme of murburn model, which has ion-radical equilibriums. For greater
insights, please refer our conclusive discussions discrediting the various aspects of
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“Kok-Joliot cycle–Z-scheme–CRAS” explicatory paradigm presented in our recent
publications [17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 58]. While quinols are practically immobile in the
reaction time frames and cannot move deterministically in membranes, DRS like
superoxide can freely move, relaying electrons. Also, DROS formed in milieu can
attack ADP bound to the protein or phosphate found in milieu, thus aiding photo-
phosphorylation. For the details of murburn model of NADP reduction and ADP
phosphorylation, please refer the murburn precepts paper [19].

In the murburn purview, we can envisage the following set of reactions for PS
II + LHC:

n LHC=n PSþ n DSþ n hv ! n LHCþ ∗
=n PSþ ∗ þ n DRS� ∗ e:g: ∗H, Mgþ, ∗O2

�ð Þ
(25)

Under such high potentials generated by multiple membrne-embedded species
donating electrons and these electrostatics stabilized transidently via effective
charge separation afforded by the various redox centers of PS II, the membrane
becomes highly positively charged. Meanwhile, protons keep coming in through
the membrane at millisecond timescales and DRS (like superoxide) can take up
these protons and undergo dismutations to give peroxide and other DRS. This
peroxide can be easily used by Mn-complex to further liberate electrons/O2 and
DRS. Furthermore, the stochastic interactive networks of “membrane complexes
and soluble proteins (like Fd/PC) + DRS + water + hydroxide ion + bicarbonate
ion + ADP/Pi + NAD(P)” thereafter can also liberate oxygen and make the other
products (NADPH and ATP) in the vicinity of PS II. Further, the large lumenal
protrusions bearing ADP sites and the distribution of Fd/PC in both stroma/
lumen and the findings of Arnon (reduction of NADP even at PS II) support the
murburn model of ADP phosphorylation and NADP reduction. In reductionist
systems lacking CA or anoxic initial conditions also, oxygen formation would be
possible wherein PS II could abstract an electron directly from a starting species
like hydroxide ion. Such murburn processes would also not have energetic
or kinetic or mechanistic or probabilistic limitations, as imposed by the erstwhile
explicatory paradigm. In such a purview, other reactions of bicarbonate (an
example is given below) would also be highly feasible, enabling rapid loss of
isotope traces:

2HCO3
� þ 2 ∗OH ! 2 ∗CO3

� þ 2H2O
2 ∗CO3

� þ 2Hþ ! 2CO2 þH2O2

—————————————————————————————————.

2HCO3
� �999:8ð Þ þ 2 ∗OH 25:8ð Þ þ 2Hþ 412:5ð Þ ! 2CO2 �386ð Þþ

H2O2 �134:03ð Þ þ 2H2O �237:19ð Þ;ΔrG° ¼ �257:41 kJ=mol
(26)

2H2CO3 �623:1ð Þ þ 2 ∗OH 25:8ð Þ ! 2CO2 �386ð Þþ
H2O2 �134:03ð Þ þ 2H2O �237:19ð Þ;ΔrG° ¼ �185:81 kJ=mol

(27)

The above “simple chemical engine” (SCE) murburn model for chloroplast resting
on “effective charge separation” (ECS) principles is also justified by the underlying
stochastic mechanistic principles, as observed in phosphorylation chemistry. In mid-
twentieth century, Mildred Cohn had done pioneering experiments with oxygen-
labeling in mitochondrial physiological phosphorylations [89, 90]. She had found that
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oxygen atom labels incorporated into phosphate or ATP were too quick and too
numerous to be accounted for by classical enzyme reactions like substrate level phos-
phorylations. Reinterpreted in the current awareness, this experiment had originally
showed that it was the DRS-activity that resulted in the physiological interactive
equilibriums. The pioneer’s original findings need to be understood and exalted, to
really appreciate the dynamics of DR(O)S in bioenergetics. It can be clearly seen that
only bimolecular fast radical reactions (as proposed in the current manuscript, via the
murburn model) can afford meaningful explanations to the effects observed in bio-
energetic chemistry.

4. Summation

By definition, since the Z-scheme sees electron flow from water to NADP (via a
defined set of redox centers present on various proteins/biomolecules) as the
chartered route, bicarbonate’s involvement cannot be explained in the classical pur-
view. This is because each set of electron transfer reaction in Z-scheme is governed by
affinity-based logic and tuned to evolutionary perfection. Also, if electrons came in
and went out at multiple entry and exit points, there is no point in having the
terminology and consideration of a Z-scheme model anyway. In other words, the
mandate of the Z-scheme cannot accommodate multiple e-donors or acceptors within
physiology. Therefore, its advocates were disinclined to consider data/evidence that
violates the ordered sequence of processes that they perceive to be physiologically
operative. This was the primary reason that most classical researchers were reluctant
to accept the effect of bicarbonate ions (by say, binding on to the non-heme Fe of PS
II), in the first place.

We would reiterate that it is inappropriate to view any physiological redox reac-
tions (incorporating multiple redox-active components within milieu) in a determin-
istic perspective. Within the murburn purview, a given component could have
multiple interactive roles, as expected in a probabilistic scheme. This statement is
particularly valid when evolutionary mandates may not dictate topographical identi-
fication/demarcation of substrates or when the molecules are too small to enable such
topological differentiations. We demonstrated this fact with simple reductionist sys-
tems, wherein it was shown that classical treatments are inadequate to capture the
outcomes observed [77, 91]. It is an evidence driven conclusion that photosynthetic
electron transfer processes are not affinity-driven [17, 19, 21, 22, 35, 41] and the
overall event is one-electron punctuated processes with a two-electron endings (akin
to a paragraph formation using commas and periods) [18]. Murburn model is a
stochastic scheme, with no “prescribed route” for reaction outcomes (although pre-
ferred routes may exist). The murburn precepts only necessitate an efficient charge
separation process at the photosystem so that the photo-ejected electron does not get
reabsorbed at the same electron-discharged chlorophyll. This perspective explains the
random distribution of the multitudes of pigments and redox-active components in
chloroplasts. The murburn purview also supports the evidence-backed proposal that
several ions, such as bicarbonate or chloride, may enhance reaction outcomes in
photosynthesis [7, 36, 37]. We have demonstrated herein that this effect is owing to
thermodynamic and kinetic reasons, wherein such species play favorable roles in
murburn ion-radical equilibriums, and they need not directly bind to any particular
locus of the photosystems. In this context, it is inappropriate to continue to consider DR
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(O)S as a mere manifestation of pathophysiology. Evolution should have done away
with the multitudes of 1e centers if DRS were merely deleterious. We also know that all
molecular species have contextual relevance. That is: the right amounts of a given DRS
at the right places could be useful to physiology.Wrong amounts of an unwanted DRS at
the inappropriate place would surely be unproductive to life order. The inferences
presented herein and the relevance of DRS in routine physiology is further corroborated
by the ubiquitous nature and pan-systemic appeal of murburn concept. The murburn
explanation for photo-transduction in vision [92] and the relevance of murzyme func-
tioning for explaining observations and theoretical premises in diverse phospholipid-
laden systems of endoplasmic reticula (microsomes), mitochondria, rod cell outer seg-
ments, etc. [76] are supportive testaments to this claim. Given that this macroscopic
awareness affords a more comprehensive and tangible picture than deeming localized
oxygen evolution at Mn-Complex alone, the findings on structures of PS II need to be
re-interpreted. Although we could not find water-access modalities to the Mn-center in
our analyses, some reports from other groups demarcate several channels [93]. If this
were in fact the case, how is it physically possible to restrict two specific water mole-
cules at the active complex, simultaneously preventing the formation/release of DRS at/
from PS II [94]? This query would still remain inexplicable in the classical perspective,
seeking more and more intangible apologetics of the classical view. Given the fact that
the Z-scheme-KokJoliot cycle modality of photosynthesis (which was incorporated in
the mega ETC-CRAS paradigm of bioenergetics) has been theoretically dissected and
demonstrated to be infeasible, and also the premise that the classical perspectives have
been experimentally nullified by multitudes of observations [18–20, 22, 25], the classical
perspective should be deemed a redundant aspect of the past. In the least, an honest
discussion should be initiated between the workers, mediated by biochemists and bio-
physicists that do not pose conflict of interests. Else, the future generations would
continue to be taught redundant ideas [95, 96], limiting critical thought and potentially
waylaying the outlooks availing more efficient green methodologies for harnessing the
potential of photosynthesis.

To ratify the murburn chemistry in oxygenic photosynthesis, one of the easiest
ways is to add bicarbonate at various concentration ranges and note the outcomes on
oxygenensis, nicotinamide reduction and ADP phosphorylation. Since these pro-
cesses are intricately woven into murburn chemistry, we predict that the stoichiom-
etry of observed would be uncertain/variable, and might show unusual
concentration-based effects. Also, this effect is not expected only at PS II, as the
outcome is based on multiple reaction equilibriums in milieu (and not necessarily
binding to a particular site on a protein!). At this level of awareness, although it is
evident that the photosynthetic chemistry would show a variable/uncertain stoichi-
ometry owing to murburn operational principles, the overall process can now be
minimally represented as: 2AH=2H2Aþ nhν ! A2 þ 2Hþ=4Hþ þ 2e�=4e� for simple
substrate precursor molecules. Since the murburn model proposes that proton con-
sumption is more favored in bioenergetic routines, the latter route appears more
probable. The insights herein could be availed for designing murburn-based photo-
synthetic (bio)reactors.
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ANBS adenosine nucleotide binding site
CA carbonic anhydrase
CRAS chemiosmotic rotary ATP synthesis
CYP cytochrome P450
CPR cytochrome P450 reductase
DR(O)S diffusible reactive (oxygen) species
ECS effective charge separation
ETC electron transport chain
Fd ferredoxin
FNR ferredoxin-NADP reductase
KJC Kok-Joliot cycle, K-J cycle
LHC light harvesting complex
OxPhos oxidative phosphorylation
PC plastocyanin
PhotoPhos photophosphorylation
pmf proton motive force
PoPs pumped out protons
PS photosystem
Q/QH2 quinones/quinols
RC-Chl reaction center chlorophyll
TMP trans-membrane potential
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WSC water splitting complex (also called OEC, oxygen evolving complex or
Mn-complex)

A. Appendix

Item 1: Survey of electron acceptors from photosystems
Item 2: Thermodynamics & Kinetics

Keq and log K values are from Stryer’s textbook or from the following web sources:
(http://ion.chem.usu.edu/�sbialkow/Classes/3650/Carbonate/Carbonic%

20Acid.html) (https://lawr.ucdavis.edu/classes/ssc102/Section5.pdf).

For calculation of thermodynamic constants, the following steps were used.

1.CO2gas

In the gas phase in a standard system Δf CO2gas
� � ¼ �394:4 kJ=mol

2.CO2aq

When CO2 is dissolved in water, there are two types of particles in solution:
CO2aq and H2CO3. H2CO3 occurs in the equilibrium reaction

No. Name Molecular
Formula

Mass
(g/mol)

From
PSI/PSII

MV
(cm3)

PSA
(Å2)

log
P

H-
Bonds

Rotating
bonds

1 Tetrazolium
blue

C40H32Cl2N8O2 727.6 I na 87.6 na 8.0 9

2 DCPIP C12H7NCl2O2 268.0 I 186.7 50 1.91 3.1 1

3 Benzoquinone C6H4O2 108.0 I/II 86.0 34.1 0.26 2.0 0

4 Flavin
mononucleotide

C17H22N4NaO10P 496.3 I/II na 214 �1.7 10.3 6

5 Ferrioxalate C6FeO12 319.9 I na na na na na

6 HgCl2 HgCl2 271.4 I/II na 0 na 0.0 0

7 Methyl red C15H15N3O2 269.3 I 230.1 52 4.91 5.1 4

8 Paraquat C12H14Cl2N2 257.1 I na 7.8 1.7 0.0 1

9 Ferricyanide C6FeN6 211.9 I/II na 143 na 12.0 0

10 Anthraquinone C14H8O2 208.2 I 159.1 34 3.38 2.0 0

11 Diquat C12H12N2 184.2 I na 8 �4.7 2.0 0

12 Napthoquinone C10H6O2 158.2 I 122.6 34 1.79 2.0 0

13 Silicotungstate H72Na4O40SiW12 2970.1 II na 657 na 40.4 8

Table A1.
A compilation of electron acceptors from the two photosystems.
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CO2aq þ Н2О ¼ Н2СО3 (28)

Thus, CO2 in the gas phase is in equilibrium simultaneously with two particles

CO2aq ¼ CO2aq þ Н2СО3 (29)

Solubility constant KH ¼ 3,4 � 10�2 and ΔrG ¼ 8:35 kJ=mol. The
concentration of H2CO3 is low and therefore the value ΔrG ¼ 8:35 kJ=mol
refers to the dissolution of СО2. Hence,

Δf CO2aq
� � ¼ �394:4þ 8:35 ¼ �386 kJ=mol:

3.H2CO3

It is generally accepted that ΔrG reaktion 1ð Þ≈0

Then Δf Н2СО3ð Þ ¼ ΔrG 1ð Þ þ Δf CO2aq
� �þ Δf H2Oð Þ ¼ 0� 386� 237:1 ¼

�623:1 kJ=mol

4.HCO�
3

HCO�
3 arises from acid dissociation

Н2СО3 ¼ HCO�
3 þ Нþ

The dissociation constant is 4,47 � 10�7, аnd ΔrGo ¼ 36:78 kJ=mol.

Hence,

ΔfGo HCO�
3

� � ¼ ΔrGo þ ΔfGo H2CO3ð Þ–ΔfGo Hþð Þ ¼ 36:78–623:1–412:5 ¼
�999:82

5.Dissociation of HCO�
3 is characterized by the constant 4.68�10�11 = 10–10.33.

Hence

ΔrGo ¼ 64:56 kJ=mol

HCO�
3 �999:8ð Þ ¼ Hþ 412:5ð Þ þ CO2�

3 ΔrGo ¼ 64:56 kJ=mol

Hence,

ΔfGo CO2�
3

� � ¼ �1347:7 kJ=mol

A compilation of standard thermodynamic parameters of particles (arising from
the dissolution of CO2 in water) is given in Table A2.

Item 3: Earlier published data on bicarbonate/water labeling and oxygenesis

[Panel (A): Stemler A, Radmer R. [83]. Panel (B): Radmer R, Ollinger O. [82]. Panel (C):
Clausen et al. [10]. The resolution is deliberately reduced so as to avoid copyright issues.
The readers may peruse the pertinent articles and study the areas highlighted in yellow.
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Molecule ΔfHo, kJ/mol ΔfGo, kJ/mol

H2Oaq �285.8 �237.1

CO2gas �393.5 �394.4

CO2,aq �413.8 �386.0

H2CO3 �699.2 �623.1

HCO�
3 �1078.3 �999.8

CO2�
3 �1449.6 �1347.7

Table A2.
Standard thermodynamic properties of species considered in this study.

Figure A1.
Structures of various electron acceptors listed in Table A1.
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Chapter 5

Perspective Chapter: Beyond the
Chlorophyll Molecule, Are There
Other Organic Compounds Capable
of Dissociating the Water Molecule?
New and Unexpected Insights
María del Carmen Arias Esparza and Arturo Solis Herrera

Abstract

In the XVII century, researchers throughout Europe began to study the composi-
tion of the atmosphere, discerning its physicochemical properties and composition.
Since then, it has been observed that the concentration of oxygen in the air around us
is relatively low. Lavoisier and Priestley, in the middle of XVII century, observed that
plants leaves could replenish oxygen in an impoverished atmosphere. They concluded
that chlorophyll possessed the intrinsic property of dissociating the molecule from
water. At the XVIII century, the systematic study of human physiology began to
deepen, and it was found that the oxygen levels inside the human body were five
times higher than those of the atmosphere. The explanation given was that the lung,
by means of some unknown mechanism like those of the swim bladder of some fish,
was able to concentrate oxygen from the atmosphere and introduce it into the blood-
stream. But such a theoretical mechanism has not been found after 200 years of
searching. However, there is no way to explain how the concentration of oxygen rises
substantially in the tiny distance between the alveolar space and the blood capillaries
of the lung. Circumstantially, we found the mechanism during an observational study
about the blood vessels entering and leaving the human optic nerve: Our body has
several molecules capable of dissociating the molecule from water, such as plants.

Keywords: photosynthesis, oxygen, hydrogen, water, sunlight, hemoglobin, melanin,
lignin

1. Introduction

The life cycle is currently interpreted as the concatenation of two processes oppo-
site each other, one is endergonic and the other is exergonic, in one, CO2 is reduced to
glucose; and in the other, glucose is oxidized to CO2. One happens in the plant
kingdom and the other happens in the animal kingdom. The products of the metabolic
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activity of plants (oxygen and glucose) are harnessed by the animal part (CO2 and
water) and vice versa.

The primary and secondary products of each part of the equation are reused by the
other side of the reaction and thus are recycled indefinitely from the beginning of
time. Therefore, we are facing a unique sustainability scheme that has allowed life to
thrive over eons of years. Thus, photosynthesis and respiration are thus seemingly the
reverse of one another [1].

It is postulated that the plant dissociates the molecule of water and obtains oxygen
and hydrogen, which is called photosynthesis. Since the notable energy needed to
break the water molecule is taken from sunlight because plants have chlorophyll, a
molecule whose formula is known quite well, which, using the ends of visible light,
collects the enormous energy required to convert liquid water into its gaseous com-
ponents hydrogen and oxygen. The latter is expelled into the atmosphere for the
benefits of living beings because they absorb it from the air that surrounds them
through respiration, a process that implies that when expanding our thorax, the air
penetrates through the airways, and once inside the lung’s functional parenchyma,
atmospheric oxygen passively passes through the lung tissues and reaches the blood
circulation.

Such passive penetration through lung tissues is called diffusion. It is characterized
because it does not require energy to be carried out as it happens spontaneously since
the molecules naturally tend to occupy all the space that surrounds them, moving
from the area of highest concentration to the one with the lowest concentration (of
molecules).

It is important to note that diffusion does not expend energy, because if it were,
the already committed theoretical calculations about the energy that our body requires
and obtains from the environment to carry out its functions, would be even more
confusing. So, let us go in parts. To date, it is not understood how oxygen from the
atmosphere passes through the lung tissues and rises inside the body, for example in
the blood; until a substantive difference in relation to the proportion of oxygen in the
atmosphere is reached.

In the atmosphere, the partial pressure of oxygen is about 21%, but in the blood,
saturation reaches more than 95%, and the explanation for this difference has been the
subject of debate since the mid-eighteenth century [2].

2. Long-standing theories about oxygen transportation into blood

Transport of O2 from environment to the mitochondrion is accomplished in an,
exhaustively described but not yet well-understood, sequence of diffusive and con-
vective steps [3]. Clinicians and researchers are greatly limited in their understanding
of oxygen supply in health and under disease, mainly by technical difficulties to assess
organ-specific cellular metabolism perturbations caused by O2 tissues availability,
that ideally must be non-invasively methods.

Oxygen is present in alveolar air at about 14% and easily run down to 10 or even 8
percent [4]. There is evidence that the relation between blood supply and ventilation
in individual groups of alveoli is not even one. In some alveoli, the oxygen runs down,
and CO2 accumulates faster than others. Hence the oxygen percentage of the mixed
alveolar air becomes altogether deceptive as an index of the degree of oxygenation of
the mixed arterial blood.
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Oppositely, the CO2 percentage remains a reliable index of the degree of saturation
of arterial blood with CO2 [5]. When the alveolar oxygen pressure reaches about
120 mm Hg, corresponding to about 17% of oxygen in the dry alveolar air, beyond
which a further rise in alveolar oxygen pressure has no effect. The oxygen pressure in
all the lung alveoli would be at equal high levels at the beginning of apnea but would
fall at unequal rates in the different alveoli [6].

Our body seems to ignore oxygen and instead handles CO2 in a very precise, very
careful way, as if it were a life-or-death issue that it is because the high levels of CO2 in
the body quickly impoverish the ability of the cells to dissociate the molecule from the
water, with which death happens in less than a minute.

Lung diseases compromise the available respiratory surface to gas exchange of
CO2, which is why they are so serious. Oxygen has no relevance because the cell gets it
from the water it contains, like plants.

Interestingly, the alveolar CO2 percentage goes up as the barometric pressure goes
down, that is, during climbing; but the partial pressure of CO2 remains almost the
same in the alveolar air. Alveolar air, with breathing normal, contains about a third
less oxygen than the inspired air. It follows that when the oxygen percentage will be
reduced to about half, that is, from about 13% of atmosphere to about 6.5% [7]. Such a
diminution corresponds to a saturation of about 80% of the hemoglobin with oxygen,
and any further diminution will cause a rapid fall in the saturation.

Because that the concentration of oxygen in the air we breathe has a significant
effect on CO2 exchange, our body seems to respond to these fluctuations very
precisely, but it is not so much oxygen but CO2 that the body responds to.

3. Atmospheric oxygen cannot pass lung tissues and reach bloodstream

Oxygen, fortunately, is given by methods that are either ineffective or wasteful. A
funnel over the patient’s face, a rubber catheter into the patient mouth or nose, an
anesthetic mask, etc. In any case, it would be undesirable to continue the administra-
tion of pure oxygen for more than a limited time [8].

With 2 liters, a minute the percentage of saturation of the hemoglobin that is, in
pneumonia case, rose from 82 to 95%. With 3 liters a minute, the saturation rose to
97%. In the case of exercise, the alveolar CO2 pressure has a well-marked rise when a
little oxygen is added to the inspired air. So, the apparent benefit of oxygen in these
cases is that it increases the efficiency of CO2 expulsion.

So, how do you explain that oxygen rises in the blood by administering supple-
mental oxygen if since 1850 Ludwig, Bohr [9], Halender [10], and others, found
experimentally that oxygen does not pass through the lung tissues, so it is not able to
reach the bloodstream?

The answer is oxygen toxicity. For about 400 years, it has been observed that
various poisons, such as arsenic, and others, when administered in minimum doses,
can induce positive responses in the health of people, for example, elevation of blood
oxygen levels. Therefore, when we administer supplemental oxygen, which is toxic
and not absorbed, the tissues are harassed, and up to a certain limit, the tissues
respond by increasing the rate of turnover of water dissociation. So, the increase in %
SpO2 that follows the administration of supplemental oxygen is oxygen that comes
from the water inside the cells, not from the atmosphere [11].

Clinical observations in cases of CO poisoning, such as although the amount of
oxygen transported by the blood is diminished, the oxygen pressure in the arterial
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blood remains normal. It is something difficult to explain, but if we start from the fact
that hemoglobin does not transport oxygen or CO, nor CO2, but hemoglobin is one of
the molecules that the human body has that are able to dissociate the water molecule,
then it is explained in a congruent, coherent way, without complicated mathematical
models, such as Krogh’s [12], which to top it off is totally theoretical, is completely
imaginary, and handles theoretical concepts so far-fetched in its eagerness to explain
the supposed transport of oxygen through the lungs, that it cannot even be contrasted
experimentally. Considerable discrepancy was found between pO2 microsensor data
and results from that model (Figure 1) [13].

The cylindrical steady-state model developed by Krogh with Erlang has served as
the basis of understanding oxygen supply in living tissue for over eighty years. It has
been extensively used for situations such as drug diffusion, water transport, and ice
formation in tissues. However, the applicability of the model to make even a qualita-
tive prediction of the oxygen level of specific volumes of the tissue is still controver-
sial, which is paradoxical because supposedly it was developed. And after more than
100 years and a myriad of equations that have been gradually added with the inten-
tion of making it functional or at least believable, the controversy continues about the
fact that atmospheric oxygen passes through the lungs and reaches the bloodstream by
simple diffusion (Figures 2 and 3).

The reason is that the mathematical model of Krogh-Erlang tries to explain some-
thing that is not physic-chemically possible, thereby is not real, but it is a very rooted
dogma that cannot be even experimentally contrasted [15]. The mathematical and
statistical models that are used to try to explain biological processes, such as gas
exchange, usually do not work because in biology the variables are continuous random
(nonlinear behavior) in nature.

If we applied the model of Krogh-Erlang to study the effect of acclimatization to
high altitude, we have that at high altitude at rest, arterial carbon dioxide tension,
oxygen saturation, and oxygen tension were significantly reduced due to several
factors, for instance, the amount of light is diminished in extreme weather (cold) the
capacity of human body to take oxygen from intracell location is impaired; and
oppositely, the oxygen content is increased, given that hemoglobin concentration
increase, recall hemoglobin dissociates the water molecule unreversible [16].

Notice the explanation: arterial oxygen content was increased because of an
increase in the hemoglobin concentration, which reductionistic alludes to the fact that

Figure 1.
A sample of the first 32 equations of already 120 described that have been implemented with the aim of building
Krogh’s acceptable theoretical (imaginary) model of oxygen transportation theory [14].
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there is more hemoglobin there is more oxygen transport from the atmosphere to the
tissues, despite since the second half of the nineteenth century it was reported that it
was not possible. So, if we interpret the results from our point of view which is that
hemoglobin molecules possess the unexpected ability to dissociate the molecule from
water, then the increase in hemoglobin concentration explains the increase in the
body’s ability to dissociate the molecule and therefore maintains blood oxygen satura-
tion levels properly.

With the previous paragraphs we intend to demonstrate, although briefly, that
oxygen from the atmosphere is not absorbed as it has been thought for at least three
centuries. The high levels of oxygen normally present inside the body come from the

Figure 2.
Represents pulmonary alveolar cells, with about 70% water, thereby oxygen from alveoli air is repelled and

cannot reach the bloodstream. Represents blood vessels.

Figure 3.
In membrane oxygenators used for extracorporeal circulation, the story is different, because when the barrier that
represents the intracellular water disappears, the oxygen easily crosses the microporous polypropylene mesh
reaching the blood compartment.
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water that the cells contain inside and not from the atmosphere that surrounds us.
Therefore, we can discard the ancestral belief that plants expel oxygen into the
atmosphere for the benefit of other living beings, because plants expel oxygen because
they also take it from the water they contain inside, they use what is necessary for
their metabolic processes and expel the surplus, given the significant toxicity of
oxygen.

Once we are aware that we do not take oxygen from the atmosphere that sur-
rounds us, but from the water that each cell contains inside, then we can move on to
the following:

4. Glucose is not a source of energy

Following the scheme of the textbooks, it was thought that once the oxygen from
the atmosphere was absorbed by the lungs and reached the bloodstream, then it was
distributed to all the cells of the organism so that, when combined with glucose, in a
kind of strange, graduated combustion, by which the body obtains energy in the form
of heat, which is the most inefficient form of energy.

But just as oxygen transport was full of postulates and imaginary equations, we
must do the same thing when trying to explain how our organism obtains energy from
combining glucose with oxygen. To begin with, it is assumed that light energy is
stored in the covalent bonds of glucose, which is indefensible, given that energy
cannot be stored.

But if we ignore that small detail, then what follows, which is also another
assumption about the eukaryotic cell, through an organelle called mitochondria, can
recover the energy stored in the covalent bonds of glucose. Of course, it is also
through mechanisms that are not understood, they are only imaginary.

Let us remember that the study of metabolism has a long history, the roots of
which can be traced back to the year 1614 when Santorio Sanctorius published his
results on body weight fluctuations during the course of a day [17]. Until today, the
era of pathway databases are going through the realization in the nineteenth century
that the reactions within a cell are the same as those studied in chemistry, the discov-
ery that enzymes catalyze metabolic reactions, the first complete metabolic pathways
(1930), among which the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle or Krebs cycle (1937) [18].

5. The Krebs cycle is present in every cell that uses oxygen to produce
energy

From 1930 onwards, an increasing number of metabolic pathways have been
unraveled but misunderstood because often studied in isolation [19]. Pathways inter-
act in a highly complex way and together constitute the metabolic network. This
highly organized and complex network of reactions, astonishing can adapt to a con-
stantly changing environment, through mechanism poorly understood, thereby, it is
still a mystery.

Although the application of mathematical models to the study of biological phe-
nomena has demonstrated time and again their futility, one of the ultimate goals is to
construct the full metabolic network in all its detail so can be implemented a complete
or almost complete mathematical model that can be used to generate experimentally
verifiable hypotheses, perhaps identify potential drug targets, and ideally but very
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difficult to reach, to simulate the effect of network perturbations, such a loss of
function [20].

But one of the problems faced by the promoters of the so-called metabolic pathway
databases complexity of human metabolism is how to represent knowledge without
affecting the ability of a pathway database to capture the biological complexity of
human metabolism. For instance, which aspect of the metabolic network is important
and to what detail it needs to be represented, which is furthermore complicated by the
changing nomenclature of enzymes and metabolites in the course of time [21].

And worst, not every piece of the metabolic network, conclusive evidence is
available, and some parts might still be subject to controversy. It is not easy to increase
the awareness of the scientific community of the existing differences and biological
inaccuracies within the descriptions provided by pathway databases, and the best way
to resolve them.

One example is the description of TCA cycle as given by ten databases. None of
these were entirely consistent with the literature, and the biochemistry behind the
TCA cycle turned out to be not as clear-cut as one might expect. The various human
metabolic networks described by these databases have not been systematically com-
pared, nor has the extent to which they differ been quantified. So, it is no surprise that
the degree of consensus among them is disappointingly low.

Reactions are not always balanced, especially with respect to electrons (e�), pro-
tons (H+), and water (H2O) [22]. So, when we analyzed the Krebs cycle, already
described in 1937, the consensus on reaction level is surprisingly low. The databases
agree on 5 of the 30 reactions that mold up the Krebs cycle.

Therefore, it is not surprising the significant differences between the different
biochemistry textbooks, since each author explains in his own way a theory that tries
to explain how the cell obtains energy from its environment. But, if glucose were a
source of energy, diabetic patients would be able to fly.

So, since it is not true that our body takes oxygen from the air, then it is also not
true that our body takes energy from glucose. Our discovery that there are several
molecules in our body capable of dissociating water [23], such as plants, also explains
the hitherto mysterious origin of energy in eukaryotic cells.

6. When the water molecule is dissociated, energy is released

When energy is applied to a molecule, sooner or later, it breaks down. And in the
case of water, the same thing happens. The dissociation of the water molecule is highly
endergonic, that is, it requires a lot of energy. If we want to dissociate the water in the
laboratory, we must heat the water to two thousand degrees celsius.

But nature carries it out in a very precise way and at room temperature through
various molecules. The best known to date is chlorophyll, which dissociates the water
molecule irreversibly, which is represented as follows:

H2OðliqÞ ! 2H2ðgasÞ þ O2ðgasÞ (1)

So, when our body dissociates the molecule from water in the exact way it has done
since the beginning of time, it gets two fundamental elements, such as oxygen and
hydrogen. And part of the energy that is released when breaking the water molecule is
captured and transported by hydrogen, remember that this element is the main carrier
of energy in the entire universe, so our body cannot be different.
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So, by dissociating water, our body gets the two basic elements in the biochemical
sequence of life. That is why the dissociation of water is considered the very first
reaction of life in plants, and from now on, also in humans or mammals.

Of the several molecules that we have found in the human body that can dissociate
irreversible the water molecule, we have hemoglobin, myoglobin, cytochrome P 450,
and bilirubin; but the main one for us is melanin because until now it is the only one
that dissociates and re-associates the water molecule using as a source of energy the
sunlight. The reaction would be described as follows:

H2OðliqÞ ! 2H2ðgasÞ þ O2ðgasÞ ! H2OðliqÞ þ 4e� (2)

For every two water molecules that are re-formed, 4 high-energy electrons (4e�)
are generated. The turnover rate of the process inside melanin is in the range of nano
and picoseconds. The presence of high-energy electrons can be verified in relatively
easy ways (Figures 4 and 5).

On the other hand, hydrogen generation from melanin can also be easily demon-
strated (Figures 6–8).

Melanin molecule is the perfect candidate to be the much sought-after dark matter
of the universe, as it meets the three main requirements: 1) extraordinary stability, 2)
massive nature, and 3) absorption capacity of any form of energy (Figures 9 and 10).

1.Extraordinary stability - melanin is the most stable molecule known, proven 160
million years [24].

2.Both the formula and thereby molecular weight of melanin is unknown;
however, the molecular weight is estimated in millions of Daltons [25].

3.Melanin is the darkest substance man has ever known [26] because it absorbs
any type of energy and dissipates it in a unique way: dissociating the water
molecule [27].

The first part of this work was about breathing with the intention of making the
reader aware that our body does not take oxygen from the air around it but from the

Figure 4.
LED lights are energized with a melanin-based battery.
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water that our cells contain. A mistaken belief that has finally significantly disrupted
the development of knowledge about mammalian biology.

Since the late nineteenth century, Christian Bohr, based on his own experimental
studies, concluded that the oxygen we have inside the body did not come from the
atmosphere by simple diffusion, but rather seemed a secretion of lung tissues [28].

This means that since then Christian Bohr inferred that we do not take oxygen
from the atmosphere around us. He could not go further because apparently, at that
time, there was no way to explain the origin of this oxygen. Fortunately, now we have
the explanation about oxygen secretion in the lungs and all cells, which also explains
the functioning of the swim bladder in fish.

7. Photosynthesis in plants

Currently, the most studied non-trivial quantum effects in biological systems are
photosynthesis and the magnetic orientation of birds [29]. Quantum effects are often

Figure 5.
Depending on the geometry of the melanin-based battery, we obtain direct current values such as the one shown in
the photograph.

Figure 6.
Melanin of the skin, observed through light biomicroscope (5X).
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Figure 8.
By illuminating melanin with UV light (10�300 nm) hydrogen fluoresces (yellow dots). Oxygen does not fluoresce
(10X).

Figure 7.
The melanin of the skin observed through a light biomicroscope with greater magnification (10X).

Figure 9.
In some patients, the pigmented cells (with melanin) tend to form sprout-like formations in the iris edge (yellow
arrow).
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associated with paradoxes (Schrodinger’s cat, Wigner’s friend), but paradoxes are also
present in the understanding of living systems (e.g., Levinthal’s paradox). The ques-
tion arises whether the solutions to paradoxes (unsolved problems) in biology may
relate to quantum mechanics.

The non-trivial role of quantum mechanics in living systems can be applied to the
subject of studies for those components of living systems in which these effects play
an important role. These effects include photosynthesis, protein folding, molecular
recognition, and others.

Every organism is a complex network of chemical reactions, the effective func-
tioning of which is largely due to the transfer of electrons from one atom to another.
In this sense, quantum mechanics always plays an important role in energy transmis-
sion and conversion in a cell [30]. Non-trivial quantum effects were not known for a
long time. The most famous quantum effects are associated with quantum energy
conversion in photosynthesis and in the magnetic orientation of birds. On the other
hand, the efficiency of energy conversion and transport of substances in the cell is
high, and this fact requires explanation, and the involvement of quantum models is
necessary to explain this phenomenon.

Quantum mechanics in general is nonlinear. The problem of measurement in
quantum mechanics. is the paradox of the collapse of the wave function. The linear
Schrodinger equation is only an approximation, and such processes are described in
which the fields are classical [31]. The linearity of quantum mechanics is the main
cause of the paradox of the collapse of the wave function, taking account of
nonlinearity eliminates the paradox.

Quantum coherence was found in the molecules that are directly involved in the
process of photosynthesis. A protein antenna receives energy, and this exciton energy
is transferred with high efficiency to the specific pigmented protein complexes. The
essence of these effects is that a photosynthetic bacteria complex at 77 K showed
properties of quantum entanglement under laser excitation. The authors concluded
that the quantum effects could be observed at room temperature. These effects may
increase the efficiency of energy conversion in photosynthesis [32].

The photosynthetic reaction center is considered a quantum heat engine. It is noted
that the equations describing the operation of such machines are similar in many

Figure 10.
The color of melanin hardly changes whether it is a few cm from us, as in Figure 8, or thousands of light-years
away, for example, in stellar space.
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respects to the equations for a laser. Coherence violated detailed balance, thereby
increasing the efficiency of the process. A photosynthetic complex (quantum heat
engine) converts high-energy photons to a low-entropy flow of electrons [33].

Disposition of melanin or any other photopigment in nature, inside of a cylindrical
structure is quite frequently probably explained by the effect of cylindrical lenses that
focused the light on form of line (Figure 11).

The union of two cylindrical flat lenses concentrates the luminous energy along a
line that illuminates (energizes) the total structure, we can observe it from tiny
structures such as mitochondria (A), the long bones that in this way illuminates
(energize) the entire bone marrow they contain (B), and the blood vessels that when
joining two flat-cylindrical lenses, they illuminate the entire path of the blood vessel,
energizing the erythrocytes and other blood components (C). Something similar hap-
pens with the trunk of trees and the stem of plants because the area of greatest energy
is precisely the center of the structure along its entire extension (Figure 12).

8. The problem of protein folding

Protein folding is one of the most important problems in molecular biology. This
problem (Levinthal’s paradox) has been discussed repeatedly [34]. However, despite a
large number of publications on this issue, there is no agreement among researchers
not only as to what the solution to the paradox is but even whether the solution exists.
The first estimates by Levinthal (1968) [35], found that the average time of folding of
a long protein molecule should be exponentially large because of the large number of
conformational degrees of freedom. Levinthal concluded that a random search is not
realized. What then is the mechanism of folding?

The total number of conformational states of a protein chain can be estimated
according to (Berezovsky and Trifonov, 2002) [36]: 3N1 where N1 is the number of
protein domains. Here it is assumed that each protein domain has three different
conformations. If we take the largest possible population of macromolecules (pro-
teins) to be 1050 (the mass of these molecules is greater than the mass of earth).

Figure 11.
Melanin is placed inside the trunk; it is called lignin. However, its function is the transduction of radiant energy to
chemical energy through the dissociation and re-form to the water molecules. Thereby, this chemical energy
transported by molecular hydrogen impels the growth of plant trunk.
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One possible solution to the Levinthal paradox is the assumption of the existence
of a funnel-like landscape of the free energy of the protein. This smooth landscape
leads to the fact that the characteristic time of protein folding becomes small.
Hamiltonian of the interaction between proteins domains contains mainly
hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interaction forces between atoms domains [37].
This model implicitly assumes the existence of a purpose of folding. The author
argues that evolution has no goals, and therefore there are no right or wrong
results [38].

Transport of molecules and ions is accompanied by processes like protein
folding [39].

Recognition of molecules at their reaction sites inside a cell is essential for a cell’s
normal functioning. It is assumed that reactions between biologically important mol-
ecules obey the principle of “lock and key” (or “hand glove”). Otherwise, the stable

Figure 12.
The cylindrical shape can be interpreted as two flat-cylindrical lenses, which instead of focusing light on one point
(like spherical lenses), form a continuous line along the entire cylinder (D, E).
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and precise work of a cell would be simply impossible because of the large number of
“wrong” reactions. During the reaction between the key and lock a molecular complex
forms. We show that the problems arising in the formation of such a complex are
directly related to the problem of protein folding. The formation of complexes may be
useful as well as harmful to cells. In the first case, these complexes can serve to
transmit energy (information) within the cells on the key-lock principle. In the second
case, erroneously emerged complexes, on the contrary, will impede the normal
functioning of cells.

It was shown that in the absence of special restrictions, the transport of proteins
(and RNA) will be unstable with respect to their interactions with other proteins, etc.
Even though most of the positive and negative ions in the cell are quite simple (e.g.,
sodium, potassium, chlorine), their transportation can also be unstable. Transport
systems of any ions are proteins of sufficiently large mass. In this case, the problem
remains: why does the transport protein with overwhelming probability transfer the
ion from one side of a membrane to another (with the assistance, for example, of
ATP) and is not involved in any other reaction? [40].

Experiments show that the effectiveness of the active transport of ions is high and
is approximately 90%. The existence of a plurality of spatial structures of biologically
important molecules, as well as many variants of chemical reactions between them, is
one of the most important obstacles to the functioning of the cell. There must be some
special mechanism that significantly restricts the choice of variants in such a system.
Without this mechanism, we cannot speak about any significant effect of molecular
machines.

One of the most important quantum effects in the interaction of biologically
important molecules is the tunnel effect, which can accelerate reactions by orders of
magnitude [41]. Thereby, quantum mechanics plays a nontrivial role in various life
processes.

Electromagnetic potential may be present even if electric and magnetic fields are
absent, but the converse is not true. This means that the system can affect the status of
other systems through the electromagnetic potential. That is, such a system “feels” the
environment through the electromagnetic potent.

The process of the evolution of life largely depends on the properties of atoms and
molecules, which, in turn, are determined by the laws of quantum mechanics [42].
The probability of the evolution of a complex system that can reproduce is
exponentially small [43].

9. There are substantial coincidences between plant and animal cells

As is known, the genetic code of all living beings is the same (although there are
slight differences in the codes of mitochondria and chloroplasts). However, the
mechanism of formation of a single genetic code is still not clear. Initially, it was
thought that the genetic code is a “frozen accident”; in recent decades, there are more
arguments that the code is the result of evolutionary optimization [44]. Quantum
properties that accompany the transport and conversion of energy in electron transfer
could occur in the earliest stages of evolution [45].

It should be noted that the creation of copies for a quantum system obeys certain
restrictions. One of the basic properties of quantum information is that an unknown
state may not be copied, that is, to produce an exact copy we must have complete
information about the system [46].
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It is not yet determined how important is quantummechanics to biochemistry. It is
possible that prebiotic reactions use quantum effects and then become part of the
machinery of DNA [47]. Indeed, a better understanding of quantum mechanics will
contribute to a better understanding of the origin of life. Quantum entanglement of
protons and other components must be viewed in a broader context [48].

The mechanism of evolution requires the use of a priori information explicitly;
otherwise, selection on the molecular level cannot be realized. The problem of mea-
surement in quantum mechanics is still unsolved, and the role of the observer is still
unclear [49]. Biology is fundamentally contextual: bio-systems adapt permanently
their behavior to contexts.

There are significant similarities between plant and animal cells. Plant and animal
cells are both types of eukaryotic cells, meaning they both contain a true nucleus as
well as other membrane-bound organelles. The similarities between both are enough
to make it believe that in both, the interchange and flow of energy with the sur-
roundings is quite identical, that is, glucose is the source of energy. Undoubtedly, all
cells need energy to grow and function, and animal and plant cells both obtain this
energy from cellular respiration, a theoretical model. This imaginary metabolic pro-
cess supposedly takes place in the mitochondria of plant and animal cells and involves
the breakdown of glucose to release energy.

And although the chloroplast has been studied exhaustively, since it is considered
the only place where the molecule of water dissociates irreversibly, to date, the
mechanism by which water is separated into its gaseous components is not yet under-
stood. A lot of emphases has been placed on the oxygen that cells get by dissociating
water, which of course has very exact and complex functions, but the cell does not use
it to combine it with the glucose because it would be a waste.

Even more so, if the cell gets hydrogen at the same time as oxygen. The energy that
is released by breaking the water molecule is captured in some proportion by hydro-
gen to be transported throughout the interior of the cell. Gases do not combine with
water, so both oxygen and hydrogen move through the cytoplasm of the cell, passing
through it from where the water is dissociated, usually near the cell nucleus, and
following the laws of simple diffusion, it goes to the areas of lower concentration,
which in this case would be the periphery, that is, the cell membrane, which also
requires the energy that hydrogen carries.

In their displacement from the areas of greatest concentration, that is, where they
are produced (chloroplasts in plants, melanosomes in mammals) to the areas of lower
concentration (the periphery of cells), the different molecules and intracellular com-
ponents are capturing either oxygen or hydrogen, with their valuable energy load.
What constitutes a very efficient system of both production and distribution of
energy.

Remember that the dissociation of water is a process that requires a lot of energy
(endergonic), that is two thousand degrees celsius in the laboratory. But this energy,
for living beings, is free because they get it from sunlight. So, the very origin of life is
blooped in three components: a continuous energy source such as the sun, a unique
substrate such as water, and finally the presence of molecules to transduce light
energy into chemical energy by dissociating water. Thereby, glucose can be consid-
ered the universal precursor of any organic molecule in both plants and animals, but it
is not able to provide the energy that its own metabolism requires.

It is time to shake off dogmas that have prevailed for a century. The body does not
use a process as crude as combustion or combination with oxygen to obtain energy,
let alone heat, then the most inefficient form of energy.
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Nature is much more subtle because it takes advantage of a form of free energy,
such as sunlight, and transforms it into another form of energy that can be used by
different cells than living entities. And the dissociation of the water molecule is by far,
the main mechanism, we could say is the universal mechanism. Figures 11 and 12.

The molecular formula for Chlorophyll is C55H72MgN4O5 which astonishingly
sums to 137 atoms (55 + 72 + 1 + 4 + 5 = 137). The chlorophyll molecule consists of a
central magnesium atom surrounded by a nitrogen-containing structure called a por-
phyrin ring; attached to the ring is a long carbon-hydrogen side chain, known as a
phytol chain. Chlorophyll is the major pigment used by plants for capturing light
energy. A chlorophyll molecule consists of a porphyrin head (four pyrrole rings
containing nitrogen arranged in a ring around a magnesium ion) and a long hydro-
carbon tail.

Chlorophyll is related to human blood: Most chlorophylls are classified as chlorins,
which are reduced relatives of porphyrins (found in hemoglobin or blood). This
means that under a microscope, the mandala of the red human blood and green
chlorophyll are identical except for their central atom. This is an incredible link we
have to Plants.

Finally, to the various similarities between plants and animals, we must include the
fact that we do not take oxygen from the air around us, but from the water contained
in the cells that make us up, such as plants. This implies rewriting biochemistry,
biology, physiology, medicine, etc., but we cannot ignore such a transcendent obser-
vation.

10. Conclusion

Plants, like mammals, do not take oxygen from the surrounding air, instead, they
take the oxygen from water inside the plant. Thereby, the oxygen that leaves expel
into the air, coming from intracellular water. The basic mechanism is like animal
kingdom: dissociating the water molecule.

Chlorophyll is the utmost studied part of plants, believing that in that place the
water dissociation takes place. However, in the trunk, occurs a more efficient form of

Figure 13.
The human eye contains 40% more melanin than the skin. The photograph shows the anterior surface of the iris,
whose resemblance to the surface of some seeds, which also contain melanin, is striking.
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dissociation of water, this is, the dissociation and re-form of the water molecule, while
in the leaves, water dissociation is irreversible, like in hemoglobin molecule.

Lignin is a kind of melanin placed in the trunk (Figure 11), and like melanin in
mammals, has the unsuspected capacity to dissociate and re-form the water molecule.
And this unsuspected source of energy and oxygen will allow implementing a better
scheme for energy flow in the plants. The current metabolic schemes are biased in
trying to frame the dogmas, for example, when the ATP molecule is formed, energy is
released as in any molecule, and when the ATP molecule is hydrolyzed to ADP. energy
is absorbed.

And yet, in biochemistry textbooks, it is described in the opposite way, which is
contrary to reality.

Haldane, in 1913, postulated the controversial notion of the lugs as an oxygen-
secreting organ. In that same year appeared mechanism, lie, and personality, in which
Haldane declares that “The phenomena of life are of such a nature that no physical or
chemical explanation of them is remotely possible” (Figures 13 and 14) [50].
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Figure 14.
Peach seeds bear a huge resemblance to the anterior surface of the iris, both in shape and with melanin content.
And the function of melanin is the same, transforming sunlight into chemical energy through the dissociation of
water, which drives each one of the reactions that finally generate the hatching of the seed.
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Chapter 6

Reproductive Strategies of the 
Female Gametophyte
Xiaoyan Liu and Ryushiro D. Kasahara

Abstract

Reproduction refers to the biological process of producing offspring. Sexual 
reproduction in angiosperms is a complex and precise process of regulation, which 
requires the mutual recognition of male and female gametes. The pollen tube, as a 
medium for transmission of male gametes, is attracted by chemoattractant derived 
from synergid cells in a target ovule. We first identified that MYB98 plays an impor-
tant role in pollen tube guidance by regulating the downstream LURE peptides. 
Moreover, we discovered that if the first pollen tube penetrates the ovule but fertil-
ization fails, the second pollen tube is attracted by another synergid cell to increase 
the chances of fertilization as a “wise” back-up system (Fertilization Recovery 
System). Similar feedback mechanisms also occur to seed development after the pol-
len tube guidance. We further identified a phenomenon, the pollen tube-dependent 
ovule enlargement morphology (POEM), that the pollen tube contents (PTCs) 
enlarge ovules and initiate seed coat formation without fertilization. Furthermore, 
we identified the POEM in rice by knocked-out GCS1 genes in rice genome, which led 
to fertilization failure and to produce enlarged sugar grain. In this chapter, we discuss 
from the reproductive strategies of the plants to the agricultural application based on 
our previous discoveries.

Keywords: pollen tube guidance, MYB98, LUREs, fertilization recovery system, 
POEM, sugar rice

1. Introduction

Seed plants, also known as higher vascular plants, include gymnosperms and 
angiosperms, which have evolved a unique life cycle: flowering, pollination, fertil-
ization, and seed formation. Double fertilization is a flowering plant mechanism 
whereby two immotile sperm cells fertilize two different female gametes. In order to 
achieve the fusion of sexual gametes (fertilization), the mature pollen (male game-
tophyte) is dispersed from the anther to the stigmas that undergo the long journey 
to the ovule (inside the ovule is the female gametophyte), which requires the mutual 
recognition of male and female gametes (Figure 1). In this chapter, we will discuss 
from the pollen tube guidance, fertilization, the induction of seed development, and 
to the agricultural application based on our previous discoveries.
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2. Development of gametophytes

During the angiosperm life cycle, the angiosperm gametophytes develop within 
sporophytic tissues that constitute the sexual organs of the flower. The sporophyte 
produces two types of spores, microspores and megaspores, that give rise to male 
gametophytes and female gametophytes, respectively [1]. Female gametophyte 
development goes through two processes referred to as megasporogenesis and mega-
gametogenesis. The diploid megaspore mother cell undergoes meiosis and gives rise 
to four haploid megaspores. After that, three megaspores go through cell death, and 
the only megaspore left goes through three rounds of mitosis without cytokinesis, 
resulting in a multinucleate coenocyte. Subsequently, cell walls form around these 
nuclei, forming the cellular female gametophyte (Figure 1G), which consists of seven 
cells and four different cell types: three antipodal cells, two synergid cells, one egg 
cell, and one central cell [2]. The male gametophyte (Figure 1F), also referred to as 
the pollen grain or microgametophyte, develops within the anther (Figure 1B) and is 
composed of two sperm cells encased within a vegetative cell.

3. Pollen adhesion

Once a pollen grain adheres to the stigma, compatible pollen must be distin-
guished from potential pathogens (fungal spores or bacteria). In response to com-
patible pollen, stigmas initiate a basal response pathway that transfers water to the 
desiccated pollen grain for pollen hydration and germination [3].

Figure 1. 
The Arabidopsis male and female gametophyte. A. The flower of Arabidopsis. B. Anther of Arabidopsis thaliana, 
Anthers dehiscent, exposing pollen grains. C. Stigmas bearing pollen grains. D. Pollen tube stained by aniline 
blue, WT self-cross 8HAP. E. Pollens fall onto the stigma to grow pollen tubes. F. Male gametophyte (pollen 
grain), with one vegetative cell and two sperm cells inside. G. Female gametophyte, consists of seven cells and four 
different cell types: three antipodal cells, two synergid cells, one egg cell, and one central cell.
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In self-incompatible plants of the genus Brassica, self-related pollen grains are 
recognized and prevented to germinate by interaction with the epidermal cells of 
the stigma (Figure 2B). The self-incompatibility (SI) phenomenon is genetically 
controlled by a complex and polymorphic locus [4]. Among the genes, S locus is a pair 
of sequence-related genes, the cell wall localized S-locus glycoprotein (SLG) gene and 
the plasma membrane spanning receptor protein kinase (SRK) gene, both of which 
are expressed specifically in the stigma epidermal cells. The pollen coat localized 
S-locus cysteine-rich/S-locus protein 11 (SCR/SP11) ligands interacts with S-receptor 
kinase (SRK), thereby inducing its self-activation during the self-pollen recognition 
process [5–7]. However, for compatible pollen, due to the absence of pollen coat 
protein, self-activation of SRK is inhibited by thioredoxin H-like1 (THL1), resulting 
pollen hydration and germination [8, 9].  Upon phosphorylation and activation, SRK 
forms a complex with M-locus protein kinase (MLPK, a plasma-membrane-localized 
receptor-like cytoplasmic kinase protein), which in turn interacts with arm-repeat-
containing protein 1 (ARC1, a pistil specific E3 ubiquitin ligase protein) [10, 11]. 
The activated ARC1 is directly involved in the ubiquitination of Exo70A1, a plasma 
membrane-localized peptide, which is involved in the secretory vesicle delivery 
to the papillae surface [12–14]. The study shows that in the absence of functional 
Exo70A1, the exocyst complex-derived stigmatic secretion failed [15]. In addition, 
studies indicate that pollen-specific plasma-membrane-localized aquaporins (NIP4;1, 

Figure 2. 
Pollen landing on stigma to germinate pollen tube. A. Pollen adhesion, hydration, and germination. B. SRK 
recognizes pollen of the same plant by interacting with SCR/SP11 thereby phosphorylating ARC1 which, in turn, 
interacts with Exo70A1 and evokes self-incompatibility by hindering stigmatic secretion. In the absence of SRK 
interaction with pollen-specific SCR/SP11, it interacts with stigma-specific THL1 and ARC1 phosphorylation is 
hindered. Hence, normal stigmatic secretion proceeds and pollen gets hydrated. C. Model of compatible pollen 
recognition. Before pollination, RALF23/33 induces ROS production in the stigmatic papilla cells through an ANJ-
FER-ROP2-RBOHD pathway. After pollination with compatible pollen, PCP-Bs from the pollen coat compete 
with RALF23/33 for interaction with the ANJ-FER complex, repressing ROS production and initiating stigmatic 
responses.
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NIP4;2, TIP1;3, TIP5;1) are potential macromolecules involved in pollen hydration by 
rendering pollen PM permeable to water and other solutes [16, 17].

Although the main mechanisms of action of different types of self-incompatibility 
systems have been clarified, in contrast, relatively little attention has been paid to 
compatible pollen recognition and the corresponding cellular responses in the stig-
matic papillae. In Arabidopsis thaliana, the pollen coat PCP-Bs are excellent candidates 
for the pollen ligand to initiate the basal compatible pollen acceptance pathway in 
the papilla. The loss of PCP-Bs notably slows pollen hydration and germination [18]. 
Recently, a stigmatic gatekeeper, the ANJEA–FERONIA (ANJ–FER) receptor kinase 
complex, perceives the RAPID ALKALINIZATION FACTOR peptides RALF23 and 
RALF33 to induce reactive oxygen species (ROS) production in the stigma papillae, 
whereas pollination reduces stigmatic ROS, allowing pollen hydration. Upon pollina-
tion, PCP-Bs compete with RALF23/33 for binding to the ANJ-FER complex, leading 
to a decline of stigmatic ROS that facilitates pollen hydration (Figure 1C) [19].

4. Pollen tube guidance at the micropylar region

Several studies have reported that the pollen tubes fail to grow onto ovules con-
taining abnormal female gametophytes, suggesting that the embryo sac provides a 
guiding cue for the pollen tubes [20–22]. The study on Oenothera showed that PT 
directly enters synergid cell, which is where it bursts and releases their contents along 
with two sperm cells. Later studies further demonstrated the synergid cell as being 
the only source of short-distance pollen tube attractants at the micropylar region 
[23, 24]. The synergid cells have structural specializations that facilitate the fertiliza-
tion process. Each synergid cell consists of large vacuole at its chalazal end, and a 
nucleus and stack of ER, along with Golgi complexes, at its micropylar end [25]. The 
micropylar tip of each synergid cell wall is extensively invaginated, forming a struc-
ture referred to as the filiform apparatus [26]. MYB98, a synergid cell-specific R2R3 
transcription factor, affects the development of filiform apparatus and is crucially 
important for micropylar PT guidance [27].

A later study showed that MYB98 affects the expression of arrays of SC-specific 
genes encoding defensin-like cysteine-rich proteins (CRPs), which are secreted into 
the filiform apparatus and are involved in PT guidance [28]. LURE1 and LURE2, two 
of the synergid cell produced CRPs, are directly involved in micropylar pollen tube 
guidance [29, 30]. Recent studies have shown that these proteins interact with recep-
tors such as PRK6 [31] and MIDIS1-MIK [32] that are produced by the PTs and guide 
it toward the micropylar. The pollen tube tip-specific LIP1 and LIP2, members of 
RLKs, also regulate micropylar PT guidance and affect PT attraction toward LURE1 
(Figure 3A). The study in Torenia fournieri showed that AMOR, an arabinogalactan 
polysaccharide secreted by mature ovules, also plays a positive role in rendering 
the growing PT competent to interact with LURE attractants [33]. The AtLURE1/
PRK6-mediated signaling pathway thus guarantees a strong and biased precedence 
for own pollen tubes and contributes to prezygotic reproductive isolation in the 
genus Arabidopsis. Except LUREs, another group of CRPs, XIUQIU1–4 (Figure 3A), 
attracts PTs without any species bias [34, 35]. However, the interaction of XIUQIU to 
as yet unknown PT-receptor/s is likely conserved across Brassicaceae members as it 
can effectively attract PTs of Arabidopsis lyrata and Capsella rubella.

In addition to the important role of synergid cell in pollen tube guidance, central cells 
also seem to influence pollen tube guidance. A central cell-specific Central Cell Guidance 
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(CCG), encoding a nuclear protein with an N-terminal conserved zinc b-ribbon domain, 
has also been reported to affect micropylar pollen tube guidance [36, 37]. Interestingly, 
in ccg mutant, MYB98 and other CRP genes, including LURE1, are downregulated [37]. 
This is most likely due to the changes in MYB98 expression, or MYB98 along with CCG 
and CBP1, co-regulate the expression of those CRPs. However, if they were to co-regu-
late along with MYB98, additional evidence and explanations are required [38].

5. Discharge of sperm cells from the pollen tube tip to fertilization

Pollen tube growth arrests within a synergid and the pollen tube tip bursts, releas-
ing the PT contents, including the two sperm cells [39]. This process is accompanied 
by the degeneration of the receptive synergid and is rapidly followed by the fusion of 
one sperm with the egg and one sperm with the central cell to give rise to the zygote 
and endosperm, respectively [40, 41].

Double fertilization proceeds through the recognition, attachment, and mem-
brane fusion of male and female gametes, and these processes are directly regulated 
by proteins on the gamete surface (Figure 3B) [42]. Male gametic membrane proteins 
HAP2/GCS1, GEX2, DMP8, and DMP9 have been identified as fertilization regulators 
affecting male-female gamete fusion [43–46]. The first gamete fusogen identified was 
HAP2/GCS1, which share a similar structure with two distinct families of exoplasmic 
fusogens: the somatic Fusion Family (FF) and class II viral glycoproteins [47]. The 
egg cell-specific EC1, which was reported to be crucial for sperm cell activation [48], 
also plays an important role in sperm cell attachment to the plasma membrane of 
both the egg cell and central cell [46]. EC1 proteins accumulate in storage vesicles 
of the egg cell. Upon sperm arrival, EC1-containing vesicles are exocytosed. The 
sperm endomembrane system responds to exogenously applied EC1 peptides by 
redistributing the potential gamete fusogen HAP2/GCS1 to the cell surface. These 
findings provide evidence that mutual gamete activation, regulated exocytosis, and 
sperm plasma membrane modifications govern flowering plant gamete interactions. 
However, it is yet unclear whether the EC1 acts solely or in coordination with sperm 
cell-specific signal during the process. Recent study reported that two sperm DUF679 

Figure 3. 
Pollen tube guidance and double fertilization. A. Micropylar guidance is regulated by LURE-PRK6/MDIS1-
MIK interaction, TIC2, XIUQIU, AMOR. Central cell localized CCG and synergid cell localized MYB98 affect 
CRP biosynthesis. B. HAP2/GCS1 interacts with DMP8 and DMP9, which are required for the EC1-induced 
translocation of HAP2/GCS1 from internal storage vesicle to the sperm plasma membrane to ensure successful 
fertilization.
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membrane proteins DMP8 and DMP9 interact with HAP2/GCS1, which are required 
for the EC1-induced translocation of HAP2/GCS1 from internal storage vesicle to the 
sperm plasma membrane to ensure successful fertilization [49].

Once these two cells fuse at fertilization, their nuclei must then navigate toward 
each other and fuse. When an animal egg cell is fertilized, cable-like protein fila-
ments called microtubules guide the two nuclei into contact. These microtubules are 
organized by a cellular structure called a centrosome [50, 51]. However, flowering 
plants do not have centrosomes [52]. Kawashima et al. [53] found that the fertiliza-
tion requires an intact F-actin network. The sperm nucleus becomes surrounded by 
a star-shaped structure of F-actin cables, and that this F-actin structure migrates 
together with the sperm nucleus. The F-actin network constantly moves inward, 
from the edges of the cell toward the nucleus, prior to fertilization. ROP8 is a female 
gamete-specific Rho-GTPase that regulates F-actin dynamics. Previous research has 
shown that the Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein family verprolin-homologous and 
suppressor of the cAMP receptor (WAVE/SCAR) family are effector proteins that 
directly interact with ROPs and promote actin nucleation [54, 55]. The WAVE/SCAR 
complex is the main activator of the F-actin regulatory ACTIN RELATED PROTEIN 
2/3 (ARP2/3) protein complex [56, 57]. However, further study demonstrated that 
the F-actin regulator, SCAR2, but not the ARP2/3 protein complex, regulates F-actin 
dynamics in female gametophytic cells for fertilization. In addition, the class XI 
myosin XI-G controls active F-actin movement in the Arabidopsis central cell [58].

6. Fertilization recovery system and polytubey blocking

In normal conditions, although hundreds of pollens may land on the stigma and 
growing pollen tubes into the transmitting tract of a pistil, usually only a single tube, 
in response to attractants, emerges from the septum in the vicinity of each ovule to 
target the ovule [59, 60]. Even the attraction of more than one pollen tube has been 
observed in different gametophytic mutants [61–65]. The mechanism regulating 
pollen tube number remains unclear. As we discussed earlier, the synergid plays a 
role in attracting the pollen tube. In Arabidopsis, pollen tube growth arrests within a 
synergid cell and accompanied by the degeneration of the receptive synergid. Thus, 
the second pollen tube is attracted by another synergid. Kasahara et al. [66, 67] inves-
tigated the mechanisms underlying this phenomenon in Arabidopsis upon frequently 
observing ovules that accepted two pollen tubes in the fertilization defective hap2–1 
(allelic to gcs1) mutant. They observed that the fertility rate of the ovules pollinated 
with pollen from male gametophytic mutants was not around 50%, as expected, it is 
60–70%. This result was revealed once fertilization failed with the first pollen tube, 
attracted a second one through a second synergid cell, so increasing the fertility rate. 
This phenomenon is called fertilization recovery system (Figure 4A and B).

In addition to the fertilization recovery system, plants, like animals, also have an 
important task of avoiding polyspermy. In Arabidopsis, the block to polyspermy is 
facilitated by a mechanism that prevents polytubey. How exactly do plants control 
the number of pollen tubes they attract? Three block mechanisms have been discov-
ered recently, occurring in the septum, the micropyle, and after fertilization. The 
first polytubey block is located at the septum, FERONIA, ANJEA, and HERCULES 
RECEPTOR KINASE 1 receptor-like kinases located at the septum interact with pollen 
tube-specific RALF6, 7, 16, 36, and 37 peptide ligands to establish polytubey block 
(Figure 4D) [68]. In addition, Duan et al. [69] demonstrated that pollen tube arrival at 
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the ovule triggers the accumulation of nitric oxide at the filiform apparatus in a process 
that is dependent on FERONIA and mediated by de-esterified pectin. Nitric oxide 
nitrosates both precursor and mature forms of the chemoattractant LURE11, respec-
tively, blocking its secretion and interaction with its receptor, to suppress pollen tube 
attraction. Fertilization signals can also block polytubey. After successful fertilization, 
the aspartic endopeptidases ECS1 and ECS2 are secreted to the extracellular space from 
a cortical network located at the apical domain of the Arabidopsis egg cell. ECS1 and 
ESC2 specifically cleave the pollen tube attractor LURE1 (Figure 4C). In consequence, 
polytubey is frequent in ecs1 ecs2 double mutants. These findings demonstrate that plant 
egg cells sense successful fertilization and elucidate a mechanism as to how a relatively 
fast post-fertilization block to polytubey is established by fertilization-induced degra-
dation of attraction factors [70].

7. Pollen tube-dependent ovule enlargement morphology (POEM)

As discussed earlier, once two sperm cells fused to egg cell and central cell, 
to give rise to embryo and endosperm, which is the start of seed development. 
However, nobody knows the mechanism of initiation of seed development, except 
double fertilization. The discovery of pollen tube-dependent ovule enlargement 

Figure 4. 
Fertilization recovery system and polytubey. A. One pollen is being directed toward the ovule. B. The first pollen 
tube penetrates the ovule but fertilization fails, the second pollen tube is attracted by another synergid cell to 
increase the chances of fertilization as a “wise” back-up system (Fertilization Recovery System). C. Fertilization 
signals (ECS1 and ECS2) block polytubey. ECS1 and ESC2 specifically cleave the pollen tube attractor LURE1. D. 
FERONIA, ANJEA, and HERCULES RECEPTOR KINASE 1 receptor-like kinases located at the septum interact 
with pollen tube-specific RALF6, 7, 16, 36, and 37 peptide ligands to establish polytubey block. In addition, NO 
affects LURE1 and suppresses pollen tube attraction at micropylar.
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morphology (POEM) brings a turning point, interesting in that the PTC itself is 
enough to initiate the ovule enlargement (Figure 5) even though it may not grow 
to the regular seed size [71]. As a preparation for fertilization, PTC initiated the 
developmental activity of various cells in the ovule. While studies have suggested 
that fertilization is a prerequisite for seed coat development [72, 73]. The studies 
demonstrated that just PTC release into the ovule is enough to initiate seed coat and 
endosperm development [74, 75]. In addition, the expression of numerous genes is 
responsible for cell expansion, cell division, and seed coat development in gcs1/gcs1 
pollinated ovules. As a preparation for fertilization, PTC initiates the developmental 
activity of various cells in the ovule. After mobilization, the ovules are waiting for 
the signal from double fertilization to continue the seed development, in addition to 
the phenotype of ovule size and seed coat formation.

Figure 5. 
Pollen tube-dependent ovule enlarged morphology (POEM). After the pollen tube arrests within a synergid, the 
pollen tube bursts and releases its contents with two sperm cells. Double fertilization is accomplished by these 
sperm cells fertilizing egg cell and central cell to give rise to the zygote and endosperm, respectively. However, if 
the ovule gets gcs1 mutant pollen tube, gcs1 sperm cells fail to fertilize. The ovule will be enlarged and initiate seed 
coat formation without fertilization.
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Discovery of the POEM phenomenon showed its potential applications in crop 
breeding for seed size increment and apomixis induction. However, POEM has only 
been reported in Arabidopsis. There are great differences between mono and dicoty-
ledon plants. To investigate if this phenomenon is conserved in monocot as well, 
Honma et al. [76] developed genome-edited rice plants by knocking-out homologs 
of rice GCS1 using the CRISPR/Cas9 technology, which led to fertilization failure 
and pollen tube-dependent ovule enlargement morphology (POEM) phenomenon. 
Apparently, the POEMed-like rice ovule can grow near-normal seed size unlike 
earlier observations in Arabidopsis in which gcs1 ovules were aborted quite early. The 
POEMed-like rice ovules contained 10–20% sugar, with extremely high sucrose con-
tent (98%). Transcriptomic analysis revealed that the osgcs1 ovules had downregula-
tion of starch biosynthetic genes, which would otherwise have converted sucrose to 
starch. Overall, this study shows that pollen tube content release is sufficient to trig-
ger sucrose unloading at rice ovules. However, successful fertilization is indispensable 
to trigger sucrose-starch conversion. These findings are expected to pave the way for 
developing novel sugar-producing crops suited for diverse climatic regions.

8. Summary

This chapter discusses the journey of the pollen from the stigma to fertilization as 
well as the POEM phenomenon. These processes are achieved through the involvement 
of various male-female interactions. The molecular mechanisms underlying pollen tube 
guidance from the funiculus to the female gametophyte are well known in Arabidopsis, 
because the pollen tube attractants AtLURE1 peptides had previously been identified 
downstream of the master synergid cell regulator MYB98. Recently, more and more fac-
tors related to fertilization journey have been elucidated. During the final step after pol-
len tube bursting, HAP2/ GCS1, GEX2, DMP8, and DMP9 have been identified as direct 
male-related key fertilization factors. The F-actin network is also required for sperm 
nucleus migration. The fertilization recovery system is to increase the chances of fertil-
ization as a “wise” back-up system. Combining fertilization recovery system with recent 
research on polytubey blocking, the process of how ovule attracts pollen tube is becom-
ing clear. Finally, very few factors related to new plant phenomena and POEM have been 
identified. New insights into the underlying molecular mechanisms are anticipated.
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Abstract

Natural rubber (NR, cis-1,4-polyisoprene) used in over 50,000 products, has 
unique properties, which cannot be matched by synthetic rubber. Hevea brasiliensis 
Muell. Arg. is currently the only NR commercial source that is not secure because of 
Hevea tree diseases, increasing demand, high labor costs, price instability, trade  
politics, competition for land with other crops, and a deforestation ban preventing 
new H. brasiliensis acreage. Hence, alternative rubber-producing crops are required 
for increasing the geographic and biological diversity of NR production. The 
mechanical properties and molecular composition of Taraxacum kok-saghyz NR are 
nearly identical to those of H. brasiliensis NR. However, developing T. kok-saghyz as an 
industrial crop is faced with some problems. This plant can become a commercially 
viable rubber-producing crop by improving agronomic fitness, rubber yield, and 
extraction process efficiency. An efficient process should extract NR at a high yield 
without damaging its physical and mechanical properties. This chapter focuses on 
the potential ways to improve rubber production and extraction processes from 
T. kok-saghyz.

Keywords: cis-polyisoprene, Hevea brasiliensis, molecular weight, rubber extraction, 
rubber yield, rubber quality

1. Introduction

Natural rubber (NR, Cis-1,4-polyisoprene) applied in over 50,000 products [1, 2] 
has unique properties which cannot be matched by synthetic rubber including  
abrasion and impact resistance, efficient heat dispersion, elasticity, malleability at 
cold temperatures, and resilience [1, 2]. Trans-polyisoprene has poorer low-tem-
perature thermoplasticity (Tm = 54.5°C) and less flexibility compared with NR [1]. 
Synthetic rubbers are polymers of alkenes or dienes derived from petroleum which is 
a non-renewable resource [3]. Trans-polyisoprene possesses different characteristics 
which include high rigidity, very low coefficient of thermal contraction/expansion, 
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outstanding insulation, and resistance to acid and alkali situations [1]. Due to its 
unique properties, this polymer is suitable for use in insulated cables, sporting goods, 
molds, dental products, and medical and scientific instruments.

H. brasiliensis Muell. Arg. is the only commercial NR source [1]. The amazon basin 
as a native region of H. brasiliensis only produces 2% of NR world production [4] 
because of South American leaf blight [a fatal endemic disease] on this continent. 
Southeast Asia countries, especially Thailand (4.85 million metric tons in 2019) 
and Indonesia (3.30 million metric tons in 2019) are the main NR producers [1, 2]. 
Attempts to develop H. brasiliensis clones having stable resistance and accepted yields 
have not been successful [1]. H. brasiliensis tree may enable to escape the disease 
by planting in escape or sub-optimal areas because long dry seasons interrupt the 
development cycle of fungus but yield decreases. The new clones are needed in such 
marginal and an agroforestry system can be planted with other perennial crops such 
as coffee or cocoa to achieve profitability [5, 6]. Currently, Global NR sources are 
not secure because of Hevea tree diseases, increasing demand, high labor costs, price 
instability, business politics, competition for land with other crops, and deforestation 
ban [1, 2]. Hence, alternative NR-producing plants are needed.

Many plants were studied in terms of rubber production potential when supply 
problems arose due to NR price or accessibility, particularly during World War I (the 
1910s), World War II (the 1940s), and oil embargo (the 1970s). One of the promi-
nent efforts is the establishment of the Edison Botanical Research Company in 1927. 
This company evaluated more than 17,000 rubber-producing plants in terms of NR 
content and quality [1].

2. Alternative rubber-producing plants to H. brasiliensis

About 2500 plant species produce cis-polyisoprene NR which is not always in a 
form of tappable latex [7]. It is noteworthy that molecular weight strongly correlates 
with quality and the most significant indication of usable rubber is a molecular weight 
of 1000 kg/mol or more [1, 2]. NR with an average molecular weight of over 1000 kg/
mol is produced by only a few plants including para rubber tree (H. brasiliensis), 
Parthenium argentatum (guayule), T. kok-saghyz (rubber dandelion), Taraxacum 
brevicorniculatum, Scorzonera tau-saghyz, Scorzonera uzbe-kistanica, prickly lettuce 
(Lactuca serriola), lettuce (Lactuca sativa), Ficus bengalensis, and Madagascar rubber 
vine (Cryptostegia grandiflora) [1, 2].

The potential of Prickly lettuce as an alternative rubber source is not certain 
because of its low rubber content. Scorzonera uzbekistanica, S. tau-saghyz, and T. 
kok-saghyz can accumulate significant rubber content [1], but this takes years to 
accumulate.

Most T. kok-saghyz plants accumulate below 10% NR in the first cultivation year, 
but rare plants may accumulate above 20% NR [8]. The mechanical properties and 
molecular composition of T. kok-saghyz NR are nearly identical to those of H. brasil-
iensis NR, simplifying development, while P. argentatum rubber compounds need 
alternative formulations to meet product characteristics [9]. Many rubber companies 
are currently involved in P. argentatum and T. kok-saghyz rubber. However, it is not 
possible to go straight to a commodity tire market, so the success key is solving scal-
ability issues.

T. kok-saghyz can be planted as an annual crop in temperate regions. Development 
of T. kok-saghyz as an industrial crop is faced with some problems including 
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self-incompatibility, high heterozygosity, very variable rubber concentration, con-
siderable rubber yield only quantifiable at maturity, its need for continual moisture 
during germination, low rate of growth, and poor competition with weeds [10, 11]. 
Hence, conventional and molecular breeding is required for improving agronomic 
fitness and NR yield to convert this species into a commercially reasonable rubber 
crop. Also, converting T. kok-saghyz into an industrial rubber-producing crop requires 
a cost-effective and environmentally friendly rubber extraction process proven at a 
commercial scale. This chapter focuses on the potential ways to improve rubber pro-
duction and different latex and solid rubber extraction processes from T. kok-saghyz.

3. NR biosynthesis pathway

NR is composed of isopentenyl monomers derived from isopentenyl pyrophos-
phate, synthesized primarily from the cytosolic mevalonate pathway and likely 
also from the plastidic 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol-4-phosphate pathway (Figure 1) 
[1]. Geranyl pyro-phosphate, farnesyl pyrophosphate (FPP), and geranylgeranyl 
pyrophosphate can serve as rubber molecule initiators [12, 13]. FPP is most likely the 
leading in vivo initiator.

Rubber biosynthesis (Figure 1) is catalyzed by RT-ase (EC 2.5.1.20) at the rubber 
particle surface [14]. RT-ase is the only cis-prenyltransferase (CPT) that can biosyn-
thesize high molecular weight cis-polyisoprene (>1000 kg/mol). Even CPTs that are 
not part of RT-ase, can affect rubber biosynthesis because CPTs are associated with 
sterol biosynthesis, and they are possibly required for forming rubber particle mem-
branes. Also, most CPTs produce short-chain cis-allylic pyrophosphates which can 
function as rubber polymer initiators [15]. It seems that small rubber particle protein 
and rubber elongation factor are involved in NR biosynthesis [16–18] and they are 
effective targets for knockout or overexpression. A substantial mechanism regulating 
the secondary metabolite pathway is the transcriptional co-regulation of its pathway 
genes [19, 20]. Hence, this may demonstrate a main research scope in the future. Also, 
CPT-Like/CPT-binding proteins seem to be involved in NR biosynthesis [21–23] and 
may supply structural scaffolds [22].

4. Potential ways to improve NR yield

Theoretically, the reconstitution of rubber particles, a rubber synthetic machin-
ery has not yet been achieved [1]. A eukaryotic organism with an endomembrane is 
required for ectopic rubber biosynthesis because eukaryotic post-translation modifica-
tion may modify the RT-ase and also, the biogenesis of rubber particles likely occurs 
in Golgi or endoplasmic reticulum [24]. The overexpression of hydroxymethylglutaryl 
coenzyme A reductase [25] and allylic pyrophosphates [26] may increase rubber 
production, but it may harm rubber quality especially molecular weight [26]. It was 
noteworthy that the result of isoprenoid overexpression studies depends on the genetic 
background [1]. There is a negative correlation between rubber and inulin contents in 
T. kok-saghyz [14, 27, 28]. The target secondary metabolite content may be increased 
by blocking the branch pathways [29]. The content of short-chain polyisoprene was 
increased (two folds) in T. kok-saghyz and T. brevicorniculatum roots by over-expressing 
fructan 1-exohydrolase, which catalyzes the degradation of inulin to fructose and 
sucrose [30]. In brief, high molecular weight rubber biosynthesis in plants, yeasts, 
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and bacteria has not been achieved by molecular genetic studies, and only isoprenoid 
production is slightly increased [14, 22, 30–34]. This indicates that our knowledge 
about feedback mechanisms and other rate-limiting enzymes is incomplete.

Breeding of T. kok-saghyz is essential in terms of agronomic properties, vigor 
traits, and rubber yield to convert it to a commercial crop. Hybridization [Taraxacum 
officinale (common dandelion) × T. kok-saghyz], selection, hybrid breeding, and 
polyploidy breeding have been assessed to achieve this aim. Quantitative traits can be 
selected by the family selection in the best way. For example, population selection and 
half-sib family selection increased the germination rate from 5.8% in cycle 0 to 40.8% 

Figure 1. 
The pathway of natural rubber (cis-1,4-poly isoprene), 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol-4-phosphate (MEP), 
mevalonate (MVA), and the oligomeric allylic pyrophosphate biosynthesis [1]. DXS: 1-deoxy-D-xylulose-
5-phosphate synthase; DXR: 1-deoxy-D-xylulose-5-phosphate reductoisomerase; MCT: 2-C-methyl-D-
erythritol-4-phosphate cytidyl transferase; CMK: 4-(cytidine-5′-diphospho)-2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 
kinase; MCS: 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol-2,4-cyclodiphosphate synthase; HDS: 4-hydroxy-3methylbut-2-enyl 
diphosphate synthase; HDR: 4-hydroxy-3-methylbut-2-enyl diphosphate reductase; ACAT: acetyl coenzyme 
A acetyltransferase; HMGS: hydroxymethylglutaryl coenzyme A synthase; HMGR: hydroxymethylglutaryl 
coenzyme A reductase; MVK: mevalonate kinase; PMK: phosphomevalonate kinase; PMD: diphosphomevalonate 
decarboxylase.
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and 47.8% in cycle 3, respectively, under in vitro water stress [35]. Also, half-sib family, 
recurrent selection increased rubber yield from 0.15 to 0.22 g/plant after four selection 
cycles [36]. Interbreeding of diploid dandelion species failed to improve vigor and 
rubber concentration in single Taraxacum genotypes in early attempts [37]. However, 
recent European attempts have been successful to introgress vigor-related genetic 
elements of T. officinale into a rubber-producing genetic background of T. kok-saghyz 
[38]. The polyploidy breeding approach can enhance rubber concentration and/or root 
size and potentially end in high rubber yield. The self-incompatibility of T. kok-saghyz 
results in heterozygous and complex genetic backgrounds of its seeds, which may 
confound the chromosome doubling effects. Rare vigorous T. kok-saghyz tetraploids 
obtained in polyploid research [39, 40] propose that tetraploid breeding stands as 
a hopeful method for increasing T. kok-saghyz rubber yield. Developing the homo-
zygous or inbred T. kok-saghyz lines are challenging because the self-incompatibility 
of diploid T. kok-saghyz prevents its self-fertilization. Development of T. kok-saghyz 
hybrids is possible using self-compatibility (SC) and cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) 
traits [1]. CS and CMS have been detected [11] and identified [41] in T. kok-saghyz. 
Unfortunately, SC and CMS phenotypes are temperature-dependent [41].

Either hydroponic production or genetically modified in vitro cultures can be more 
rapidly scaled up than field crops and could provide essential, more expensive, NR in 
the case of emergency. Several strategies can enhance secondary metabolite produc-
tion in in vitro cultures, for example, cell metabolism modification applying elicitors 
can result in increased secondary metabolite production in plant cells [42–45].

5. Rubber extraction processes

Rubber exists as latex (a rubber particle aqueous emulsion) and solid rubber 
threads in T. kok-saghyz living roots [2]. For extracting the rubber particles in latex 
form, T. kok-saghyz roots must be mechanically homogenized [46, 47]. The latex and 
solid rubber extraction processes date back to the 1930s. Soviet research focused on 
latex extraction [48–50] and US Researchers simulated mastication using wet-milling 
to extract solid rubber in water [51–54]. If the latex is not needed, it is better to 
recover all the NR as solid rubber by drying the roots [2].

For economic viability, all T. kok-saghyz components must be used [2]. Rubber, 
sugar syrups, soluble fiber, food, food and beverage ingredients, and biofuels can be 
generated from T. kok-saghyz. The leaves also can be applied in salads, teas, and tisanes 
[47]. Polar organic fractions contain useful compounds such as lubricants, cosmetic 
ingredients, insect pheromones, sealants, adhesives, surfactants, and emulsifiers [55].

5.1 Latex rubber extraction

Soviet researchers extracted latex from T. kok-saghyz roots using the flow method, 
in which thin circular cut roots are put in the extraction medium to extract the latex 
into a stabilizing buffer, then it is centrifuged to recover the latex [48–50]. USDA scien-
tists developed the blender method to extract latex from P. argentatum at lab and pilot 
scales [56, 57]. This process can be applied to extract latex from T. kok-saghyz roots [2].

The latex colloidal stability can be assessed by zeta-potential measure [58]. The 
latex is likely coagulated when the emulsions go acidic [58]. The latex colloidal 
stabilization is ordinarily kept by adding hydroxides (most commonly, ammonium 
hydroxide [59], or ethanolamine (ETA) [58]. Some bases (like KOH or ammonia) and 
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ETA possess enough bactericidal activity to maintain latex for several months [58]. 
ETA is a better stabilizer and more “green” compared with ammonia or KOH [2].

5.2 Solid rubber extraction

Drying the roots recover all the rubber as solid rubber. Several processes have been 
patented to extract rubber from dried T. kok-saghyz roots [47, 52–55, 60–62] and some 
processes have pending applications. They include wet milling, enzyme digestion, 
solvent extraction, and dry milling processes.

5.2.1 Wet-milling process

Wet milling simulates mastication using pebble milling to extract rubber in water 
[9, 51–54, 63]. In the Eskew process, at first, inulin and other water-soluble components 
are extracted from dried and chopped T. kok-saghyz roots by mixing the roots with hot 
water, then rubber is separated from root biomass using pebble milling, and in the end, 
the rubber is retrieved by flotation [51–54]. No enzymes or chemicals are needed in 
the Eskew process (wet milling) [52], so it is a low-cost process [2]. The rubber purity 
reduces in this method because root biomass is trapped in the rubber phase [2]. Eskew 
process can retrieve nearly 75% of the rubber in T. kok-saghyz roots with a dirt content 
of 12–15% w/w dry NR [53], which hurts rubber mechanical characteristics and 
restricts its commercial application. Two processes were patented for improving the 
yield and purity of rubber extracted by the Eskew process. One of them reported that 
the rubber yield was increased to 90% by milling whole roots instead of chopped roots 
[52], but the rubber impurity was still 10–15% [53]. In another patent, the crude rubber 
extracted by Eskew process was scrubbed in NaOH solution, and then it was neutral-
ized with stearic acid to improve rubber purity (1.47% impurities) [53].

5.2.2 Enzyme digestion process

About 77% (w/w) of rubber impurities extracted using the Eskew process include 
cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, and pectin [64]. So, in the enzymatic digestion 
process, after carbohydrate extraction from dried and crushed roots (less than 1 mm), 
rubber is further purified by a mixture of industrial cellulose, hemicellulose, and 
xylanase enzymes [47, 61, 64].

The PENRA III, an enzyme-based aqueous process was developed by the team 
of PENRA (Program for Excellence in Natural Rubber Alternatives). This process 
consists of extracting with hot water, alkaline pre-treatment, treating with enzyme, 
centrifuging, pebble milling, floating, and filtrating [63]. The rubber yield and purity 
were 80% (of the theoretical T. kok-saghyz NR yield) [64] and 99.5% (at lab-scale) 
[65], respectively in this process. The enzymes secreted from Thermomyces lanuginosus 
fungus and enzymes contained in transgenic maize flour may be used as low-cost 
enzymes in the commercial extraction process [2].

5.2.3 Solvent extraction

In solvent extraction, inulin is preliminary extracted from dried and ground 
T. kok-saghyz roots using hot water, then polar and non-polar solvents are sequen-
tially or simultaneously used [66] for extracting and purifying rubber. The purity 
requirements of 99.8% are met in solvent extraction [67] but may lead to safety and 
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environmental concerns. Also, it is faced with scale-up challenges and is expensive. 
Also, this process may result in lower rubber yield because T. kok-saghyz rubber has 
naturally crosslinked rubber gel which difficulty dissolves in solvents [68].

5.2.4 Dry milling process

T. kok-saghyz roots dried to 7.5% moisture were ground by a gristmill, then rubber 
threads were separated from root tissue applying a mesh screen (mesh size: 2 mm). 
The rubber threads were shaken in warm water, settled, floating rubber threads, 
skimmed off, and re-stirred in warm water [60]. This process can recover 97.5% of the 
extractable rubber with a purity of 99.8% after 5 repetitions.

5.3 Natural rubber quality

On the molecular level, the determinants of rubber quality consist of polymer 
molecular weight, macromolecular structure (branching), gel content, and content 
and composition of non-rubber components like lipids and proteins [1, 2]. Hence, the 
extracted rubber should be assessed in terms of rubber purity, gel content of the solid 
rubber, resin content, molecular characterization, and NR composition. An impurity 
content of less than 0.2% is required for preventing unallowable tear initiation and 
propagation according to ASTM D1278-91a [69].

6. Conclusions and perspectives

Trying to establish H. brasiliensis clones having acceptable yield and durable 
resistance has not been successful. T. kok-saghyz as a strong candidate alternative 
rubber crop needs optimized agronomic practices and extraction processes. New T. 
kok-saghyz plants can be developed using gene editing and breeding research. None 
of the studied processes for T. kok-saghyz rubber extraction are fully satisfactory and 
each of them has intrinsic advantages and disadvantages. It is necessary to optimize 
the extraction process that can produce rubber with high purity and high quality, is 
cost-effective, and does not cause environmental concerns.
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